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EDITORIAL

A BOOKISH AGE: 
OF ANT LIONS AND 
BARNACLEGEESE

In our own society most knowledge depends, in 
the last resort, on observation. But the Middle 
Ages depended predominantly on books.

C. S. Lewis 
Discarded Image, p. 5

HAVE you ever wandered into a bookstore 
and begun to wonder who reads all this stuff ? 
Each year in America, something like 45,000 
new books are published. In addition to this 
large number of books, there are thousands 
of journals being printed. About 400 of these 
journals deal at least in part with national de- 
fense issues.

Several factors fuel this modern paper bliz- 
zard. For one thing, academics are caught in 
the publish-or-perish syndrome. In their ef- 
forts to earn promotions or academic tenure, 
they produce vast quantities of publications, 
“ not because they feel they have something 
to say, but because they feel they had better 
say something.”  (Chron ic le  o f H igher Educa- 
tion, 12 December 1984, p. 96) Think tanks and 
consultants also produce a seemingly endless 
stream of publications in their efforts to estab-

lish a reputation that can win lucrative gov- 
ernment contracts.

Furthermore, spurred on by the insatiable 
appetite of America's publishing industry, 
scholars and consultants alike resort to prac- 
tices that are questionable from a scholarly 
standpoint. One such practice is publishing 
variations of the same basic idea in several 
different articles in multiple publications. 
Another is publishing several articles and 
then combining the articles into a “ book/ 
even when the articles are at best uncomfort- 
able inhabitants of the same volume. There is 
also the practice of collecting the writings oi 
various authors into an anthology, which 
gives all concerned, editors and authors, an 
other vita line. W hile  some anthologies are 
needed as college course materiais, far toc 
often we find ourselves lured to a volume b)
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an enticing title that promises a new synthesis 
or a new insight, only to find that the book is 
nothing more than a salad made from the 
same stale vegetables.

A major problem with the medieval book- 
ishness described by C. S. Lewis in Discarded 
Image (opening quotation) is that it gave rise 
to inaccurate pictures of the world, a world 
that was populated with ant lions (creatures 
that were literally half ant and half lion) and 
barnacle geese (geese that hatched from bar- 
nacles on trees). Our bookish age throws up 
its share of ant lions and barnacle geese, such 
as “ existential’' deterrence, Soviet officers 
who will not deviate from orders, a Soviet 
military that is so full of alcoholics that it can- 
not fight its way out of a paper bag, and Viet- 
nams in Central America and Afghanistan. 
But a far greater problem posed by the mod- 
ern bookish age is that the sheer volume of 
publications threatens to destroy the value of 
intellectual activity by making it nearly impos
sible to find the worthwhile ideas that are 
buried in the huge quantities of banal, inane 
writing that deal with virtually every imagina- 
ble aspect of our world, including defense 
issues.

How can we deal with this problem? To start 
with, academics, military professionals, and 
consultants who wish to write must recommit 
themselves to the traditionally high standards 
demanded of scholars. Genuine, high-caliber 
scholars adhere to the principie that you 
don’t seek to publish something unless it is an 
original contribution to the body of knowledge 
about a given subject. Similarly, intellec- 
tuals serving as critics must quit scratching 
each other’s backs and get back to writing

serious, criticai book reviews based on the 
principie that the reviewer's primary obligation 
is to tell his colleagues and other interested 
parties whether they should spend some of 
their limited, valuable reading time on a par
ticular book.

Two articles in this edition of the Rev/ew are 
aimed at helping our readers sort out some 
important professional issues. In the lead arti- 
cle, Professor Dennis Showalter, an accom- 
plished military historian with a thorough 
grasp of German sources, shows us how our 
myths about the Soviet military man carne to 
us— through German eyes that viewed the 
Russians and later the Soviets through their 
own particular set of cultural and political 
lenses. The other article of particular note is 
by Lieutenant Colonel Barry Watts, one of our 
leading blue-suit thinkers, and Professor Wil- 
liamson M urray,an eminent military historian 
with a detailed knowledge of German military 
history. Their criticai review essay raises serious 
questions about a recent book on Operation 
Barbarossa and may have killed a m odem  
barnacle goose aborning.

Unfortunately, these two articles do not 
mean thatan intellectual millenium isathand. 
Reformsthat might lead to criticai, enlighten- 
ing book reviews and improvements in the 
quality of publications are not likely to occur 
anytime soon. Thus, we must continue to skim 
a great deal and digest very little, all the while 
exercising our intellects and maintaining a 
healthy skepticism about what we are reading. 
This is the only way we can find the useful 
ideas hidden among the barnacle geese and 
ant lions.

D.R.B.
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A DUBIOUS HERITAGE 
THE MILITARY LEGACY 
OF THE
RUSSO-GERMAN WAR
Dr . D e n n is  E. S h o w  a l t e r

INSTITUTIONALLY and individually, the 
study of hisiory is once more respeciable in 
lhe L’.S. Armed Services. Clausewitz has 
been rediscovered and applied in fields from 

coumerinsurgency 10 thermonuclear war. Pres- 
em-rnindedness is the nevv cardinal sin, con- 
demned in vvord and print by the most sênior 
generais and admirais. This more comprehen-

sive approach may be an improvement over the 
conviction that relevante begins with the cur- 
rent Chiei of Staffs appointment. Yet Ameri- 
cans need constant reminding that military 
history offers more landmarks than vvatersheds. 
Its lessons, real and alleged. exist as part of a 
continuum; their interpretations, moreover, 
are usually shaped by events andattitudes long
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aruedating the material under specilic study.
This truism is reflected clearly by the evolv- 

ing impact of the Russo-German VVarof 19-41 - 
45 on Western military thought. The process 
began in Germany. The eastern front domi- 
nated Wehrmacht military experience in the 
same way that the trenches of France and 
Flanders conditioned generations of French 
and British thinking. It was in Rússia where 
the scale of conflict thallenged imaginations. 
It was in Rússia where entire divisions van- 
ished, leaving barely enough survivors to re- 
construct the story of their passing. It was in 
Rússia where war was waged to the knife, with 
quarter a random process and death in battle a 
rational choiceover captivity. For Landser and 
general alike, fighting the Russians was an 
ultimate test of professionalism and manhood, 
a test whose demands were of a different order 
than those posed by the British or Americans.

Although Monte Cassino and the Falaise 
Gap were not exactly perceived as rest cures by 
their German participants, most comparisons 
of the Wehrmacht to the allies on the western 
front from the victors' perspective are extremely 
flattering to the Germans. Trevor Dupuy, Mar
tin van Creveld, Max Hastings, and their coun- 
terparts leave their readers in little doubt as to

who were the better and more skillful soldiers.1 
This evaluation has been reinforced by those 
Wehrmacht veterans who have made hobbies, 
not to say second careers, of le( turing ai Service 
schools and talking into tape recordeis on the 
theme of how Germany almost won the war. 
Their American and British opponents emerge 
as well-intentioned, civilized amateurs depend
em on massive material superiority for maigi- 
nal victories againstsecond-line German troops. 
Both implicit and explicit in their presenta- 
tions is the conclusion that the real war was 
waged in Rússia, and that he who has not 
fought the Red Army does not know what sol- 
diering is.

^JF R M A N  altitudes toward mili
tary Rússia are, however, by no means the sim- 
ple product of a single conflict. From the days 
of Frederick the Great, Prussian generais made 
no secret of their respect for the Russian as a 
fighting man—a respect inspired by the bloody 
battles of Zorndorf and Kunersdorf and earned 
once again in the wars against Napoleon. The 
reformed Prussian army of 1813-15 learned 
how to fight largely by watching the Russians. 
The spirit of emulation that characterized 
Prussian military relations with theTsar sem- 
pire in the Age of Metternich owed at least as 
much to memories ol Russian performance in 
combat as to the common conservatism of the 
two eastern monarchies.

Thispattern began tochangewith theemer- 
gence of nationalism and racism in the nine- 
teenth century. Fverywhere in Europe, cultural 
and behavioral distinctions became elevated 
and ossified into inborn, ineradicable charac- 
teristics. Growing political and economic ri- 
valry between Germany and Rússia sharpened 
descriptions of Rússia as a land of chãos held 
together only by despotism and of Russians as a 
primitive people with neither pride nor con
sciente, destroying themselves through vodka 
and syphilis.2 Yet in the years prior to World 
War I, the Russian army was still regarded as a
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formidable adversary by the German General 
Staff. Its sheer size, combined vvith the hardi- 
ness and enduranee of the individual soldier, 
appeared to compensate well for the profes- 
sional shortcomings of theofficersandthecor- 
responding lack of operational and tactical 
flexibility.'

Betueen 1914 and 1917, this position was 
significantly modified. The crushing victories 
of Tannenberg, the Masurian Lakes, and Gor- 
lice-Tarnow established an alternatecharacter- 
ization of the Russian army as a vulnerable 
force composed of soldiers too primitive to 
adapt to modern conditions of war without 
careful and extensive preparation. The fali of 
the Tsar and the acconrpanying collapse of the 
old armys disc ipline simply reinforced images 
of uniformed protoplasrn that could neither be 
driven nor led effectively.

Russia’s military inferiority increasingly be- 
came a political issue. The rivalry betueen 
Hindenburg Ludendorff and Falkenhayn, be- 
tween “easterners" and “westerners," for con- 
trol of German strategv and policy had begun 
well before 1916 to escalate into dreams of an 
Ostimperium of client States and coloniescarved 
from the Russian Empire. Even such a rela- 
tively sober soldier as Max Hoffmann specu- 
lated about a German Riviera on the Black 
Sea—the kind of attitude best nurtured in the 
context of an opinion that the region’s current 
occupants could be easily subdued or dispos- 
sessed.4

Postuar collaboration between the Reichs- 
wehr and the emerging Soviet army provided 
ample material for more balanced interpreta- 
tions. Students and officers assigned to the avi- 
ation school at Lipetsk or the tank school at 
Kazan vvere frequently impressed by the scale 
and sophistication of the operations, finding 
that the Russians had much to teach as well as 
learn. In 1928, future War Minister Werner von 
Blomberg insisted that the Red Army was any- 
thing but the unsophisticated bodyguard of an 
unpopular government. It hadevolved, Blom
berg declared, into a people’s army in the truest

sense of the word. The Russian soldier’s disci
pline was sound, his training rigorous and 
practical. his equipmeni steadily improving. 
And he had lost none of his traditional virtues 
under commun4501̂

Such points were not entirely lost in Ger- 
many. They were, however, usually interpreted 
in a context presenting Germans as teachers, 
providing instruction in modern ways of war 
to their less sophisticated, less clever eastern 
neighbors. This sense of a civilizing mission 
could be traced back as far as the myths sur- 
rounding the medieval Teutonic Knights. It 
reflected contemporary ideological hostility— 
the belief, widespread everywhere in the inter- 
war west, that communism was essentially par- 
asitic, dependent on capitalist cultures for 
techniques and ideas of progress. German atti- 
tudes toward the Soviet military were also con- 
ditioned by perceptions of Germany’s own ex- 
perience. Since the Napoleonic Wars, the Prus- 
sian and German armies had been based on 
short-service conscription. The Weimar Re
publica 100,000-man professional force was 
regarded as an externally imposed anomaly, a 
temporary substitute for a national army. This 
attitude led to acceptance of the point that 
modern armies reflected inherent national char- 
acteristics, or, in more sophisticated terms, so
cial qualities deep-seated enough to defy eradi- 
cation or modification by a year or two in uni- 
form. The British and U.S. armies were volun- 
tary forces, committed to making effective 
soldiers from whatever raw materiais the re- 
cruiters might offer. German military folk wis- 
dom, on the other hand, argued that training 
and discipline could only refine what was there 
in the first place.6

In such a context it was scarcely remarkable 
that a Rússia undergoing the strains of the 
post-Lenin era. whose army for a time seemed 
almost to approximate a militia force, ap
peared hopelessly out of the running as a major 
military power. No matter how many tanks or 
planes the Soviet system might produce, the 
men behind them would remain military prim
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itives, lacking lhe shaping and direciing ele- 
ments 10 make the best of lheir limited quali- 
lies. At besi, the Red Army was an elemental 
force like a flood or an earthquake—no less 
dangerous than these natural phenomena, but 
no more so.

The images may not have reflected exact 
reality, or even the best available information. 
They were. however, strong enough to under- 
pin Hitler’s decision to sever the Russian mili- 
tary connection after 1933. This decision gen- 
erated criticism, but no significam protest, 
from professionals interested in coming to 
terms with Germany's New Order. A rapidly 
expanding Wehrmacht had little time or energy 
for institutional reflection. Both the military’s 
will and its capacity to resist Nazi pressure were 
limited enough that when the regime rein- 
forced, instead of challenged, existing percep- 
tions in any area, common ground was likely to 
be gratefully accepted.'

Doubts about Soviet military efficiency were 
focused and legitimated by Stalin’s purges. 
These campaigns eviscerated the profession- 
ally and technically trained cadres on which 
conventional German wisdom insisted the Rus
sian soldier depended for whatever efficiency 
he possessed. And Soviet operational perfor
mances in the 1930s did little to counter Wehr- 
macht prejudices. Neither the doctrines nor 
the equipment demonstrated in Spain inspired 
more than limited respect. The Red Army’s 
victory against the Japanese at Nomonhan in 
1939 made no significam impression on a 
Germany preoccupied with its own successes 
against Poland. The fighting in Finland seemed 
only to confirm existing negative evaluations. 
Suggestions that Soviet effectiveness had been 
significantly affected by the theater of opera- 
tions tended to be discounted as special 
pleading.8

Historically, the German army was reluctant 
to take cues from its neighbors. Contempt for 
Austrian performance in World War I carried 
over into negative evaluations of Mussolini’s 
expeditionary force in Spain. The common re

sponse to Italian failures was not "It can’t be 
done,” but ‘These people can’t do it.” The 
victories of May and June 1940 did even more to 
turn German confidence into arrogance. For 
over a cemury, the French army had been re- 
garded as Germany’s most dangerous foe. Now 
it lay broken and humbled after only six weeks. 
Objectives fought over for months at the cost of 
tens of thousands of lives in W'orld War I had 
fallen into German hands like beads pulled 
from a string. If Britain still lay unconquered 
across the channel, that was not the army’s 
problem. Had the Luftwaffe and the Kriegsma- 
rine been able to perform their missions satis- 
factorily, no one from the chief of staff down- 
ward doubted that the army would have made 
quick work of the improvised British defenses.9

In this context, it is easier to understand the 
apparent lack of concern with which the Ger
man army prepared for Operation Barbarossa. 
It went to war with a mixture of weapons and 
vehicles from all over Europe; with its core, the 
Panzer divisions, still adjusting to a major re- 
organization; with a logistic system reminis- 
cent of the Thirty Years War. This apparent 
lack of preparation was not simple irresponsi- 
bility. The Wehrmacht was convinced that in 
the blitzkrieg it had developed a means of not 
merely neutralizing but excluding the Red 
Army’s strengths. The Wehrmacht proposed to 
fight a war in a different dimension, one in 
which the Soviets literally could not compete— 
like a chess player forced into a game of black- 
jack. The shortcomings of this concept became 
plain within six weeks of the invasion.10

Well before Stalingrad, Germany’s com- 
manders in the east began altering and limiting 
lheir perceptions. Hitler’s increasing assump- 
tion of command functions was a welcome es
cape hatch to men recognizing the collapse of 
Nazi grand strategy and reasonably aware of 
theprobableconsequencesof that collapse. His 
marshals responded like short-money players 
in a table-stakes poker game, concentrating on 
winning battlefield victories to demonstrate 
their virtu and avert the end as long as possible.



The Wehrmachi played its foe as a matador 
plays a bull, with energy and cunningcounter- 
ing bulk and ferocity. For two and a half years, 
rhe Models, the Tippelskirchs, and the Balcks 
vvrotean epicof brilliant planningandgallant 
fighting. The only problem was the outcome.

Invastons from the ivest and east liave mnrked the Rus- 
siati expenence so that war is a pari of lhe way Russians 
vieu’ hfe. In their sociely, it is nol unusual that the State 
airline, Aeroflot, fites atrplanes such as the 11-76 
tabove) which can beeasily converted to military use.. .. 
l.ikewise, the road and ratl systems are designed tofacili- 
tate military movement rather than civilian commerce.
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Today, as in the past, Russian defense strategy j 
on the army. Sitice the Clreat Patriota War, the 
have fielded superior tauks. The T-72 is no exa

The Russians wound up in Berlin.
Almost immediately, the Soviet Union be- 

gan integrating its zone of occupation into its 
security system. Disarmament was never any- 
thing but a shibboleth. What was importam to 
both the Soviet Union and the leaders of the 
emerging German Democratic Republic (GDR) 
was building an armed force that would be a

Like the Red Army of World li ar II and the 
amues of the tsars, today's Soviet Army is dis- 
ctplmed. rigorously but practicallx trained. 
and equipped with rugged. useful weaponry.

reliable safeguard of the new domestic order. 
The National People's Army (NVA) has fol- 
lowed a straight-line pattern of development 
into an efíicient force whose relatively small 
size enhances its role in the Warsaw Pact. Its 
relationship to its Soviet counterpart is defer- 
ential to the point of subservience. Organiza- 
tion and equipment differ only in detail from 
Russian patterns. The armies cooperate closely 
in matters of training, unit routine, and even 
group recreation. Joim maneuvers, displays, 
and parades arecommon. GDR military publi- 
cations lose no opportunity to stress the Russo-
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German heritage oí brotherhood in arms from 
lhe era of Peter the Greai through the YVars of 
Liberation to the Bolshevik Revolution, the 
International Brigades, and the antifascist re- 
sistance of World War II."

The dubious reward of this endeavor has 
been the acquisition of first-line operational 
responsibilities by the NVA—theonly remain- 
ing Warsaw Pact force wiih that distinction. 
NVA formations, cooperating with and con- 
trolled by the Group of Soviet Forces in Ger- 
many, are likely to be in the forefront of any 
attack against NATO. This assignment is a 
tribute both to the NVA’s efficiency and to the 
levei of its identification with Soviet tech- 
niques. It is a statement of confidence in the 
German Democratic Republic’s loyalty to her 
Moscovv connection.12 It also contributes to 
NATO’s defense problems. The question of 
whether Germans would fire on Germans C o r n 

ing from the wrong side of an artificial frontier 
continues to generate anxiety in the Bundes- 
wehr.

Given this context, it is difficult to believe 
that Soviet policymakers would grieve at the 
NVA’s decimation in any conventional war. A 
Germany united under Soviet auspices would 
be easier to control if it lacked effective armed 
forces. The NVA’s hostage status makes it cor- 
respondingly difficult to speak of an independ
em altitude toward either past history or cur- 
rent doctrine. There is some evidence that the 
NVA uses “socialist competition” as a means 
of proving that Germans can doanything Rus- 
sians can—and more quickly and efficiently. 
However, such limited competitiveness hardly 
suggests the survival, much less the flourish- 
ing, of a distinctively German military tradi- 
tion in the GDR.

\ A / h ILE the Soviet Union ap- 
pears confident in itsown methods, its Western 
counterparts have been increasingly willing to 
consider Germans as men.tors in preparing for 
certain kinds of conventional war. This rela-

tionship has owed much at every stage of its 
evolution to the lack of acceptable alternatives. 
From its inception, massive retaliation was a 
hollow doctrine.15 Apart from physical and 
moral implications, army generais were not 
likely to accept constabulary and follow-up 
roles while the navies and the air forces did the 
real work. Nor were they likely to accept the 
status of guarantors and guardians of Western 
interests in the then-perceived minor leaguesof 
África, Asia, or Latin America. At the same 
time, the Soviet army was for all practical pur- 
poses an unknown quantity. Despite obvious 
drawbacks, German experience on the eastern 
front offered some possible insights into the 
best way of fighting the Russians at least to a 
draw on the ground.

Fxtracting and analyzing this experience in 
the immediate postwar years, however, posed 
significam problems. The emerging Bundes- 
wehr was in no position to evaluate and insti- 
tutionalize the experiences of World War II 
from a detached perspective. It faced a broad 
spectrum of ambiguities, ambivalences, and 
double binds. The Federal Republic that it 
served was initially a second-best solution to 
many of its citizens. West Germany’s self- 
definition as expressed in its Basic Law was 
negative: against National Socialism on one 
hand and against communism on the other, 
with democracy presented as necessary to sus- 
tain the negatives.14 The issue of rearmament 
was almost as hotly debated internally as 
among Germany'serstwhile rivais. Social Dem- 
ocrats feared its effect on reunification. 
Churches rediscovered their pacifist heritages. 
An emerging generation of prospective con- 
scripts suggested “without me"—some from 
conviction, others from cynicism. The politi- 
cal and social changes of the Nazi era and 
World War II had diminished the military's 
traditional bases of support. The developing 
economic miracle attracted and distracted many 
who saw dreams and opportunities in the pri- 
vate sector. What remained available was a mix 
of technicians and warriors, anti-Communists
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and Germ an patriots. vocal "good E uropeans” 
such as H ans Speidel and Adolf H eusinger, 
and an increasing num ber of dem ocrats who 
believed that theconcept of citizens in uniform  
could be a r e a l ^ . 1’

li is scarcely surprising that lhe Bundeswehr 
has been more closely and sysiemaiically scru- 
tinized than any army in modem history for 
signs of regression to iis alleged past. Its domes- 
tic critics demand commitments to democracy 
and iniernationalism, sometimes to the point 
of apparent indifference to questions of opera- 
tional efficiency. Its allies react sharply to the 
vaguest hints of jackboots or the goose step. 
And mistrust is not confined to the Western 
side: since the beginning of West German 
rearmament. professional, official, and popu
lar literature everyvvhere in the Warsaw Pact 
stresses the Bundesvvehr as a hotbed and a 
seedbed of reactionary Junker militarism, an 
instrument of policies aimed at revising the 
results of World War II and reestablishing an 
imperialist German hegemony over central 
Europe.16

West German authorities have striven might- 
ily to modify such suspicion and its impact. Yet 
both phenomena endure because geographic, 
economic, and political factors combined to 
shape the Bundesvvehr, more than any other 
major arrned force, to fight a specific enemy in 
a specific theater at a specific levei of intensity. 
It is difficult to conceive of German troops 
being employed beyond their ovvn frontiers in 
U.N. peacekeeping roles. At the other end of 
the spectrum, West Germany has no independ
em nuclear capabilitv T oa significam degree, 
this is a self-denying ordinance. From the 
1950s, anv suggestion of giving the Federal Re- 
public its ovvn vvarheads has generated sub- 
stantial domesticopposition fromall points on 
the political spectrum. Nor has opposition 
been confined tociv ilians. From its inception, 
the Bundeswehr has been significantly criticai 
of the nuc lear option. West German politicians 
in the late 1960s vvere reluctant to accept the 
concept of flexible response lest it erode the

11

credibility of the U.S. nuclear deterrent. This 
faith in mutual assured destruction as a guar- 
antor of peace is not widely shared by the sol - 
diers. General F. M. von Senger und Etterlin's 
recent offhand remark that the politicians 
simply must somehow get rid of the bomb is 
echoed by the Bundeswehr general who de- 
clared that he had partir ipated in five major 
war games involving nuclear weapons and 
each time had seen his homeland destroyed.17

Paradoxically, the existence of these weap
ons also provided an answer to the modern 
German military’s most fundamental plan- 
ning weakness: an inability or an unvvilling- 
ness to ask what happens next. From the turn- 
of-the-century daysof Schlieffen, German stra- 
tegic thinking tended toward the operational 
levei rather than toward grand strategy. It de- 
veloped plans to win campaigns rather than 
vvars. This shortcoming played a significam 
role in World War II. Efforts to overcome the 
problem in the Bundesvvehr have been hobbled 
by the Federal Republic’sdeliberatelv low pro- 
file in international affairs and by the absence 
of a separate high command vvith grand stra- 
tegic responsibilities. Ultimately, however, it is 
the nuclear issue which has legitimated West 
German generais’ concentration on the subject 
most comfortable for them: middle-level prep- 
aration for a conventional war—specifically, a 
conventional war against the Soviet Union and 
its Warsaw Pact clients.

The dominam initial images of such a con- 
flict vvere provided by tnen whose major expe- 
rience had been in the glory days of 1941-42, 
days of slashing offensives against an oppo- 
nentable tocounteronly vvith unsophisticated 
mass. To the Mansteinsand the Guderians, the 
keys to victory vvere what lhey had alvvays been 
against Slavic enemies: initiative and flexibil- 
ity enhanced by the technical superiority made 
possible by Western societies and economies. 
On the defensive, the only accepted and the 
only possible NATOorientation, thisapproach 
involved tradingspace for time; buildingstrong, 
mobile reserve forces; and putting these forces
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under m en possessing the nerve to let an enemy 
push forward to the exact lim its of his strength 
and only then slashing in to  his ílanks to 
threaten his supply lines and Com m unications 
netw orks.18

During World VVar II, German failure to 
employ these techniques properly in the east 
was generally ascribed to Hitler’s increasing 
obsession with holding ground. Yet Hitler's 
concept was the more relevant one for NATO 
planners. The Wehrmacht’s ideal vision was 
adapted to war waged on an opponent's terri-
tory. Trading space for time is a plausible con
cept only vvhen the space does not rnatter. The 
geography of NATO—with no ground to spare 
—made exchanges of the kind advocated bv 
Manstein in 1943 unthinkable, especially given

the increasing destructive capacity of conven- 
tional weapons.

Morale also demanded consideration. Given 
the determination of the Federal Republic and 
its alliance partners to make the new West 
German army a citizen force with deep roots in 
the population, could Bundeswehr soldiers 
reasonably be expected to behave like the hard- 
ened Landsknechts of the eastern front, partic- 
ularly in the first days of a war? Could they be 
relied on to fight while their own homesdisap- 
peared behind the front lines, with the implica-

If war breaks out in Europe, the troo ps of the 
nationally diverse MATO alliance will need to 
work together smoothly and efficiently. Exer-
cises between American and European forces 
help to integrate theejforts of the alhed countries.
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lion that liberation meant destruciion even 
without the use oí atomic weapons?

The beginnings oí an answer emerged as an 
increasing nuinber oí German historical stud- 
ies oí the eastern íront moved away from Oper- 
ation Barbarossa and the drive for Stalingrad to 
concentrate on the “hammer and anvil” defen- 
sive battles oí 1943-45. This development ar- 
guably had less to do wilh contemporary de- 
fense concerns than wilh the desire to break 
neu research ground, combined with histori- 
ans’ growing ability to reconstrua events from 
the relatively chaotic records oí defeat. But it 
blended with and underwrote the personal ex- 
perience oí the Bundeswehr officers who had 
led platoons, companies, or battalions in Rús
sia during that period.

YVhen considered from a German perspec
tive, the tactical and operational evidence of 
the war’s final years strongly suggested that 
conventional Western forces, properly trained, 
equipped, and commanded, had the capacity to 
check any conventional Warsaw Pact offensive 
in central Europe before the offensive achieved 
more than limited and temporary break- 
throughs. Under best-case circumstances, this 
capacity itself became part of a successful deter- 
rent. And if deterrence failed, the Warsaw Pact 
could be stopped on the ground at subnuclear 
leveis, giving political leaders on both sides a 
breathing space for ref lection before escalation.1

From its inception, the Bundeswehr has been 
shaped along the lines of the force Hitler’s gen
erais would like to have commanded in Rússia. 
The consistem implication underlyingitsstruc- 
ture has been that it must be able to do quickly 
on the defensive what the numerically and 
materially inadequate Wehrmacht had required 
more time and space to do. On the eastern front 
it was often necessary to let the Russians ex- 
haust and disorganize themselves before turn- 
ing to strike. Now, at least at the corps and 
divisional leveis, the Bundeswehr sees itself in a 
position to blunt and cut off Warsaw Pact 
spearheads immediately.

Specifically, the Bundeswehr stresses C'I 
emphatically in theory and almost as strongly 
in practice. Its teeth-to-tail ratio, while not up 
to Warsaw Pact standards, remains impressive 
in terms of its own alliance. Its Luftwaffe may 
be organizationally separate but has been al- 
lowed to entertain no nonsense about an inde
pendem mission. Interdiction, reconnaissance, 
and close ground support set the parameters of

A recent U.S. Air Force ordcr for fifly C-5B heavy trans- 
ports will bolster the force of C-5As (above). Shoulrl the 
Warsaw Pact forces attack Western Europe, these planes 
would rush reinforcements from the continental United 
States. . . . Western military planners must assume, how~ 
ever. that NATO  airfields will be under attack and that a I- 
hed air units will have to conduct operations from darnaged 
airfields contaminated by Chemical and biological agenls. 
The German soldter shown below is using a hose gun to 
deconlaminale an UFA during a joinl N ATO  exercise.
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aircraft procuremem, organization, and irain- 
ing. The Bundeswehr is heavily mechanized, 
with tanks and infantry closely integrated and 
trained for that mutual cooperation which was 
so vital in Rússia. It is NATO's major advocate 
of the armored personnel carrier as a combat 
vehicle, as opposed to British and U.S. con- 
cepts of a battle taxi. Its main battle tank, the 
Leopard, combines speed, range, and reason- 
able gun power as opposed to heavy armor and 
an extremely long-ranged gun. Thus, to some

Computer;s tliat quantify lhe Soviet threat m terms 
of numbers of planes and tanks cannot assess the spin- 
tual intangibles of a people who reiatl the horrors of 
World tl'«r II vividly. Memoriais to heroes and her- 
omes of the Greal Patriotie It’«r, like this one depict- 
ing a woman defiantly awaiting execution by the Nazis, 
are found throughout western Rússia.. . . Contrary to 
much popular Western optnion, the R ussian Orthodox 
Church stillplays an integral part m the nationalspirit 
of the Soiuet Union. Churches, such as that shouin 
below, dot the countryside and attract the faithful.
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extern, it is lhe spiritual descendam of Barba- 
rossa's Mark IIIs and IVfs, rather lhan oí the 
Panihers and Tigers of the long retreat. At the 
same time, professionalism is considered more 
importam at all leveis lhan enthusiasm: the 
attitudes of 1944 are favored over those of 
1941.20

The concept is coherent and convincing. 
Hovvever. its institutionalization owed at least 
as much to default as to positive analysis. Par- 
ticularly during the Federal Republic’s early 
years, intensive discussion of defense issues 
risked strengtheningaccusations of militarism. 
Tradition has been heavily discounted. The

Manx Westerners point to the preponderanceof log houses 
in Russian towns as proof of the backwardness of Soviet 
societx. ignonng the historie role of the forest m the region. 
1'tilization of the abundant forests, which have provided 
both haven against tnvaders and shelter frorn theelements, 
ts more indicative of the relationship betiveen a people and 
lheir environment than il is of any defect in Soviet s o í lety.

exact permissible degree of connection with 
Germany’s military past remains a significam 
subject of debate. Many generally accepted 
means of inculcating morale and instilling 
discipline—means still used in other armies— 
are expressly forbidden in the Bundeswehr. A 
major alternative approach to developing en
thusiasm in conscript forces involves present- 
ing a tangible enemy as a largei for the frustra- 
tions and hostilities engendered by compulsory 
military service. West Germany and the United 
States perform this function for the Warsavv 
Pact. Soviet Rússia is the logical, indeed the 
only, candidate for the role in West Germany. 
Political considerations have denied the Bun
deswehr this possibility, replacing it instead by 
the concept of Innere Führung and an accom- 
panying set of hopes.21

In a context thus designed to give as little 
offense to as few people as possible, it is hardly 
remarkable that Bundeswehr planners tended
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to fali back on practical experience synthesized 
on an ad hoc basis. Yet beginning in the 1960s, 
a rising generation of soldiers and defense ana- 
lysts argued that the Federal Republic was pre- 
paring itself, and encouraging its allies, to 
fight the last war in the wrong theater.

On one levei, the Bundeswehr stood accused 
of negleciing its ovvn stated role as a people’s 
army. Increasingly complex weapon systems 
vvere combining with a sense of shrinking lead 
time to foster the belief that only fully trained 
men actually in service could be counted on in 
the next war. This significam departure from 
German military tradition was encouraged by 
comparisons with the professional armies sta- 
tioned in the Federal Republic and by the con- 
tempt many Bundeswehr officers felt for the 
U.S. draftees of the Vietnam era. Youth unrest 
and the spread of individualistic, hedonistic 
attitudes in the West German population at 
large seemed powerful arguments against de- 
pending heavily for national security on citi- 
zens hastily recalled to uniform. And the steep 
decline in birth rates since the 1960s suggested 
that fewer of these citizens would be available 
in any case.

This approach was more than embryonic 
elitism. It assumed significam human and 
technical superiority, quality as opposed to 
numbers. Such superiority, however, also re- 
flects the weaknesses of one's adversary—weak- 
nesses whose correction usually lies outside the 
control of one’s own systems. The Bundeswehr 
could do nothing to retard the Soviet Union’s 
introduction of improved training methods, 
Communications systems, and fighting vehi- 
cles. It could prevent neither the Soviet army’s 
study of the lessons of World War II nor the 
institutionalization of those lessons in doctrine 
and tables of organization. The relevance of the 
Wehrmachfs experience in the east depended 
heavily, in other words, on conviction that the 
military weaknesses of the Russian character 
and the Soviet system were sufficiently estab- 
lished and sufficiently inflexible that Ivan 
would remain Ivan no matter whether he car-

ried a lance or an AK-47, no matter whether he 
rode a Cossack pony or a BMP.

This position, critics asserted, did not fit the 
facts. The Soviet army had improved exponen- 
tially since 1945. No longer the heavy, blunt 
instrument that had hammered down the Wehr- 
macht, it had become a sophisticated, modem 
fighting force. Nor could alleged superiority in 
intangible areas such as leadership and initia- 
tive be relied on as a decisive equalizer. If 
NATO’s armies were to go into combat, they 
would do so after a long period of routine Ser
vice in barracks and on increasingly restricted 
maneuver grounds. Given the best will in the 
world, neither the troops nor their command- 
ers could expect to match immediately the 
combat skills of the Wehrmacht’s veterans, to 
replicate performances which that force had 
achieved only after years of experience.

Rather than moving farther in the direction 
of a professionalized, mechanized Bundeswehr, 
critics suggested an alternate approach. This 
proposal essentially emphasized a forward de
fense of the Federal Republic by infantry for- 
mations with strong local elements, depending 
heavily on light vehicles for transportation and 
antitank missiles for firepower. Such a restruc- 
turing had its own roots in German military 
history, harking back to the Landwehr and 
Landsturm of the Wars of Liberation and the 
militia concepts of Karl von Rotteck’s liberais 
and August BebeFs Social Democrats in the 
nineteenth century. At the same time, it en
couraged looking ahead, taking advantage of 
new developments in weapons technology that 
might very likely render traditional armored 
vehicles obsolete.

This approach also took account, in a way 
existing Bundeswehr doctrine did not, of the 
fact that Bavaria was not the Ukraine. The map 
of the Federal Republic had changed signifi- 
cantly since 1945. Urban sprawl hadcombined 
with the increasingly complex geography of 
the remaining rural areas to make West Ger- 
many increasingly suited to defense in place— 
not a static Maginot Line, but an elastic struc-
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lure that offered excellem possibilúy for stop- 
ping an aitack vvithout massive damage to lhe 
baitleground.

Finally, resti ucturing the Bundeswehr along 
the lines suggested vvould remove even the 
staie’s theoretical capacity to do anything but 
defend itself. thereby removingonce and for all 
any objective legitimacy that criticism of West 
German policies and intentions retained. Thus, 
in an era of détente and Ostpolitik, the concept 
seemed well suited to solve a spectrurn of mil- 
itary, social, and diploinaiic problems simulta- 
neously.22

Dichotomies betvveen the two approaches 
must not be exaggerated. The contest vvas not 
betvveen advocates of an updated Volkssturm 
and supporters of total mechanization. Like 
most modem military bureaucracies, the Bun- 
deswehr vvas unwilling tocommit itself vvhole- 
heartedly to one alternative. Deterrence, 
moreover, is generally seen in terms of direct 
balances betvveen force structures and vveapon 
Systems. Thus, as long as the tank vvas impor
tam in Warsavv Pact orders of battle, it con- 
tinued to play a significam role in most pro- 
posed Bundeswehr reorganizations. At the same 
time, the army experimented with light forma- 
tions and made increasingly sophisticated use 
of its reservists as individuais and in separate 
units.

Then the West Germans received a shock 
from an unexpected quarter. The United States 
began returning to Europe.

F OR over a decade, American pro- 
fessional military interest had been focused on 
counterinsurgency and conventional operations 
in Asia. While defense priorities officially re- 
mained unaltered, the Seventh Army becamean 
empty husk, its human and material invento- 
ries depleted on a temporary basis that for 
awhile seemed likely to become permanent. 
The rapid U.S. recommitment to Europe in the 
early 1970sowedas much topsychological as to 
geopolitical considerations. Desire to erase the

shame of defeat by a burst of productive activity 
was reinforced by the aim of provirtg that U.S. 
Armed Forces, particularly the army, could in 
fact do something right.

The deiachment from lhe European scene 
occasioned by the Vietnam War proved fruitfui 
in two ways: it helped orient army thinkers 
away from nuclear abstractions, and it encour- 
aged refocusing on human, as opposed to 
material, aspects of warfare. As the army ap- 
praised its failures and shortcomings, an in- 
creasing chorus of internai and externai criti
cism arose against personnel management as a 
substitute for fighting spirit and against com- 
puterized firepower as a substitute for tactical 
skill. Honor, loyalty, and group identification 
reappeared as military virtues. Almost as much 
to the point, curtailed defense budgets com- 
bined with the mushrooming human costs of a 
volunteer military to disabuse any dreams of 
establishingconventional parity with, let alone 
superiority to, the Warsaw Pact in any signifi
cam material category in any conceivable future.

The U.S. Army's FM 100-5, Operations, first 
issued in 1976, adjusted to these new realities by 
its focus on defensive battle and the need to 
fight outnumbered and win in Europe. This 
emphasis marked a significam psychological 
and emotional departure from U.S. experience. 
But from the beginning, critics suggested that 
the new manual encouraged static thinking, 
the pinning of NATO forces in place to be 
hammered by a stronger enemy. Its approach to 
accepting battle well forward in the Federal 
Republic paid too little attention to maintain- 
ing reserves, sustaining mobility, and ensuring 
flexibility. Talkof NATO's superior C Î and of 
new generations of helicopters and armored 
vehicles too often seemed to forget the Soviets 
and their probable countermeasures. And un- 
derlying these specific criticisms vvas an uneasy 
doubt whether a U.S. military conditioned to 
abundance could adj ust to the new austerities.23

Anxieties are often best alleviated by Consult
ing experts. The U.S. Army had at hand a sig
nificam number of prospective advisors with
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extensive experience in the problcm of fighting 
Russians on a shoestring. The fact ihai these 
advisors' experience had ultimately been a los- 
ing one seemed less importam to an army 
humbled by its own recent history. Taking 
miliiary cues from ex-Nazis did offer certain 
public relations risks. However, World VVar II 
had been over for thirty years. National Social- 
ism showed no serious signs of reviving. Ei- 
senhower’s refusal to receive his defeated op- 
ponent at the end of the Tunisian campaign 
seemed an increasingly quaint gesture in a 
world that could no longer afford crusades of 
any kind for the noblest of motives. Increas
ingly, Schõrner’s and Model's campaigns and 
the batiles of von Senger und Etterlin and 
Hermann Balck were refought in war games 
and at cocktail parties from Carlisle to Lea- 
venworth. The results were often impressive. 
Thus in May 1980, the Director of Net Assess- 
ment, Office of the Secretary of Defense, spon- 
sored a war game in which Balck and his one- 
time chief of staff F. W. von Mellenthin de-

As the dismal Moscou• Street scene above indicates, the 
commumst system has not provided a high standard of 
living for the Soviet people. However, appearances can 
lead to simplislii generalizations. Soviet propagandisls, 
likewise. use scenes from slurns in American cities toargue 
that the capitalist system has failed.. . .  In miliiary matters, 
stereotyping can be dangerous. Racial supenonty, a pn- 
rnary tenet of German fascism, lield that theSlavs were infe
rior and stupid. Today, any strategy based on an assumed 
tnflexibility in Soviet miliiary thinking would be histori- 
cally fallacious and might well prove rnilitarily disastrous.
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fended a division sector of a U.S. corps againsi 
a Warsaw Pact attack. The old Wehrmacht 
hands made it look easy as ihey crippled two 
enemy tank divisions and then successíully 
counterattacked toward the German border 
against seemingly overwhelming odds.24

While no one was coníusing a map room 
with a battlefield, Balck, Mellemhin, and their 
counterparis did much to establish a concrete 
case for initiative, flexibility, and mobility as 
vital elements of a successful forward defense of 
the NATO central front. Their points were 
reinforced by the publication of memoirs and 
biographies of several of the eastern front's 
most successful operational commanders, un- 
til now relatively unknown outside of Ger- 
many, whose careers seemed to prove the over- 
riding importance of spirit and confidence in 
fighting the Russians.25

The shift away from material factors in eval- 
uating NATO s military potential was en- 
hanced by the Warsaw Pact’s increasing orien- 
tation toward mechanized maneuver and to
ward tactics and organizations apparently de- 
signed not to overwhelm a continuous front 
but to rupture weak points and keep on going. 
Desant and “Operational Maneuver Group” 
became new buzz words in Western circles. His
toriam began paying attention to Soviet opera- 
tions that had been carried out during the last 
months of World War II, finding in ihem un- 
expected leveis of flexibility and sophisti- 
cation.26

The results of such evaluations were discon- 
certing, particularly as the 1980s generated re- 
newed emphasis on nonnuclear deterrence. 
The combination of superpower nuclear parity 
and Warsaw Pact conventional superiority lent 
general credibility to a point which the Bun- 
deswehr had been arguing for decades: NATO 
needed toestablish convincingly the point that 
an attack on Western Europe at any levei would 
fail—and fail so completely that the only alter- 
native would be negotialion or Armageddon.27

In this context, FM 100-5 in its original ver- 
sion increasingly appearedas loocommitted to

a firepower/attrition model on one hand and to 
penny-packet maneuvering on the other. Eí- 
fective forward defense was considered to re- 
quire lhe addition of an important adjective: 
flexible. Emphasis on maneuverabiliiy was 
rendered even more necessary by the Federal 
Republic’s growing commitment to improved 
relations with the German Democratic Repub- 
lic and by the related growth of nationalism 
and neutralism in Germany. These facts nur- 
tured a corresponding reluctance to establish 
any kind of permanent or visible obstacle Sys
tem. Passive nuclear barriers, comprehensive 
mining of the border region, or even more con
ventional methods of fortification remain 
theoretical abstractions as long as West Ger
many refuses to make major physical conces- 
sions to the notion of permanent partition.28

Challenge generated response. And the re
sponse has been to mm to the lessons of history 
as opposed to the suggestions of theory. Far 
from incorporating radical reconceptualiza- 
tions, the West German Model IV army struc- 
ture and the U.S. Division 86 represent new 
triumphs of the Wehrmacht legacy in their 
levei of mechanization, their adoption of smaller 
tactical units, and their decentralization of 
command responsibilities. Doctrinally, the re- 
vised version of FM 100-5 and the current 
HDvlOO 100 are similarly closely related. The 
Bundeswehr‘s emphasis on local counterat- 
tacks, leading to the separation of an enemy’s 
spearheads from their follow-up elements by 
carefully timed operations against his flanks 
and rear, blends with the U.S. concept of the 
AirLand Battleasan initial dogfight leading to 
deep penetration of Warsaw Pact rear areas. 
Both owe much to concepts of the fluid battle 
developed on the eastern front from 1943 to 
1945.29

Less tangible aspects of the German expe- 
rience are also increasingly evident. The Bun- 
deswehr never sacrificed the morale benefits of 
unit integration provided by territorial recruit- 
ing, whose equivalem the U.S. Army now 
hopes to foster by its revised regimental system.
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Both forces stress initiative and personal lead- 
ership, particularly at junior leveis. A self- 
conscious Bundeswehr and a zero-defects- 
oriented U.S. military are even willing, at least 
in principie, to consider allowing their cap- 
tains and lieutenants to make and learn from 
mistakes in peacetime training. Vietnam-era 
images of three or four sênior officers, each 
with his own radio frequency and his private 
helicopter, stacked above a platoon-scale fire 
fight are giving way to awareness that in a 
conventional war on the NATO central front, 
colonels and generais will have other things to 
do as they did in Rússia.

Ultimately, organizations and attitudes in 
both the U.S. Army and the Bundeswehr are 
increasingly designed to institutionalize the 
axioni that the purpose of combat is to impose 
one’s will on an adversary. This new vitalism 
does not imply complete regression to pre-1914 
modes of military thought, with their relative 
indifference to rational calculation and mate
rial factors. It does involve the belief, explicit or 
implied, that nonquantifiable factors—com- 
mand style, fighting spirit, initiative, and self- 
confidence—can counterbalance not only num- 
bers but technology when Western troops are 
pitted against Slavs in general, Russians in 
particular. And this conviction is a direct man- 
ifestation of the German military heritage.30

Doctrines reflect political as well as military 
circumstances. The Wehrmacht may have done 
nomorethan buy timeafter 1943, but time is all 
that NATO asks of its conventional forces. The 
German legacy, moreover, makes a significam 
appeal to budget politics. In States increasingly 
uncomfortable with demanding Service of any 
kind from their citizens and increasingly 
willing to accept a position of numerical and 
material military inferiority rather than pay 
the costs of parity, it offers the hope of a free 
military lunch. Instead of building tanks, build 
morale. Instead of improving strength ratios, 
improve quality. Against the driven hordes of 
the Warsaw Pact, pit the motivated individual- 
ists of NATO. And all of this can be achieved

without cutting civilian entitlements. It only 
requires new—or restored—emphasis on the 
warrior’s virtues on the part of men paid and 
expected to incorporate these virtues.

Even optimists might reasonably question 
whether these kinds of intangiblecombat mul- 
tipliers, with their emphasis on risk-taking and 
sacrifice, can be generated or sustained to any 
degree in societies increasingly stressing risk 
avoidance and comfort as desirable norms.31 
Necessarily, then, the credibility of this ap- 
proach reflects and depends heavily on the re
vi vai of certain attitudes about the Russian peo- 
ple. The ideological visions of the cold war and 
the mirror images of détente are alike giving 
way to a stress on the continuities of Russian 
history and a corresponding emphasis on Rus
sian national character. Journalists illustrate 
comprehensive patterns of Soviet civic decay, 
disillusion, and cynicism. Scholars present a 
Soviet political system that is a village com- 
mune written large. Military analysts describe 
a uniformed Potemkin village, its officer corps 
riddled with careerism and protection, its bru- 
talized conscripts seeking temporary oblivion 
in radiator alcohol.32

These images imply, not so subtly, that the 
Russian army, and by extension its allies, can 
be checked without making extraordinary de- 
mands on the bodies of Western youth or the 
psyches of Western generais. They blend con- 
veniently with the portrait, developed and nur- 
tured for over a century in Germany, of the 
Russian soldier as a military primitive, unable 
to use his equipment as well as it deserves and 
unable to apply his doctrines effectively no 
matter how good they look on paper. This 
complex of attitudes has significam roots in 
Russo-German military interaction. But it is 
also the product of antagonisms and prejudices 
having little to do with abstract analysis. It 
incorporates hopes and expectations as well as 
logic.

T h e r e  is m uch to learn, generally and specifi- 
cally, from G erm an in terpretations of World
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War II. These interpretations, however, do nol 
exist in a vacuum. The German military legacy 
incorporates no unique genius for war, nor 
does it preseni a book of recipes on how to fight 
the Russians and win. Instead, it offers a seduc- 
tive blend of cultural arrogance and military 
vitalism that cost the Germans dearly in two 
world wars. The legacy also encourages min- 
imizing a familiar point. Presented in the ele
gam mathematics of the Lanchester Square 
Law, it asserts that the combat relationship of 
opposing forces is governed by the expected 
rate of exchange between them. This rate, in 
turn, is determined not by respective raw nu- 
merical strengths, but by the square of ihose 
strengths; the effect of the larger available force 
is correspondingly multiplied. An experienced
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THE EVOLUTION OF
SOVIET MILITARY DOCTRINE, 1945-84
Dr  J o n a t h a n  R. Ad e l m a n

IN EXPLORING the evolution of Soviet 
military doctrine in the nearly four decades 
since the end of World War II, one might 

vvish to encompass the scope indicated by Fritz 
Ermarth’s definition of military doctrine—that 
is, "a setof operative beliefsand principies that 
in a significam way guide official behavior 
wiih respect to military research and develop-

ment, weapons selection, deployment of forces í 
operational plans, arms control, etc.”1 Hovv 
ever, a comprehensive examination of such c 
large topic is obviously beyond the capabilitieí 
of this article. Therefore, I shall focus on the 
single most importam aspect of Sov iet militarv 
doctrine—thequestion of the natureof a future 
major war and hovv to fight it. Clearly, the
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Soviet military leaders see ihis as lhe essemial 
question, for they have defined military doc- 
trine as

. . .  the sum loial of scientifically based views 
accepied by the couniry and its armed forces on 
the nature of contemporary wars that might be 
unleashed by lhe imperialists againsl the l !SSR, 
and the goals and missions of lhe armed fort es in 
such a war. on the methods of waging it. and also 
on the demands which flow from such views for 
the preparation of lhe country and the armed 
forces.*

With the demise oí déiente and the resur- 
gence of intensified rivalry between the two 
superpowers in the 1980s. the Soviet view of the 
nature of a major war—and the factors produc- 
ing the view—command inherent interest. His- 
torically, the power of visions of future war 
cannot bedisputed in the development of mili- 
tarv history. From the German Schlieffen Plan 
in World War I to the French Maginot Line in 
World War II to American counterinsurgency 
in the Vietnam War. ideas about future wars 
have played a key role in influencing the actual 
conduct of war. These visions also reveal much 
about the nature of the States that produced 
them. Thus, as I attempt to trace the evolution 
in the Soviet image of war in the posiwar era, I 
shall also discuss those factors that helped pro- 
duce change.

I N understanding the Soviet view 
of war, it is necessary to overcome our own 
innate.deep-seatedethnocentrism. As Raymond 
Garthoff has counseled, “In order to establish 
the strategic thought and doctrine of an alien 
military culture, it is first necessary to escape 
the confines of one's own implicit and uncon- 
scious strategic concept.”5 This is an important 
caveat, for Soviet military doctrine—which is 
primarily the domain of military professionals 
in the Soviet Union, not civilian theorists as in 
the l nited States—is far from simply a pale 
reflection of American military doctrine. There 
are fundamental differences not only between

Soviet and American politics but also between 
Soviet and American military doctrines—diífer- 
ences that must be initially understood before 
any meaningful analysis can proceed. Thus, 
Roman Kolkowicz recently observed:

It isclear by now that there ate several fundamen
tal disparities between Soviet and American ap- 
proaches to straiegy, foreign policy, and the uses 
of force in pursuit of the nalional interest. The 
main reason for the persistence of these concep- 
tual, perceptual, and doctrinal disparities lies in 
the asymmetrical nature of the two belief systems 
and in cultural, historical, and political factors. 
We are dealing with two orthodoxies, mutually 
exclusive by their nature. each claiming a mo- 
nopoly on �'scientific" truth.4

Reflecting the advanced industrial super- 
power status achieved in the posiwar era, So
viet decision making is a complex, multidi- 
mensional process. No single factor—whether 
ideology, technology, or international military 
environment—can adequately describe the pro
cess and its outcome.

Soviet military doctrine serves a series of 
peacetime interests of both a symbolic and sub
stantive nature, which may have limited rele- 
vance in wartime. As a functional equivalem of 
ideology for the party, military doctrine serves 
as a bureaucratic rationale for extensive devel
opment and acquisition of new weapons by the 
military. Military doctrine serves to enhance 
the morale of the military by asserting and 
demonstrating the possibility of victory in a 
nuclear war. By emphasizing the powerful and 
diverse threats facing the Soviet Union, it legit- 
imates the need for a strong Soviet State and 
military. Furthermore, intentionally or other- 
wise, such views may serve to influence West
ern and Chinese military behavior.

Soviet observers have made it clear that, in 
wartime, doctrine will necessarily be super- 
seded by other considerations. Thus, Major 
General S. Kozlov has written:

Although war is a continuation of politics, with 
the onset of war a distinct change occurs. During 
war, military doctrine . . . withdraws somewhat 
into lhe background. War is to be guided primar-
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ily by military political and miliiary strategic 
considera dons.5
In ihis contexl, it is importam to emphasize 

that in wartime, with all its uncertainties and 
fateíulness for the future of the nation, it is 
precisely the political aspects of the doctrine 
that will come to the fore. Therefore, the pro- 
fessional military men, who largely set the 
termsof the doctrine, will beovershadowed toa 
large extern by civilian party leaders with their 
own agenda. On this point the Soviet military 
is clear: while it will have significam input in 
the technical sphere, the ultimate questions 
will be decided by the political leadership. A 
well-known Soviet textbook puts the issue this 
way:

Politics determines the priority and strength of 
blows inflicted on the enemy, measures taken to 
strengthen allied relations within the coalition 
and general strategic plan of w ar.. . .  Politics, by 
taking into accoum the strategic possibilities ai 
its disposal, must determine the speed and inten- 
sity of military actions, and also forces and means 
it is necessary to mobilize in order to attain the 
aims imended, etc. In doing so, politics takes into 
account not only the aims of war but also of the 
post-war settlement and subordinates the con- 
duct of the war to attainment of these aims.6

The criticai question then becomes the na- 
ture of Soviet behavior in crisis. The record in 
the nearly forty years since the end of World 
War II has shown that Soviet political leaders 
(with the exception of Khrushchev) have been 
cautious and conservative in crises. They have 
shown a marked aversion to the high degree of 
risk-taking manifest in Soviet military doc
trine. These leaders also have placed high 
priority on the maintenance of their empire, 
intervening in Hungary (1956) and Czechoslo- 
vakia (1968) and pressuring General Vojtech 
Jaruzelski into imposing martial law in Po- 
land in 1981. But these actions represented lit- 
tle risk of confrontation with the West. Only 
once in thirty-eight years did the Soviet Union 
use force outside the Warsaw Pact—in Afghan- 
istan in 1979—where and when there was no 
chance of Western military imervention. And

in other crises—China in 1969, the Middle East 
in 1973, and Poland in 1980—the Soviet Union 
clearly contemplated military imervention but 
did not proceed to carry it out. Even in Cuba in 
1962, under the volatile Khrushchev, the Soviet 
Union backed away from confrontation. Thus, 
the overall record of the Soviets is far more 
conservative and cautious than the tone of their 
doctrinal pronouncements.

Influences on Soviet Military Doctrine
A complex set of factors—including interna- 

tional military environment, international po- 
litical environment, foreign military doctrines, 
military history, technology, ideology, and in
ternai political, social, and economic con- 
straints—influences the creation of Soviet mili
tary doctrine. Of the externai factors, the inter
national military environment is perhaps the 
most criticai.

The perceived strategic balance with the 
United States and theater balances in Asia and 
Europe are of the greatest concern to Soviet 
military planners. Such sentiments were noted 
by Michael MccGwire:

Soviet military doctrine has evolved in rsponse to 
vvhai have been seen as a series of direct threats to 
the state’s existence. . . . Nuclear testing aside, 
Soviet actions and the doctrines behind them 
must be seen as responses to the perceived threat 
posed by American decisions.'
Comparable vieYvs have been expressed by 

Benjamin Lambeth, who has observed that 
“we may safely suggest that shifts in Soviet 
military doctrine—if not in the hardware base 
that supports it—often display notable consis- 
tency Yviih changes in the externai strategic 
milieu."8 Similarly, the kinds of Yveapons aYail- 
able and the question of deterrent stability haY-e 
been significant factors for determining mili
tary doctrine.

Where the effects of international political 
environment are concerned, assessments of war 
probability, over time, condition the leader- 
ship s political componem of doctrine. Periods
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of grovving perceived threat may yieldone set of 
conceptions, while periods of international 
calm may Iead to another.

Far from being created in a void, Soviet mili- 
tary thinking has been often influenced signif- 
icantly by foreign military doctrinal writings. 
Clausevvitz had a definite and profound influ- 
ence on Soviet military thinking. So, too. did 
German military theory vvith its stress on 
blitzkrieg vvarfare.

Soviet military history has been an impor
tam factor in shaping current doctrine. Past 
experiences are crucial because of their impact 
in molding Soviet perspectives. World War II, 
vvith its twenty million Soviet deaths, pro- 
foundly influenced Soviet altitudes. As one 
vvriter has observed. “lessons learned by the 
Soviet military leadership during World War II 
...  provided the most importam impetus to the 
development of modem Soviet military doc
trine.”9

In addition to these major influences on So
viet doctrine, two auionomous factors—tech- 
nology and ideology—have played a serious 
role in shaping Soviet vievvs. Technological 
innovations, in particular, have played a key 
role. As John Erickson has vvritten, "Thanks to 
developments in armaments and technology, 
weare seeingfor thefirst timean adjustment in 
the previous Soviet vievvs that rapid escalation 
to the useof nuclear vveapons vvas inevitable.”10 

Simultaneously, Marxism-Leninism, while 
decliningin importance, still represents “some- 
Lhing more than officious ritualism.”11 Ideol- 
Dgy helps frame thecontext and terminology of 
lhe strategic culture. Its primary impact has 
x-en indirect. rather than direct.

Finally, the internai political, economic, 
tnd social constraints and the nature of Soviet 
iecision making have a considerable influence 
>n ihe nature of Soviet military doctrine. Per- 
laps Benjamin Lambeth has best analyzed and 
iummarized this situation:

Soviet doctrine is constantly buffeted vvithin the 
contained universe of Soviet decision making by 
countervailing institutional claims. . . . Conse-

quently, it tends to consiiiute something of a 
"committee compromise" among the most di- 
vergent interests of the military, political, and de- 
fense industry elites, and also to mirror, through 
its occasional internai coniradictions, thosecon- 
flicts vvhich remain unresolved or seem endemic 
to lhe Soviet system.u
Thus, Soviet military doctrine arises from 

the interaction of a multitudeof often conflict- 
ing pressures—pressures that have varied in 
magnitude and impact in the years since 1945 
through theStalin, Khrushchev. Brezhnev.and 
post-1982 eras.

Soviet military doctrine during the last years 
of the Stalin era from 1945 to 1953 vvas influ
enced substamially by Soviet experiences dur
ing World War II. Repeatedly, Soviet vvriters 
have emphasized the formative impact of the 
war on military doctrine during those postivar 
years. A future major war vvas seen as cast in the 
mold of World War II—that is, as a protracted 
land war in vvhich ground troops, supported by 
tanks, artillery, and planes, vvould play the de- 
cisive role.15

In this conventional context, the role of nas
cem nuclear vveapons remained ambiguous. 
rhe Soviet military had been working on 
rocket technology in the 1930s and had ex- 
ploded an atomic bomb in 1949. These ven- 
tures vvould be followed by a Soviet hydrogen 
bomb in 1953. As a result, a certain amount of 
theoretical attention was paid to nuclear weap- 
ons during the last years of the Stalin era, as the
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Soviets developed methods for military opera- 
tions using nuclear weapons and principies 
regarding troop operations following nuclear 
strikes.*-' Nevertheless, Stalinist military doc- 
trine generally emphasized conventional land 
war over possible nuclear air war.

A major war, Soviet leaders believed, could 
be launched either by a surprise attack by capi- 
talist powers on the Soviet Union or by gradual 
escalation of local wars into a major war. If the 
war were initiated by a surprise attack, though, 
a number of factors would affect the outcome. 
In 1950, Stalin indicated, “Now the outcome of 
the war will be decided not by such an attend- 
ant moment as the moment of surprise but by 
the permanent operating factors of war as the 
stability of the rear, morale of the army, quan- 
tity and quality of divisions, armaments of 
armed forces and organizing ability of com- 
manders."1' These factors, not surprise, wrould 
determine the course of a lengthy war, which, 
he believed, would inevitably result in a victory 
for the Soviet Union.

Finally, in the projected inevitable clash be- 
tween capitalism and socialism, both offense 
and defense would play a key role, as they did in 
World War II. Victory was seen as resulting 
from the accumulation of successful battles 
fought along continuous and slowly changing 
fronts. Frontal breakthroughs would be 
achieved by the deliberate massing of soldiers 
and equipment on the main axis of attack, wdth 
a high density of men, tanks, artillery, and 
planes in the strike sectors, followed by envel- 
opment and thrusts to the rear. Ground forces 
would be predominam in the European theater 
of a future war. Defense would be significam, 
especially in the early stages of the conflict.16

Above all, it is importam to remember that 
while military commanders had significant 
input into military theory, it was Stalin who 
ultimately put his imprimatur on all views of a 
future war. Stalin’s pronouncements were par- 
ticularly viewed as the final authority during 
the postwar years when there was endless praise 
for Stalin for winning World War II.p

influences

While World War II in significant part laid the 
basis for Stalinist orthodoxy, strikingly there 
was no examination of the major failures of 
1941 and 1942. Furthermore, foreign military 
doctrines were assiduously ignored in this xen- 
ophobic era of the Zhdanovshchina, a purge of 
all foreign influences and “rootless cosmopol- 
itanism.” And, most strikingly, despite the ad- 
vent of nuclear weapons and rockets that 
would become the decisive factors in modem 
warfare, modern weapons that would revolu- 
tionize major warfare were totally ignored in 
the doctrine. This omission is curious, since 
rockets and nuclear weapons had already been 
used by the end of World War II and the Soviets 
were since engaged in a major effort to develop 
rockets and nuclear weapons.18

But a series of other factors did strongly in- 
fluence the formation of Soviet military doc
trine. Most importam was the nature of the 
political system. In the highly authoritarian 
system dominated by an aging, increasingly 
paranoid Stalin (whose launching of the Doc- 
tors’ Plot in 1952 seemed to set the stage for a 
renewal of mass purges before his death cut 
preparations short), the psychology of the 
leader assumed decisive significance. Claiming 
credit for wartime victories (Georgy K. Zhukov, 
who directed Soviet forces in World War II, was 
demoted in 1946 to a provincial military com- 
mand), Stalin elevated todoctrinal status those 
features that he believed responsible for vic
tory. He ignored new developments (technol- 
ogy), the role of surprise, foreign develop
ments, and the failures of 1941 and 1942, re
garding these as irrelevant to war victories. Yet, 
ever the pragmatist, Stalin did promote a major 
nuclear program as insurance against future 
developments.

Despite Stalin’s xenophobic attitudes, the 
international military environment also was a 
major factor in influencing Soviet military 
doctrine. During this period, U.S. superiority 
in strategic nuclear weaponry and air power
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vvas a major fact of life. It prompted a Soviet 
emphasis on sirong conventional defenses and 
possible offensive coumerattack into Europe 
from advantageous Soviei bases in Eastern 
Europe.

Similarly, the international political envi- 
ronment was also an important factor. On one 
hand, socialist gains in Eastern Europe and 
China greatlv strengthened the Soviet position 
and ended threatening “capitalist encircle- 
ment.” Vet the emergence of the superpower 
United States—dominam in Western Europe, 
unharmed bv the war, and armed with nuclear 
weapons—posed new and dangerous threats to 
the Soviet Union. In this context, active defense 
vvas logical with reliance on tested ground 
iforces and advantageous geography during the 
tcold war.

Marxist-Leninist ideology also played a role. 
Stalin was influenced by Marxist concepts of 
nevitable wars arising between capitalism and 
iocialism and of the irradicable enmity of the 
rapitalist West.

In addition, objective constraints and histor- 
cal experiences were significam factors. World 
A'ar II remained Stalin’s dominant frame of 
eference, while reconstruction projects man- 
iated massive demobilization of the army and 
jrudent defensive strategy during a period of 
veakness.

Khrushchev Era 
(1954-64)

The Khrushchev era witnessed rapid and 
adical changes from the status quo achieved 
uring the last years of Stalin. These changes

were significam ones in Soviet military doc- 
trine, freed from the straitjacket of postwar 
Stalinism. The dominam motif of the period 
was a recognition of the revolution in military 
affairs wrought by the advem of nuclear weap
ons and missile technology. Especially during 
the 1953-58 period, there was a major debate 
within the party and military leadership over 
the images of a future major war. According to 
Major General S. Kozlov, there was an "agoniz- 
ing reappraisal of previous experience and, 
mainly, an adaptation of new weapons and 
means of conflict to old views and concepts.”19 

The very conception of war changed. Both 
Georgii Malenkov (1954) and Nikita Khrush
chev (1956) declared that war was no longer 
inevitable between capitalism and socialism. 
And war, if it did come, would no longer be a 
protracted conventional conflict between 
massed ground forces in Europe. Instead, war 
w'ould result from the inevitable escalation of a 
conventional war to nuclear war and would be 
dominated by a short, intense massive exchange 
of nuclear weapons delivered by rockets and 
planes.20

The implications of this shift for various 
forces and tactics w-ere considerable. A definite 
dowmgradingand partial demobilization of the 
ground forces and tactical air forces occurred as 
the conventional option was derided as obso- 
lete. Airborne, tank, and motorized forces gained 
prominence at the expense of the infantry. The 
Strategic Rocket Forces replaced the ground 
forces as the dominant armed service by the 
early 1960s. Major General V. G. Reznichenko 
and Colonel A. Sidorenko clarified the chang- 
ing nature of w'arfare during this period when 
they declared:

There will also be a differeni way of breaking 
through the enemy's defense. The method used 
will no longer be that of "gnawing through” as 
was the case in past wars. The defense will be 
dealt nuclear strikes and will then be attacked 
from the line of march, at high tempo, by tanks 
and mechanized troops. The use of nuclear 
weapons will create favorable conditions for the 
rapid advance of troops. They should be able to
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utilize quickly the results of nuclear weapons, 
penetrate boldly through breaches in theenemy’s 
combat íormations, avoid both frontal attack on 
strong points and straight line movements, carry 
out flexible maneuvers, and deal decisive blows 
to lhe enemy's flank and rear.21

Given the powerful destructive qualities of 
nuclear weapons and new-found predominance 
of the offense over the defense, the role of sur- 
prise was greatly enhanced in the minds of 
Soviet inilitary men. Marshal Pavel Rotmis- 
trov in 1955 perhaps most directly highlighted 
the new emphasis on surprise:

Surprise attack, employing atomic and hydrogen 
weapons and other modem ineans of conflicts, 
now takes on new forms and is capable of leading 
to singularly greater results than in lhe past war. 
.. . Surprise attack with the massiveemployment 
of new weapons can cause the rapid collapse of a 
government whose capacity to resist is low as a 
consequence of radical faults in its social and 
economic structure and also as a consequence of 
an unfavorable geographical position.22

By 1964, Colonel Lyutov would suggest that 
the roleof surprise “has grown so much" that it 
has become “one of the most important princi
pies and conditions ensuring the attainment of
success in combat."25

There was a sharp reduction in the projected 
duration of the war and significam increase in 
the importance of the initial period of the war. 
No longer, as under Stalin, would a future war 
likely last years nor would the initial indecisive 
phase cover a period of months.24 With both 
sides striving to seize the initiative at the be- 
ginning, the first period of lhe war would be 
not only important but very short, certainly 
less than a month.25

Overall, then, the Khrushchev era saw a 
marked shift in attitudes toward a major war 
under the impact of the atomic revolution in 
military affairs. Any significam conflict car- 
ried serious possibilities of escalating into a 
w-orld war, which would surely be a war domi- 
nated by nuclear wreapons. In the process, Sta- 
lin’s five permanent operating factors of war- 
fare and traditionalist vision of refighting

World War II were replaced by a new, modem 
vision of nuclear warfare.

influences

During this period, international factors were 
very influential. The Khrushchev era was a 
period of U.S. strategic nuclear superiority. 
Combined with a strong American theater nu
clear force projection in Europe, this imbal- 
ance in strategic nuclear capability canceled 
Soviet conventional superiority on the ground. 
Too, in a political environment of high ten- 
sion and cold war (focused on Cuba and Berlin, 
in particular), the American threat had to be 
taken seriously. Soviet nuclear strategy gave 
the armed forces a credible war-fighting strat
egy via preemption. And foreign military doc- 
trine and experiences suggested particular tac- 
tics in the nuclear sphere. The Soviet policy of 
preemption, blitzkrieg offensive strike, high- 
speed maneuver force, and strong firepower 
was not unlike a nuclear version of German 
blitzkrieg tactics. There were also some echoes 
of Western "massive retaliation" theory.

Domestic trends also were significam factors 
affecting military doctrine. Khrushchevian 
populist reformism, coupled with advances in 
technology, emphasized modernity and inter
national competition with theadvanced United 
States, deemphasized "obsolete" ground forces, 
and stressed "modern” areas of accomplish- 
ment—especially rockets and nuclear weapons. 
Stress on consumerism, coupled with war- 
induced demographic difficulties, favored de- 
creases in conventional ground force size and 
role, with increased emphasis on cheaper nu
clear capabilities.

A number of factors had less impact than in 
the past. Marxist-Leninist ideology wasaltered 
as Khrushchev denied the inevitability of war 
and conceded massive devastation from nu
clear war. Much Stalinist military thinking 
was attacked explicitly and derided as obsolete 
in this period. While World War II experiences 
remained important and the sources of the
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1941-42 íailures were analyzed. YVorld War II 
took a back seat to the “revolution in military 
affairs.” And Russia’s traditional "defensive 
mentality" was under attack as Khrushchev 
claimed socialism was now in the ascendancy.

Brezhnev Era 
(1964-82)

The Brezhnev era saw some changes in So- 
viet military thinking on a future major war, 
but these changes were far less dramatic than 
the radical shift from the Stalin period to the 
Khrushchev period. The clear consensus of the 
Khrushchev era that a major war, given the 
massive nuclear stockpiles and large number of 
missiles on both sides, would ultimately in
volve a large-scale exchange of nuclear weap- 
ons as a key part of the war continued under 
Brezhnev’s rule.26

What changed during the Brezhnev era was 
the emergence of a new appreciation of the 
possible use of conventional weaponry in a 
major war. Now a possible conventional phase 
was postulated at the beginning of the war. 
Too, Soviet military thinking carne to antici- 
pate that there would be a significam conven- 
tional phase at the end of the war. The discus- 
isionsof these conventional, nonnuclear phases 
jled to the publication of such articles as that 
written by Colonel B. Samorukov in 1967, 
titled Combat Operations Involving Conven- 
lional Means of Desiruction."27

Perhaps the most discussed concept during 
the era was that of a possible conventional 
ohase at the beginning of a war. Although a 
nodern war would “undoubtedly" be a nu

clear war, it would probably begin wilh a short 
conventional phase. This opening, conven
tional phase might be somewhat longer ií “a 
certain balance of forces” existed.28

The probability of such a phase was dis
cussed by many Soviet authors. While Marshal 
N. Krylov felt that “the variant is not ex- 
cluded,” Colonel General M. Povaliy found it 
“compleiely possible”; and Lieutenant Gen
eral M. Kiryan thought that "a future war may 
be unleashed either by conventional or by nu
clear weapons; having begun w'ith conven
tional weapons, at a set stage it may grow into a 
nuclear war.”29

Given the omnipresent danger that the enemy 
would initiate a nuclear strike, the conven
tional phase of operations would have some 
very specific characteristics. Time would be of 
the essence in destroying the enemy’s advance 
defense lines, eliminating the maximum num 
ber of enemy tactical means of nuclear attack, 
and seizing criticai targets that would disrupt 
the defensive position of the enemy.30

The duration of such a conventional phase 
was uncertain, depending on the concrete con- 
ditions existing at the time of the war. As 
Marxism-Leninism on War and Army (A So
viet Vieiv) declared, "The war may start as a 
conventional one and may only gradually 
grow into a nuclear one.”31 The possibility of a 
fairly long conventional phase, while deeined 
unlikely, was not ignored. Thus, Major Gen
eral V. Zemskov theorized in 1969:

In time a conventional war can be of long dura- 
lion. This is understandable if one considers that 
the difficulty of a constam and powerful armed 
effort against the deep regions permits the reten- 
tion of large resources of manpower and material 
and restoration of lhe lossesof the armed forces in 
manpower and equipment. Asa result, more and 
more forces can be deployed in the theaters of 
military operations. This will make it possible to 
continue military operations for a more or less 
lengthy time.52

Similarly, there was in this period enhanced 
recognition of a conventional phase and con
ventional role in ending a nuclear war. Colonel
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General N. A. Lomov wrote in 1973:
According 10 universal recognition, a nuclear 
war can be a quick one. But there is also the 
viewpoint ihat after the exchange of massed nu 
clear strikes and exhaustion of nuclear stockpiles, 
a war will not end but enter a new stage and can 
be continued with conventional weapons.55

Under these conditions, then, a key role is nec- 
essarily reserved for the ground forces.

In addition to these views on conventional 
war, some moderate changes were observable 
in the Soviet vievv of the role of surprise in a 
future war. On one hand, there was continued 
emphasis, as in the Khrushchev era, on the 
importance of surprise in an era of large stock
piles of nuclear weapons and ICBMs and 
IRBMs. A surprise attack by the enemy con
tinued to be viewed as the most likely and dan- 
gerous scenario for the start of a world war. But 
surprise could not be decisive in an era in 
which the Soviet Union had amassed an enor- 
mous stockpile of nuclear weapons and mis- 
siles.'4

Given these Soviet perceptions of a future 
war. it is hardly surprising that Soviet authors 
insisted on the primacy of the offensive over the 
defensive posture. Indeed, the defense was seen 
as havingonly limited utility, unlike in World 
War II where it was widely used on a strategic 
levei. Major General N. Sushko observed in 
1966:

Soviet military doctrine has always considered 
the offensive the main means for completely 
crushing of the enemy and for attaining victory. 
. . .  In nuclear war the role of active offensive 
operations increases even more. The sphere in 
which defense is used grows smaller. Clearly de
fense must be resorted to only in extreme situa- 
tions and then only on a tactical or limited opera- 
tional scale.5’

The actual length of the projected war was 
seen in a broad range of time. A largely nuclear 
war might be concluded in the short period of 
time as the use of Strategic Rocket Forces per- 
mitted the achievement of key strategic goals 
very quickly. On the other hand, a conven

tional phase to the war, especially at the end, 
could greatly lengthen the war.56

influences

The externai international influences during 
this time were strong and varied. The interna
tional military environment provided a criticai 
context for Soviet thinking. The achievement 
of strategic and theater nuclear parity with the 
United States represented a major Soviet ac- 
complishment with significam impact on doc
trine. For the first time, the Soviet Union pos- 
sessed a credible offensive nuclear capability 
with the ability to deter nuclear escalation at 
each step on the ladder. This capability gave 
conventional forces new opportunities and 
called into question any American use of nu
clear weapons in Europe.

The international political environment also 
had significam impact on Soviet thinking. 
During this period, the Soviet Union had 
markedly improved its position in interna
tional politics. The decline in international 
tensions and the diversion of American atten- 
tion to Vietnam lessened the danger of externai 
nuclear attack.

Changes in Western military doctrines had 
an impact on Soviet thinking. Beginning in 
1961, the United States had started to move 
away from massive retaliation toward flexible 
response. Inevitably, the Western move away 
from exclusive and mass use of nuclear weap
ons to selective use of nuclear weapons would 
have a significam impact on Soviet thinking. It 
would reinforce the Soviet awareness of, and 
interest in, a conventional option.

Domestic factors also had a significam effect 
on Soviet thinking. The economic constraints 
under which the system functioned were espe
cially importam. This period was one of ex- 
pansive economic growth for the Soviets. The 
demographic difficulties of theearly 1960s van- 
ished, and vast Siberian energy resources were 
coming on line. Significam growth rates made 
a guns and butter economy possible. This eco
nomic situation permitted a significam expan-
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sion oí both nuclear and conventional forces.
The changes in the naiure of the Soviet polit- 

ical system were even more importam. The 
Khrushchev era saw massive and, ai times, er- 
ratic reforms in all areas of politics, including 
reforms often injurious to key actors in the 
political system. The Brezhnev ascendancy in 
October 1964 marked a significam departure 
from Khrushchev’s “harebrained" scheming. 
Now the emphasis was on a conservative, plu- 
ralist, bureaucratic decision-making process in 
which all bureaucratic actors benefited. In par
ticular, all major bureaucratic actors, includ
ing the military, secret police, heavy industry, 
and light industry, eventually received repre- 
sentation on the Politburo and significam real 
appropriations increases yearly. In this con- 
text, a conventional option vvould enhance the 
role of the ground forces and once again make 
them a more integral and legitimate actor in 
the decision-making process.

Several other factors were of lesser impor- 
tance. Russian historical experience was rele
vam in that Rússia had suffered two devastai- 
ing German invasions in this century. This 
experience seemed to mandate a continuing 
need for a large conventional force—and 
thereby a conventional option in a major war. 
The current doctrine represented a modifica- 
tion of previous Khrushchevian doctrine rather 
than a rejection of it. The elements of conti- 
nuity with the past exceeded the differences. In 
the absence of any significam military activity, 
military training and experience of relevance 
were confined to Warsaw Pact exercises such as 
"Okean” and “Dnieper." The impact of Marx- 
ism-Leninism was relatively limited.

Thus, a series of factors played a role in creat- 
ing a change in Soviet thinking.

1982+: Possible NewTrends
In more recent times, a possible new trend in 

Soviet thinking is the emphasis on the inevita- 
ble and necessary use of nuclear weapons to 
ensure the success of Soviet forces engaged in

theater warfare. Soviet military experts seem to 
recognize that defensive capabilities have 
achieved such leveis that purely conventional 
means may be inadequate to achieve victory. 
Soviet Chief of Staff Nikolai Ogarkov stated in 
1982:

At the preseni time, as is known, there is rapid 
development of diversified means oí combatting 
tanks, including airborne (antitank) weapons. 
Moreover [these weapons] have already achieved 
such qualitative and quaniitative leveis ihat ihis 
urgently demands auentive study of lendencies 
and consequences of their development. It is 
dangerous to ignore this tendency.57

Perhaps this line of thought explains why sev
eral recent Soviet statemems in military publi- 
cations have ignored any mention of a conven
tional option and have stressed the inevitable 
and massive use of nuclear weapons at the 
theater levei as necessary for victory.18 Krasnaya 
Zvezda had an editorial comment in March 1983 
on this subject:

Artful maneuver, conducted at a high tempo with 
diverse formations of order of battle, and with 
maximal exploitation of the results of employ- 
ment of nuclear weapons at all States of combat 
operations, has become the determinam of suc
cess.19

influences

A number of factors can be seen as pushing the 
Soviet Union in the direction of a new stress on 
the use of nuclear weapons. The Reagan mili
tary buildup threatens hard-earned Soviet stra- 
tegic parity with the United States and could 
give the United States a strong first-strike cap- 
ability against Soviet land-based ICBMs by 
1990. Deployment of Pershing II poses a sim
ilar if lesser threat in Europe. As in the 1950s, 
the best Soviet defense against an emerging 
American threat is deterrence through asser- 
tion that escalation to, or preemption by, nu
clear weapons in Europe is inevitable. The 
Reagan buildup and tough rhetoric have led 
Soviet leaders to see a considerably higher 
threat from the United States than during the
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Carter years. “Capitalist militancy” calls for 
firm, credible doctrine to instill more realism 
in unregenerate American hawks.

Domestic influences are also in play. Antici- 
pated low economic growth, minimal labor 
force growth, and energy problems would sug- 
gest a move away from large, massed, labor- 
intensive conventional armies and toward 
cheaper nuclear forces. Significant technologi- 
cal improvements in American strategic forces 
and conventional defense would argue for a 
move from less effective Soviet conventional 
options and toward more deterring nuclear op- 
tions. In some ways, this new doctrine echoes 
the earlier doctrine of the Khrushchev era. And 
succession crises tend to lead to increased ex
ternai influence and fear of the West.

Some factors have had minimal effects. West
ern conventional options and selective nuclear 
options are derided by possibly emerging So
viet doctrine. The influence of ideology is min
imal at best. And recent Soviet military expe- 
riences in Afghanistan seem of little relevance.

LlKE the system from which it sprang, the So
viet view of future war has undergone major
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SOVIET AIR
AND ANTIAIR OPERATIONS
P h i l l i p  A. P e t e r s e n  
Ma j o r  J o h n  R. C l a r k

SINCE the ouster of Khrushchev in Oc- 
tober 1964, the Soviets have accepted the 
possibility of a conventional war in cen

tral Europe.1 Before this change, which re- 
sulted from the October 1964 Plenum of the 
Cential Committee of the Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union, the Soviets planned to shift 
the correlation of military forces dramatically 
in their favor by means of a nuclear attack 
against NATO's air and nuclear forces should

war occur. Havingovercome “certain incorrect 
views within military-scientific circles con- 
nected with the overevaluation of the potential 
of the atomic weapon, its influence on the 
character of war and on the further develop- 
ment of the Armed Forces,”2 the Soviets real- 
ized that in a conventional war they would face 
the possibility that NATO air power might 
survive and neutralize the Soviet superiority in 
conventional ground forces. Further compli-
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cating lhe Soviet problem was the enemy’s po- 
tential íor escalation to nuclear warfare at some 
point in a conflict. Thus, any plan íor conven- 
tional warfare had to include the destruction of 
enough of NATO’s nuclear assets to discour- 
age the West from escalating to nuclear warfare 
should a deteriorating military situation so 
warrant.

An analysis of Warsaw Pact professional 
military literature indicates that a conventional 
war would begin with a Warsaw Pact strike 
deep into Western Europe tocripple NATO air 
and nuclear assets. Unfortunately, Western ef- 
forts to understand how the Soviets might con- 
duct such an operation have been hindered by 
an inadequate understanding of key Soviet air 
power concepts. Such terms as air operation, 
mdependent air operation, air defense opera
tion, and air offenswe are often used inter- 
changeably and incorrectly, frequently with 
little appreciation that each has a very precise 
meaning in the Soviet military lexicon. The 
misuse of such terms contributes to confusion 
among those struggling to comprehend the 
Soviet military thought processes.

Some intelligence analysts have stumbled 
over the term protivovozdushnaya operatsiya, 
particularly when it was translated as air de
fense operation. American analysts were clearly 
confused by the differences between their own 
and Soviet military cultures. The American in- 
terpretation of air defense did not adequately 
reflect the very offensive nature of the Soviet 
plan—which would probably be translated 
more accurately as antiair operation. It is also 
importam to understand that for the Soviet 
military an air operation involves much more 
than just aviation, an independem air opera
tion is not the same as an air operation, and an 
air offensive is a /rorcf-level activity rather than 
a theater-level activity. These terms are crucial 
to understanding Soviet military art, and once 
grasped conceptually, they will lead to a more 
complete understanding of how the Soviets 
would probably wage a conventional war in 
Europe.

Definitional problems, particularly when 
two very different languages are involved, 
should not be surprising. People generally 
tend to make judgments in terms of their own 
cultural biases or frames of reference, thereby 
imposing their concepts and views on what 
they are attempting to understand. Fortunately, 
in preparing this article, we have been allowed 
to use a number of Warsaw Pact documents 
that may help resolve the semantic difficulties 
associated with understanding Soviet air power 
thinking. Referring to this literature, we shall 
review the Soviet’s own assessmem of their his- 
torical experience with aviation in support of 
strategic nonnuclear operations, examine con- 
temporary Soviet concepts of operational-stra- 
tegic-scale air and antiair operations, and dis- 
cuss Soviet perceptions of the probability for 
success in such undertakings. Although air and 
air defense activities are interrelated, readers 
should note that they are distinct operational 
components of a Soviet combined-arms opera
tion at the strategic levei and therefore will be 
presented here as the Soviets view them, i.e., 
independently. Readers may find that a chart 
on terminology associated with Soviet opera
tional concepts (Figure 1), a graph depicting 
the distances that these terms represem (Figure 
2), and a glossary of key Soviet terms may clar- 
ify many of these aspects.

Historical Employment 
of Soviet Air Forces 

in Strategic Operations
When the Soviets accepted the possibility of 

a conventional local war, especially in central 
Europe, they were faced with the awesome task 
of finding an adequate substitute for the initial 
mass nuclear strike. If a Soviet strategic offen
sive operation would not commence with a 
massive nuclear strike, N ATO’s aviation would 
be available for combat actions that could pos- 
sibly neutralize the Soviet superiority in con
ventional ground forces. A high probability of 
NATO nuclear escalation would also exist.
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Figure 2. Distances represented by Soviet operational 
concepts

Thus, in addition to neutralizingNATO'savi- 
ation, the conventional fire plan for a strategic 
operation would have to destroy sufficient nu
clear assets to dissuade NATO from escalaiing 
to nuclear use. To achieve this end. the Soviets 
looked to their historical experience with the 
operational-strategic employment of their air 
forces.

Not surprisingly, the Soviets based their 
analysis of the potential of air power on their 
experience in World War II. An article by Col- 
onel Vu. Bryukhanov in the June 1969 issueof 
Soviet Voyennaya m ysi provides insight into 
the early, internai Soviet military-theoretical 
discussions.' Colonel Bryukhanov argued that 
military operations employing only conven
tional weapons increased the requirement for 
lhe massed employment of aviation.

If the ground forces launch the main attack 
primarily against the weak spot in the enemy's 
operational formation. air power must he brought 
to bear not only against the enemy force in that 
area but also against enemy nuclear-capable air- 
craft and nuclear missiles. Neutralization of such 
aircraft and missiles will constitute the major 
task. requiring a large number of aircraft. There- 
íore. only limited air power can be assigned to 
support ground operations. The requisite degree 
of massed air power employed in the area of the 
main ground thrust is achieved primarily by re-

ducing the width and depth of combat opera
tions. This in turn conditions the charatier of lhe 
process of overwhelming lhe opposing ground 
force, based on sequential thrusts aimed at deep 
penetration.4

More than six years later in thesame journal, 
Lieutenant General of Aviation N. N. Ostrou- 
mov drew attention to "the wealth of expe
rience in employing the Air Force in the stra
tegic operations of the Great Patriotic War" 
and noted that "many points of the art of war- 
fare formulated before and during the war are 
of current significance under present-day con
ditions and must be taken into consideration in 
the further development of military theory.”5 
This assessment by Ostroumov of the opera
tional-strategic employment of the Soviet Air 
Forces in the Second World War indicates

. . . that principal air force efforts in a strategic 
operation were concemrated primarily on per- 
forming the following basic missions: (1) air su- 
premacy; (2) close air support of ground troops in 
front and army operations; and (3) independem 
actions against operational reserves, lines of 
communication, and other important targets in 
the enemy's rear areas.6

According to Ostroumov, the eífort to gain air 
supremacy would take two forms:

the (1) air operation and (2) local combat actions 
as an inseparable component of front operations. 
The former was employed on the scale of an 
entire strategic operation throughout lhe entire 
area covered by the operation and was conducted 
on the basis of lhe decision and plan of Head- 
quariers, Supreme High Command with the par- 
ticipation of long-range bombers and front- 
controlled aviation, as a rule prior to lhe begin- 
ning of lhe strategic operation. The second form 
was employed by the front command within the 
framework and according to the plans of front 
operations, employing /ront-controlled aviation 
forces. In lhe former case, preference was given to 
such a method of operational employment of air 
forces as massive attacks on enemy aircraft on the 
ground, while in the latter, aerial engagements 
and battles constituted the principal method.'

Ostroumov also found that combat expe
rience in the strategic operations of the Great



Air offensive: A smaller-scale equivalem of the air 
operation conducied al the frotU levei.
Air operation: A component of a strategic operation 
under conditions of initiation and conduct of war 
without nuclear weapons. This is a joint operation 
directed at the objective of attaining conventional 
and nuclear fire superiority within a theater of mili- 
tary action (TMA). It is accomplished by destroying 
or weakening the enemy air forces and nuclear mis- 
sile forces within the TMA.
Antiair operation: A component of a strategic opera
tion intended to unify air defense assets in any given 
theater of military action, with the objective of de- 
fending friendly forces and contributing to the 
achievement of air superiority. If the Soviets do not 
hold the initiative in the air, it may be employed to 
gain the initiative through combined offensive and 
defensive actions of frontal aviation, the National 
Air Defense Forces, missile troops and artillery, and 
the antiaircraft defense elements of other branches of 
the armed forces.
Front: An operational and administrative unit usu- 
ally composed of three to five maneuver armies and 
one or two air armies. Forces organic or attached to a 
front could include artillery, missiles, air defense. 
engineer, Chemical, signal, intelligence, and rear 
service units, plus airborne, airmobile, and special- 
purpose forces.

Glossary o

High Command; One of the forms of intermediate 
strategic leadership. It is a formal command, with 
staff structure, established between lhe Supreme 
High Command and operational-strategic or opera
tional formations (fronts, fleets, independem ar
mies, and flotillas) to coordinate strategic opera- 
tions in either strategic directions or theaters of mili
tary action.
Independem air operation: An operation employing 
only assets of the Soviet Air Forces, as opposed to a 
joint or multiservice air operation. As a smaller- 
scale operation, it would probably only occur sub- 
sequent to the air operation in the course of a rela- 
tively protracted conflict.
Operational direction: A zone of terrain, water, or 
airspace, and sometimes a combination of these, 
within which an operational-strategic or opera
tional formation (a front, fleet, independem army, 
or flotilla) conducts its operations.
Radioelectronic Combat (REC): Term used by West
ern analysis to describe the Soviet concept of radio- 
elektronnaya bor'ba. This is a major principie under- 
lying Soviet war planning for the disruption of the 
enemy’s command, control, and Communications 
systems. Disruption is achieved through employing 
both physical destruction and jamming assets against 
enemy electronic control systems. REC most closely 
approximates the Western concept of command,

Patriotic War indicated that the following vvere 
required to gain air supremacy:

• Vigorous actions aimed at seizing the in
itiative and mounting continuous attacks on 
the enemy’s most important air forces; of the 
greatest importance was an initial surprise, i.e., 
massive attack by air armies with simultaneous 
conduct of aerial engagements and air battles.

• Establishment of local air superiority on 
the main axes of advance of the fronts.

• Destruction of enemy aircraft through the 
joint effort of the air force, air defense forces, 
and ground and naval forces.

• Continuous monitoring of the condition 
and basing of enemy aircraft and the location 
of the enemy's antiaircraft defenses.

• Strikes conducted simultaneously in the

sector of several fronts against airfields accord- 
ing to a unified plan. This coordinated assault 
would involve the prior execution of measures 
to neutralize enemy antiaircraft defenses and to 
seal off and mine enemy airfields in order to 
prevent aircraft from taking off.

• Massive employment of forces in an at- 
tempt to gain air supremacy.8

Ostroumov concluded that in World War II 
the development of well-coordinated massive 
air actions on the main axes of ground advance 
became an extremely important operational 
mission of the Soviet Air Forces. These massive 
actions consisted of air preparation (involving 
preliminary and immediate air bombardment) 
conducted as part of the front plan and close 
support of advancing troops to the entire depth
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control. and Communications countermeasures. 
Radioelectronic situation: An estimate of the de- 
ployment of the enemy’s command and control Sys
tems. enemy jamming systems, friendly electronic 
Systems, front jamming troops and equipment. and 
terrain conditions. From this estimate, the Soviets 
assess the vulnerability and criticai elements of the 
enemy 's command and control systems for jamming 
or destruction. based on the status of their own 
forces.
Radioelectronic Warfare (REW): This is another 
translation of radioelektronnaya bor'ba and is com- 
monly used by Western analysts to denote that subset 
of REC that deals primarily with jamming of the 
enemy’s control systems. In Western parlance. it 
most closely translates as electronic warfare. 
Strategic direction: A wide strip of land or sea and 
the airspace above it through which the armed forces 
of one warring party move to gain access to the 
other's most important adminisirative-political and 
industrial-economic centers. Within each strategic 
direction are one or more operational directions. 
Strategic operation: An operation that may be defen- 
sive or offensive and normallv is conducted in a 
theater of military action (TMA). When conducted 
in a continental TMA, it would consist of several 
joint and combined-arms operations performed in 
accordance with a single concept and in conformity 
with a Supreme High Command plan for the defeat

of an opponent in lhe theater. In a continental 
TMA, the major component operations of a stra- 
tegic offensive operation could include the follow- 
ing types: air, antiair, front, landing (airborne, am- 
phibious, or joint), and naval. The strategic offen
sive might also include nrissiles and air-delivered 
nuclear strikes. Whether or not all or selective com- 
binations of these operations were executed would 
depend on the actual battlefield environment, par- 
ticularly on whether or not nuclear weapons were 
being used. The particular selection and subsequent 
repetition of the various operations would also be 
determined by the developing military and political 
situation.
Supreme High Command: The highest body of So- 
viet military leadership. This organ reports directly 
to the Defense Council, which is chaired by the 
Commander in Chief of the Soviet Armed Forces, the 
General Secretary of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union.
Theater of military action: The territory of a conti- 
nent or a portion of a continent with its surrounding 
seas, or the water areas of an ocean and its islands 
and the contiguous coastlines of continents, as well 
as the airspace above them, within the boundaries of 
which are deployed strategic groupings of the armed 
forces and within which strategic operations are 
conducted. Within each theater of military action, 
there are one or more strategic directions.

of front operations (conducted in support of 
the plans of the maneuver armies). “During 
close air support, weapons, centers of resist- 
ance, tanks and personnel, tactical reserves, 
and enemy troop control systems on the battle
field and in the immediate rear would be de- 
stroyed and neutralized."9 The combat actions 
of the ground troops and aviation were, in 
some instances, mutually supportive. "When 
tank armies moved to operational depth, the 
air armies continued to deliver airstrikes in 
support of the mobile troops. During the offen
sive the latter seized enemy airfields and thus 
assisted in ensuring continuous support and 
cover of the tank combined units.’’10

Independem air operations were also con
ducted in support of a strategic operation. Such

operations were aimed at destroying enemy 
forces and importam military instaliations in 
the enemy’s rear areas. They usually involved 
the employment of long-range bombers and 
some /rom-controlled aviation, which for the 
most part provided cover for the bombers.11

The Air Operation in a 
Contemporary Strategic Offensive

Although written years ago, an article by 
Lieutenant Colonel Jan Blumenstein in the 
August 1975 issue of the Czechoslovak version 
of Voyennaya mysl’ remains an excellent sum- 
mary of what Warsaw Pact military scientists 
mean when they write about conducting an air 
operation. Blumenstein noted that "an air op-

41
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eration . . .  is a component of a strategic opera- 
tion which is initiated and fought without nu
clear weapons. Its purpose is to destroy or 
weaken the enemy air forces and nuclear mis- 
sile forces of an operational and operational- 
tactical range, to win supremacy in the air and 
to gain superiority in nuclear forces."12

However, Colonel Aleksander Musial, in a 
March 1982 Polish article, did allow for the 
conceptual possibility of an air operation, still 
nonnuclear in character, occurring in the con- 
text of a nuclear war. He argued that “. . . 
depending on the situation and the quantity of 
aviation still viable, air operations can be con- 
ducted after the belligerents have used their 
basic stocks of nuclear weapons"—i.e., even if 
an air operation occurred in a nuclear conflict, 
the operation itself would be nonnuclear.15 
Confusion in the United States on this point 
may be due, in part, to the way deistvii aviatsiya 
(the activity of aviation) has been confused 
with vozdushnaya operatsiya (air operation).14 
Clearly, aircraft could be employed to deliver 
nuclear ordnance, but such activity by aviation 
would be as a part of the execution of nuclear 
strike plans and not a part of an air operation, 
which by definition does not involve the use of 
nuclear weapons.

Colonel Musial described the target set of an 
air operation more specifically but completely 
consistem with the earlier works by Ostroumov 
and Blumenstein. An air operation would in
volve the following: •

• Destruction of aircraft and aircrews on 
airfields.

• Destruction of enemy aircraft and aircrews 
in aerial battles.

• Destruction of aircraft carriers at sea and in 
port.

• Destruction of operational-tactical missiles.
• Tisruption of command and control Sys

tems and enemy aircraft guidance Systems.
• Destruction of nuclear warheads, storage 

sites, fuel dumps, conventional weapons, and 
materiel and technical supplies.

• Destroying, blockading, and mining air
fields.15

As part of a strategic offensive operation, an 
air operation is a joint operation comprising 
the aggregate combat activities of strategic avi
ation in coordination with other branches of 
aviation, as well as other Services of the armed 
forces on an operational-strategic scale.16 Col
onel Musial explains that, consequently, its 
component parts include:

• Air operations by air armies of operational- 
strategic and strategic air forces.

• Combat action of frontal and naval avia
tion to destroy enemy air forces on airfields and 
in the air.

• Joint action by the units of an air army of 
the operational-strategic air force and by naval 
aviation to destroy aircraft carriers.

• Attacks by missile troops using conven
tional cluster munitions against airfields, an- 
tiaircraft defenses, and enemy command and 
control systems.

• Joint action of frontal fighter aviation, 
frontal antiaircraft defense, and operational 
formations of the National Air Defense Forces 
against enemy air forces in the air.

• Actions by the forces of the fronts (1) to 
neutralize enemy antiaircraft defense and to 
protect air force strike groups en route to their 
objectives and (2) to advance and overrun or 
threaten major air bases.17
Thus, an air operation could include not only 
aviation strikes but also strikes by artillery and 
missiles, as well as assaults by airborne, heli- 
borne, and special-purpose troops. Commenc- 
ing simultaneously with the initiation of front 
offensive operations, an air operation might 
last several davs.18

According to the lecture materiais used at the 
Voroshilov General Staff Academy in Moscow 
during the mid-1970s, "the scale of the air op
eration is determined generally by the scale of 
the strategic operation, the disposition of enemy 
air forces, and the capabilities. force, and 
means employed for their destruction"—which
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would mean thai, in the western theater oí 
military action (shown in Figure 3), ‘ the area 
where missions are accomplished for the de- 
struction of the enemys air forces can reach 
800-1,000 km in width and 1,200 km in depth.”19 

Colonel Musial confirmed in 1982 that “ the 
air operation will be conducted simultane- 
ously on all or several strategic axes over the 
whole depth of the strategic operation con
ducted in the theater of military action. " How- 
ever. he also pointed out that “in some cases it

can be conducted within one front acting on an 
independem axis.”20 For example, in the north- 
western theater of military action (against 
Scandinavia) an air operation would be con
ducted in support of a strategic offensive com- 
prised of a single front operaling on the only 
strategic direction with the theater of military 
action.

An air operation conducted against as so- 
phisticaied an air defense system as that of 
NATO in central Europe would employ pene-

Figure 3. A .s is suggested by this map. the boundanes of theaters of military 
action arescenano dependent and may even shiftduring the courseof a conflict.
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tration corridors to reduce aircraft losses.21 So- 
viet planners envision a typical initial penetra- 
tion corridor as about 40-50 kilometers wide 
and 150-200 kilometers deep.22 With one or two 
air penetration corridors established over each 
first-echelon jront, there might be as many as 
six corridors created over the inter-German and 
FRG-Czech borders.

In developing their specific plans for air op- 
erations, Soviet planners use a model of the 
NATO air defense system that resembles a py- 
ramid: surveillance radars at the top, initial 
and final acquisition radars below, and finally 
air defense weapon radars at the bottom. The 
Soviets plan to attack the NATO air defense 
system from the top down. The air operation 
phase of the strategic operation would focus 
electronic countermeasures initially at the air 
defense radars. Time delays induced at the top 
would be passed on down through the pyr- 
amid. Additional delays would be accom- 
plished by physically attacking key nodes in the 
air defense structure. Countermeasures intro- 
duced at other leveis in the pyramid would add 
to the overall delay. If sufficient degradation 
can be achieved at the top of the pyramid, there 
will be fewer requirements for countermea
sures at the bottom.2J This progression offers a 
considerable advantage for the offense, since 
the bottom elements are the most difficult to 
degrade or defeat. Also, in stressing counter
measures against the top of the pyramid, the 
Soviets place the highest priority in the areas 
requiring the lowest-order technological Solu
tions.

Prior to and during the initial phase of the 
air operation. ground-basedsignal intelligence 
(SIGINT) collection units along the various 
fronts would be monitoringand locating NATO 
electronic emissions continually and forward- 
ing these data to filter centers and command 
headquarters for targeting purposes.24 Addi- 
tionally, airborne reconnaissance units would 
fly SIGINT, photoreconnaissance, and radar- 
mapping missions along the border area. At 
this time, concentrated intelligence collection

efforts would be directed at the areas where the 
air corridors were to be established.2’ Airborne 
platforms would support these efforts—prob- 
ably with near real-time data links. Unknown 
emitters could be assigned to frontal aviation 
reconnaissance platforms or ground-based di- 
rection-finding sites for specific collection 
requirements.

As explained by Blumenstein, an air opera
tion involves two or three massed strikes on the 
first day of the operation and one or two 
massed strikes on subsequent days. ‘‘The first 
massed strike is the most massive, and its aim is 
to cause decisive losses to the air and the nu
clear rocket forces of the enemy and to lower his 
strength and ability to conduct effective retalia- 
tory strikes.”26 Thus, success does not require 
the total annihilation of the enemy’s air and 
nuclear assets. Instead, its quantitative nature 
is determined in terms of time and the capabil- 
ity of the enemy to restore the combat capabili- 
ties of its forces and to reorganize its ability to 
counter the actions of friendly forces. "In order 
to destroy the capabilities of enemy air forces 
for organized resistance against friendly forces, 
it is required that up to 60 percent of the aircraft 
in the theater of action be totally annihilated.”27

As the first massed strike of the air operation 
began, Warsaw Pact electronic jamming Sys
tems would be used to “blind” enemy air de
fense radars and associated Communications to 
facilitate the subsequent destruction of enemy 
air defense systems by missiles and aircraft.28 
Specific targets would be designated for jam
ming or for destruction, based on the priority 
or the characteristics of the target. Targets that 
could not be accurately located because of their 
mobility (e.g., tactical air Communications be- 
tween aircraft and controller) would be jam- 
med.29 Other targets, because of their priority, 
would be assigned both jamming and destruc
tion—examples being the Hawk and other air 
defense batteries, which would be attacked by 
massive jamming and firepower simulta- 
neously.50

Ground Communications jammers subordi-
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nate to thefront's general support Communica
tions jamming battalion would be targeted 
against high-frequency command Communi
cations of the army group, corps, surface-to- 
surface missile units, tactical air control cen- 
ters, and air defense control centers.31 These 
jammers probably would be targeted primarily 
against American high-frequency (HF) nuclear 
release nets, such as the “Cemetery Net.”32

The army’s direct-support Communications 
jamming battalion would probably be targeted 
against tactical Communications of the NATO 
battalion. brigade, division; corps command 
Communications assets; missile units, such as 
the lance; and artillery units. The direct-support 
Communications jamming battalion has HF, 
VHF, and UHF (including radio-relay) Com
munications jamming capability.33 This unit 
also has its own organic SIGINT resources for 
identifying and locating jamming targets.

Helicopter jamming units would be used to 
jam by “periodically disrupting" radio-relay 
command nets of the brigade, division, and 
corps. NATO radio-relay Communications of 
tactical aviation and air command forces would 
also be targeted.34 Although these directional 
Communications are the hardest to jam because 
of their highly directional antennas, the So- 
viets believe that they are vulnerable because 
relatively low power is required to jam the 
closest relay points.

Artillery, coupled with operational-tactical 
and tactical rockets and missiles armed with 
improved conventional munitions, would in- 
itiate the air operation with strikes to suppress 
time-critical air and air defense activities.33 It is 
important to recognize that to the extern that 
weapons inventories would allow, the Soviets 
would strike an enemy’s air defenses and air- 
fields initially with means other than aircraft. 
For example, it is now estimated that the SS-21 
with a new conventional warhead incorporat- 
ing submunitions with highly accurate guid- 
ance could attack Hawk sites effectively.36

Throughout the theater of military action, 
special-purpose troops (spetsnaz) of the Gen

eral Staffs Chief Intelligence Directorate (GRU) 
would attempt to neutralize NATO s nuclear 
delivery systems, nuclear storage facilities, and 
associated command, control, and Communi
cations (C3) facilities. GRU spetsnaz brigades 
familiarize their personnel on NATO nuclear 
sites; Hawk, Pershing, Lance, and Honest 
John missiles; nuclear-capable artillery; and 
nuclear-associated airstrips. The Defense Com
munications Agency’s European Communica
tions sites, POMCUS (prepositioned overseas 
material configured in unit sets) sites, and 
NATO’s early warning capability also provide 
potential targets for GRU spetsnaz teams. Al
though individual acts of sabotage, by them- 
selves, would not be decisive, their cumulative 
effect could contribute greatly to the success of 
a Soviet theater offensive. GRU spetsnaz teams 
operating in the western theater of military 
action would be prepared to destroy nuclear 
weapons being unloaded in staging areas. 
Ideally, the Soviet planner would want to de
stroy NATO s nuclear weapons before they 
were dispersed to field positions. In subsequent 
operations to neutralize or destroy NATO's 
nuclear assets, spetsnaz teams would simul- 
taneously engage in combat, using small arms 
and antitank rocket launchers to destroy com
mand posts, control centers, firing positions, 
and equipment in order to prevent NATO's 
launch ing  of nuclear-arm ed aircraft or 
missiles. If the team commander deemed it im
possible to neutralize or destroy the target di- 
rectly, its type and location would be reported 
for destruction by other means.37 Some of these 
spetsnaz actions would be integrated into the 
air operation plan and others would occur as 
partof thevarious front offensive operations.38

Like some of the spetsnaz actions, some air- 
borne, airmobile, and amphibious assault ac- 
tivity would be integrated directly into the air 
operation plan. In Soviet thinking, such as- 
saults would represent the selective use of troop 
strikes (udary voysk) in lieu of nuclear strikes 
(yadernye udary) against criticai targets.39 Air- 
borne and airmobile assaults conducted as part
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of the air operation would most often focus on 
objectives such as airfields, nuclear storage fa- 
cilities, and associated C5.40 In the case of air
fields, the Soviets would sometimes try to seize 
lhem for their own use rather than destroy 
them.

Although reinforcement is possible, in the 
western theater of military action the first 
massed strike by Soviet aviation probably would 
number some 1200 aircraft, out of a total of 
more than 2800 aircraft available. (SeeTable I.)

Table l. Aircraft available for the first mass strike in the 
western theater of military action. Frontal aviation figures 
are based on fighter aviation regiments of 45 aircraft (ex- 
PVO regiments at 56), fighter-bomber regiments of 45, 
tactical bomber regiments of 50, and reconnaissance elec- 
tromc countermeasure squadrons of 15. Reserve air army 
figures are based on fighter regiments of 4^ aircraft. tactical 
bomber regiments of 50, and bomber regiments (including 
reconnaissance aircraft) of 52.

Soviet Frontal Aviation
Fighters 963
Fighter-Bombers 810
Bombers 30
Recon/ECM 169

Legnlca Air Army
Fighters 135
Bombers 180
Recon/ECM 39

Smolen8k Air Army
Bombers 392
Recon/ECM 120

Total

1972

354

512

2838

It is quite unlikely that the Soviets would be 
willing to compromise surprise or to put fron- 
tal aviation aircraft at risk by forward-deploying 
aircaft that cannot be sheltered. If evenly dis- 
tributed, air pentration corridor use in central 
Europe could average 200 to 410 aircraft per 
corridor during the first massed strike without 
forward deploying additional aircraft.

Nuclear-capable aircraft withheld during 
the first massed strike of an air operation in the 
western theater of military action would likely 
be about 7.5 percent of the available fighter and 
fighter-bomber aviation and about 30 percent

of the available bombers. Assuming that ap- 
proximately 20 percent of the bombers would 
not be available for maintenance and other rea- 
sons, the bombers could provide strike squad
rons of 7 to 8 aircraft each for the air operation 
while still withholding an aircraft from each 
squadron for nuclear missions. Out of its total 
of 45 combat aircraft, each frontal aviation 
fighter and fighter-bomber regiment has the 
responsibility of providing 39 aircraft for com
bat. These regiments could use 36 aircraft in 
meeting their regimental targetingobligations 
during the first massed strike, leaving 3 aircraft 
in each regiment for immediate nuclear re
sponse. Soviet fighter and fighter-bomber avia
tion in the German Democratic Republic, Po- 
land, and Czechoslovakia could provide a 57 
aircraft nuclear immediate-response force. 
Bomber aviation could provide an additional 
147 aircraft. Therefore, the air operation could 
be conducted in the western theater of military 
action with an aviation nuclear withhold of 
approximately 200 aircraft. (See Table II.)

With each of the Soviet fighter and fighter- 
bomber regiments in the forward area provid
ing 36 aircraft on the first massed strike of the 
air operation, the Soviets could undertake 
nineteen regimental-size missions (capable of 
attacking nineteen main operating bases). The 
non-Soviet Warsaw Pact air assets of the three 
northern tier States could be reserved for air 
defense and direct support of their national 
armies. The potential for their participation in 
an air operation, of course, vvill increase as 
these northern tier States receive greater numbers 
of Flogger aircraft. Bombers of frontal aviation 
and reserve air armies of the Supreme High 
Command, working in squadrons of about 7 to 
8 aircraft each, could strike forty-seven main 
operating bases or the equivalem.

Standoff jamming to suppress NATO’s air 
defense radars by An-12 Cub C D aircraft 
would probably begin before the first wave of 
strike aircraft penetrates the forward edgeof the 
battle area (FEBA). This airborne jamming 
would be in coordination with Soviet ground-
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Total Aircraft Nuclear
First
Mass Reglment Squadron

Aircraft Avallable Wlthhold Strike Sortle Sortle

Frontal Aviation
Fighters 405 351 27 324 9
Fighter-Bombers 315 273 21 252 7
Bombers 30 24 8 16 2
Recon/ECM 91 78 78

Legnlca Air Army
Fighters 135 117 9 108 3

14Bombers 180 144 44 100
Recon/ECM 39 34 34

Smolensk Air Army
Bombers 392 314 95 219 31
Recon/ECM

Total

120
1707

96
1431 204

96
1227 19 47

Table II. The first mass strike of the air operation in the western theater of military actton

based jamming of vulnerable communication 
nets. The Cubs vvould primarily jam early 
warning ground-control iniercepi (EW GCI) 
radars and would lay chaff corridors. (See Fig
ure 4.) By overlapping chaff corridors to form a 
blanket, the Soviets could help mask attack 
formations from early detection. Initially, 
standoff jamming aircraft would be positioned 
behind the FEBA, and their jamming would 
help screen the penetration corridor as aircraft 
attacked defenses within the corridor. Escort 
jamming aircraft would be stationed initially 
near the beginningof the penetration corridor 
in a standoff jamming role outside the lethal 
range of air defenses. In addition, each aircraft 
in an attack element can be equipped with an 
electronic countermeasures pod if it does not 
already have internai equipment for self-protec- 
tion jamming of terminal air defense radars.

Fighter-bomber aircraft would undertake de
fense suppression missions within the penetra- 
tion corridor. Primary targets for destruction 
would be air defenses—surface-to-air missile 
systems, antiaircraft artillery, and command 
and control facilities. The tactic for attacking 
an air defense battery, such as a Hawk site, calls 
for two flights of four fighter-bombers. Twoof 
these aircraft would be equipped with antira- 
diation missiles and would penetrate at low

altitude. They would pop up and fire their 
antiradiation missiles, which would home on 
the Hawk radar emissions and presumably 
force the Hawk radar to disengage or be de- 
siroyed. The remaining 6 aircraft, in pairs, 
would then pop up, roll in, and deliver conven- 
tional ordnance on single passes from three 
different headings. The Soviets appear to be- 
lieve that the destruction of radar stations sup- 
porting missile air defense would lead to a 
breakdown of command posts and fire batteries 
of Hawk and other air defense units and to the 
disruption of their automated control support 
units.41

Fighter aircraft, too, would be assigned to 
the first wave of the mass strike and committed 
to help clear the corridors. These fighters 
would be tasked with preventing NATO inter- 
ceptors from operanng in the corridors to sub- 
stitute for the loss of the destroyed ground- 
based air defenses. Fighters and fighter-bombers 
would be directed also against selected air- 
fields, nuclear storage facilities, and key com- 
mand-and-control points throughout the depth 
of frontal aviation activity (about 300 kilome- 
ters). Although Blumenstein stated in 1975 that 
as many as 50 percent of frontal aviation fighter 
aircraft might conduct ground attack, mod- 
ernization of Soviet fighter-bombers and bombers
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Penetration Corridor— 
Initiai Penetration

NATO Air Deiense Zone

Figure 4. Corridor busting would consist of artillery, surface-to-surface 
mtsules, and aircrajt destroymg air defense Systems supported by stand- 
o ff and escort ancrafl dispensmg ch a ff and providtng jamming. Coordt- 
nated ground jamming ivould disrupt air defense communication nets.

has probably reduced the number of fighters 
allocated to conduct ground attack on the first 
massstrikeofanairoperation to between 10-20 
percent. This frontal aviation activity would be 
supported by Yak-28 Brewer Es moving into 
the penetration corridor to provide escort jam 
ming and to extend the chaff corridor.42 Simul- 
taneously, reconaaissance aircraft would ac- 
company the attack force to provide continu- 
ous reconnaissance and near real-time damage 
assessment for follow-on attacks.

Badger H aircraft following the deeper- 
penetrating aircraft in the first wave of the first

mass strike would extend the chaff corridor as 
air defenses were neutralized.4} Standoff jam 
ming would be continued by Cubs and, as the 
air penetration corridor became more secure, 
Cubs cõuld move into the corridor to resow 
chaff. As strike aircraft in the chaff corridor 
approached their targets, they would exit, 
strike their targets, and subsequently egress 
from enemy airspace via the chaff corridor. 
During the invasion of Czechoslovakia, for ex- 
ample, a 200-nm chaff corridor and electronic 
jamming were used for more than six hours 
against Czechoslovakian ground radars. Since
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then, the Soviets have continued to demon
stra te their capability to reseed chaff corridors 
used to screen penetrating aircraít. This reseed- 
ing capability attests to the priority the Soviets 
place on chaff application as a penetration aid. 
Not only does the corridor screen the strike 
aircraft. but it masks the standoff jamming 
platforms as well. In addition, the Soviets 
equip many of their aircraft with a self-protec- 
tion chaff capability.

The final wave of the first massed strike 
probably would follow the previous wave by 
minutes and consist largely of aviation reserves 
of the Supreme High Command. The mission 
of this main strike force would be to deny the 
enemy the ability to restore the combat power 
of its air forces through reconstitution at rear 
airfields out of range of frontal aviation.44 
Thus, penetration by the final wave of strike 
aircraft might well be 300 kilometers or more. 
Badger Js would provide escort jamming sup- 
port for these strike aircraft.45 Brewer E and 
Cub C/ D standoff jamming probably would be 
moved over NATO territory to support the 
strike aircraft of this final wave of the first mass 
strike.

Blumenstein notes that long-range aviation 
probably would fly no more than two strikes on 
the first day of the air operation. Between the 
two mass strikes, frontal aviation could con- 
duct an additional mass strike alone. Accord- 
ing to Voroshilov General Staff Academy lec- 
ture materiais, this second long-range strike 
and all subsequent mass strikes against enemy 
airfields would be “organized and carried out 
on the basis of reconnaissance information 
about the results of the initial mass strike.” 
Furthermore, “subsequent massed strikes must 
be brought to bear on the enemy after the short- 
est of intervals following the initial mass 
strikes, so the enemy is denied the chance of 
restoring his airfields and regrouping his air 
forces.”46

Between mass strikes, frontal aviation would 
concentrate its efforts on newly detected and 
reconstituted targets to a depth of 300 kilome

ters. Musial makes the poim that even
the completion of an aii operation does not 
mean that the struggle for air supremacy has 
ended. An importam role in [lhe struggle for air 
supremacy] is played by determined action by 
ground iroops and especially operational ma- 
neuver groups [OMGs] as well as airborne as- 
sault forces.47

Antiair Operation in a 
Contemporary Strategic Offensive
While an initial air operation in the con

temporary period would have as a principal 
goal the attainment of overall fire superiority, 
an antiair operation would be focused on de- 
fending friendly forces and contributing to 
achieving air superiority. However, although 
the air and antiair operations have different 
objectives, they have an overlapping target sei 
(i.e., aircraft, surface-to-air missile systems, 
and associated C5 facilities), wrhich both makes 
them mutually supportive and requires careful 
coordination.

The Soviets intend to unify air defense assets 
in any given theater of operations under a sin
gle concept and plan within the context of the 
strategic action.48 If the Soviets do not hold the 
initiative in the air, then their immediate prior
ity would be to conduct an antiair operation to 
provide friendly forces freedom of movemeni 
while simultaneously causing maximum attri- 
tion of enemy air and air defense assets. The 
Soviets w-ould attempt to gain the initiative 
through combined offensive and defensive ac- 
tions of frontal aviation, the National Air De
fense Forces, missile troops and artillery, and 
the antiaircraft defense elements of other 
branches of the armed forces.49 If the Soviets 
seized the initiative in the air through the 
preemptive execution of an air operation or 
have been able to wrest the initiative from the 
enemy, the major focus of the antiair operation 
would be on defensive actions to protect friendly 
forces and installations from NATO’s remain- 
ing offensive air capability.
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On their own side of the forward edge of the 
battle area, the Soviets would have to limit the 
passage of aircraft carefully by time and alti
tude. Given the Soviets' respect for NATO air 
power, plus their view that frontal aviation 
regiments constitute assets no less expendable 
than ground force divisions, it is likely that 
returning Soviet aviation not on the specified 
altitude and time schedule would run a high 
risk of being brought down by their own 
ground-based air defenses.

Although the loss of 175 aircraft over the 
course of the air operation would exceed histor- 
ical attrition-rate experience, even the loss of 
1000 aircraft might be considered acceptable by 
the Soviets if the operation succeeded in sup- 
pressing NATO's air and nuclear assets.50 With- 
in the framework of such losses, frontal avia
tion fighter aircraft will have to assume in- 
creased responsibility for ground attack. Some 
fighter-interceptors which, in fact, may have 
played some part in supporting aviation re
serves of the Supreme High Command during 
the air operation might need to be moved for
ward to supplement those frontal aviation 
fighters still performing the air-to-air mission.

While the Soviets might move a limited 
number of fighter and ground attack aircraft to 
airfields seized by operational maneuver groups 
in the first days of a strategic offensive, within a 
day or two of the conclusion of a successful air 
operation. the Soviets probably would seek to 
move entire fighter regiments from the Ger- 
man Democratic Republic to captured and re- 
paired NATO airfields. Frontal aviation fight- 
er-bombers or bombers could then be moved 
forward to these vacated airfields in order to 
facilitate meeting ground force requirements. 
In these ways, the aviation air defense zone of 
activity would be moved forward over captured 
NATO territory early on. Subsequently, inde
pendem air defense formations—as large as a 
front for each strategic direction—would be 
created to ensure continuity of the air defense 
effort from the rear of the first-echelon fronts 
back to Soviet or Soviet-allied territory.51 Such

air defense formations would incorporate both 
ground-based air defense assets and fighter air
craft. In addition, by the time the first-echelon 
fronts should have accomplished their initial 
objectives (likely to include the Kiel Canal, the 
Ems-Rhine riverline, and the isolation of U.S. 
forces in the south), the Soviets could move 
twenty-three additional regiments of fighters 
and fighter-bombers from the Soviet interior. 
This action would be sufficient to create two 
new air armies to support maneuver fronts of 
the second operational echelon of the first stra
tegic echelon.

The Soviets would also use radioelectronicj 
warfare resources to protect key installationsi 
from enemy air attack. The unit that is as-i 
signed this mission is the air defense jamming 
battalion. One unit is allocated to protect front 
assets while another ensures that army-level 
assets are not destroyed.52

Soviet Perceptions Concerning Success
Soviet military scientists have given much 

thought to the use of air power in a conven- 
tional local war. According to their analysis, 
“ in the 1950’s through the 1970’s, no local war 
involving modem (for that period) combat air
craft and air defense weapons was carried out 
without air strikes against enemy airfields.”55 
The objective in these local wars was seen to 
have been as in earlier wars—i.e., to catch the 
enemy aircraft unsheltered. However, “partic
ular attention was given to knocking out the 
operating area of the airfield, the concrete land- 
ing strip (for a certain time). Concrete-pene- 
trating bombs were used for sealing off the 
airfield, and the resulting craters prevented 
takeoffs and landings.” Except for “attacks 
made against the entrance doors of aircraft 
shelters usingguided missiles,” modem precision- 
guided weapons were not employed.54

Despite the reaffirmation of operational les- 
sons learned, the experience of local wars of the 
1950s through the 1970s also introduced new 
factors that had to be considered in the elabora-
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lion of tactics: "lhe increased fire power of the 
aircraft, the equipping of them with sight and 
navigation systems and electroniccountermeas- 
ures equipment; the defending of the airfields 
by surface-to-air missile complexes (in cooper- 
ation with antiaircraft artillery); the building 
of reinforced concrete aircraft shelters; [and] 
the creation of a tactical air defense zone 
equipped with organic antiaircraft weapons 
which had to be crossed by the aircraft on the 
way to the objective (the airfield).”55

Of particular interest, however, is how the 
Soviets concluded that modern weapons could 
contribute to making older weapons more ef- 
fective. In describing the Soviet assessment in 
1980. Colonel E. Tomilin wrote: "Despite the 
defense of airfields by surface-to-air missile 
complexes, the attacking side suffered a major- 
ity of losses from conventional antiaircraft ar
tillery'. This was explained by the fact that in 
fearing to be spotted by the detection and guid- 
ance radars of the surface-to-air tnissiles, the 
pilots in the strike groups used low altitudes. 
Avoiding danger from the modern defensive 
weapons. they fell under intensive firing by 
obsolete weapons which had been quickly read- 
ied for use.’"56

From this experience, the Soviets drew les- 
sons concerning both “ the importance of 
avoidance maneuvers’’ for the conduct of vari- 
ous aviaiion actions and the utility of tradi- 
tional antiaircraft guns.57

The plausibility of a successful Soviet air 
operation has significantly increased as a result 
of the deployment of more capable aircraft and 
more accurate tactical (Frog and SS-21) and 
operational-tactical (Scud and SS-23) missiles. 
Thus, more accurate delivery systems have al- 
lowed the Soviets to obtain a greater potential 
for suppressing NATO's air and nuclear asseis 
without nuclear means. while still having the 
ability to complete the task with nuclear means 
|if that should be necessary. In addition, sup- 
i porting both nuclear and nonnuclear options.
I Soviet radioelectronic combat activity is de- 
signed to introduce criticai delays or confusion

into the NATO command, control, and Com
munications systems through a combination 
of radioelectronic warfare and physical de- 
struction. The Soviets have studied the NATO 
command and control structure in detail and 
believe that the high degree of NATO depend- 
ence on electronic control systems constitutes a 
significam vulnerability that can be exploited.

As was noted in the Voroshilov General Staff 
Academy lecture materiais, “success in air op- 
erations is ensured by delivering surprise mass 
initial strikes on enemy airfields, where the 
main body of enemy aircraft is concentrated, 
with first priority on enemy nuclear-armed air
craft.'' Such surprise massed blows on the ene- 
my’s air forces “create favorable conditions for 
effective actions of friendly air forces, ensure 
better results of actions against the enemy air
fields, contain and limit the deployment or 
redeployment of the enemy air forces, neutral
ize its activity, and deprive it of the initiative 
and thecapability to support ground forces.’’58 

The results of historical assessment and the 
experience of training exercises have led the 
Soviets to conclude that “despite the difficul- 
ties, the destruction of enemy air assets in the 
theater of action can be achieved in a short time 
by wise and clever actions.”59 In addition to 
citing the Israeli destruction of the Arab air 
forces in the 1967 Middle East VVar as a practi- 
cal example of the successful execution of an 
air operation in the contemporary period, the 
Voroshilov General Staff Academy lecture ma
teriais cite lhe following example:

During one training exercise, where strikes were 
delivered against 313 aircraft positioned on ten 
dummy airfields, 45 percetit of the aircraft, all 
runways, and 51 percent of command posts were 
destroyed. In addition 43 percent oí radar posts, 
45 percent of SAM control points, and 43 percent 
of antiaircraft artillery batteries were knocked 
out.60

Implications for NATO
Over the last twenty years, the Soviets have 

given much serious thought to how the War-
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saw Pact might best pursue victory in a Euro- 
pean war initiated and perhaps limited to the 
use of conventional weapons alone. As a result, 
NATO’s strategy of deterrence demands careful 
consideration of such Soviet plans. While West
ern analysts and strategic thinkers continue to 
argue over whether Soviet military thought 
suggests a preference for nuclear use if war 
should occur, the evidence indicates that the 
Soviets seek to avoid having to fight at all and 
especially with nuclear weapons. At the same 
time, the evidence also suggests that the Soviets 
remain hostile to the principies of Western de- 
mocracy and that they have not deemphasized 
the necessity of being prepared to fight with the 
use of nuclear weapons as the best means of 
restraining NATO from employingsuch weap
ons. As a result. NATO must be prepared to 
deter conventional war independem of its ef- 
fort to deter Soviet nuclear use.

As the credibility of the NATO nuclear de- 
terrent has weakened with the West’s loss of an 
obvious global and theater nuclear superiority, 
the balance of conventional forces has come to 
be ever more crucial. Because NATO has ac- 
cepted a conventional force numerical imbal- 
ance, it is criticai that NATO exploit its advan-
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URING his recent visit to the United 
I  Kingdom, the Soviet heir apparent, 

Mikhail Gorbachev, played toa recep- 
ive audience when he suggested that progress 
n arms control and reductions in East-West 
ensions depend on U.S. willingness to aban- 
on ongoing or future programs for the “mil- 
tarization of outer space.”1 In calling for a halt

in U.S. programs to "place weapons in the 
heavens,” however, the Soviet leadership and 
its principal propagandists are conspicuously 
silent about both their own ongoing strategic 
defense efforts and the impact of those efforts 
on arms control and strategic stability.2

Clearly, transforming the U.S. Strategic De
fense Initiative (SDI) from a program into a
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bargainingchip has been a major Soviet prior- 
ity ever since President Reagarfs so-called Star 
VV'ars speech of 23 March 1983. The double 
standard inherent in this approach. however, 
raises questions as to the true motivation un- 
derlying the Soviet propaganda offensive 
againsi the SDI, particularly in vievv of the 
lessons learned—or lessons that should have 
been learned—from the Antiballistic Missile 
(ABM) Treaty negotiations.

l he purpose of this article is threefold: to 
analyze Soviet altitudes and perceptions re- 
garding the SDI, to correlate these views with 
the Soviet Union’s own strategic posture, and 
to assess how the Kremlin might attempt to 
counteract the U.S. initiative.

Soviet Perceptions 
of the SDI

In anticipating the impact that the SDI is 
likely to have on future U.S.-Soviet relations 
and world peace, it is important to understand 
both the major tenets of Soviet strategic 
thought—the operative context of Soviet reac- 
tion to anything the United States does in the 
realm of military affairs—and the salient fea- 
tures of Soviet reactions thus far to the SDI.

the doctrinal basis of the 
Soviet altitudes toward the SDI

Soviet world Outlook and behavior stem from 
the tenet that “socialism” and “imperialism” 
areengaged in an unrelenting, uncompromis- 
ing struggle from which the former is destined 
to emerge victorious.' This tenet is reflected in 
a military doctrine that does not distinguish 
between deterrence and warfighting.4 Much as 
a good offense is considered the best defense, an 
effective war-fighting posture is seen not only 
as restraining the adversary’s inherently ag- 
gressive intentions but as guaranteeing Soviet 
victory should war break out.

In Soviet military doctrine, the offensive is 
the basic type of military operation. It is main-

tained, however, that even with surprise pre-i 
emptive useof nuclear weapons, theattacker is 
unlikely to escape retaliation. Hence, the 
Soviet-perceived need for the greatest possible 
damage limitation to the Soviet Union’s polit- 
ical, economic, and military system is fully 
congruent with the Soviet view of war conduct 
and outcome. If victory is to be attained, a 
viable society and economy must survive the 
war. Stated differently, while defensive strategy 
is an anathema, a defensive component is an 
essential partof theoverall strategy. Thedivid- 
ing line between offensive and defensive force 
postures, so familiar to Americans, is thus 
blurred.

Such a perspective has far-reaching implica- 
tions for Soviet military programs. It sustains 
the view that offensive and defensive weapons 
evolve through a “permanent interaction,” 
wherein improvements in one require and lead 
to improvements in the other. Inasmuch as 
there are no objective limits on “scientific- 
technological progress,” the cycle of weapons 
development is self-perpetuating, precluding, 
by definition, the emergence of an “absolute 
weapon” or the capping of the process itself.3

Much as the Soviets reject Western concepts 
of mutual vulnerability and mutual assured 
destruction (MAD), their view is incompatible 
with the Western action-reaction model which 
places equal responsibility for thearms raceon 
the United States and the Soviet Union. Rather, 
in the Soviet view, the arms race derives solely 
from the “aggressive nature of contemporary 
imperialism,” to which Soviet military pro
grams must respond. The arms race ceases 
when and to the extern that U.S. programs are 
curtailed. Conversely, any and all U.S. military 
efforts by definition ‘‘whip-up the arms race” 
and “upset the parity that has been established 
between the two superpowers.”6 It should be 
noted that the Soviet concept of “parity” has 
little to do with actual force sizes and capabili- 
ties. Rather, it is a descriptive term, applied 
consistently to the post-SALT I correlation of 
forces.
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Soviet reaction to the SDI:
sauce for the goose is not sauce for the gander
Moscows reaction to Presidem Reagans 23 
March 1983 announcement oí the SDI was 
quick, angry, and fully m line with the basic 
tenets of Soviet doctrine. Throughout, the So- 
viets made extensive use of Western criticism of 
and objections to the SDI, thus playing to 
Western public opinion and underscoring the 
alignmentof Moscow’s positions with thoseof 
"sober thinking” U.S. and European peace 
activists.'

However, while at times employing deroga- 
tory language in reference to the SDI—for ex- 
ample, ‘‘the Washington Skywalkers” or ‘‘the 
President's April Fool Jokes"—Soviet com- 
mentary for the the most part has carefully 
avoided endorsing Western criticisms that ef- 
fective defense is technologically unattaina- 
ble.8 Apparently, the Soviets have more respect 
for U.S. technological capabilities than many 
Americans do.

Two general characteristics demonstrate the 
degree of Moscow’s rancor: the authoritative 
levei of the response and the volume of the 
Soviet campaign against the SDI. From the 
autset of U.S. discussion of SDI, the Soviet 
response has involved the top rung of the So- 
viet political and military hierarchv. The first 
•soviet reaction to the SDI was General Secre- 
tary Yurii Andropov’s 27 March 1983 Pravcia 
íiatemeni. Other high-ranktng officials (nota- 
jly Minister of Defense Dmitrii Ustinov, then- 
Hhief of the General Staff Nikolai Ogarkov, 
tnd Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko) were 
}uick to join in. Their statements were subse- 
}uently echoedandamplified by lower-ranking 
afficials.

The sheer volume of the Soviet propaganda 
:ampaign against the SDI continued to in- 
:rease in terms of shrillness and quantity of 
:ommentaries. During the first three months 
ollowing Presidem Reagan’s announcement 
>f the SDI (i.e.. Iate March through June 1983), 

>he initiative was attacked in virtually every 
pronouncement concerned with Soviet-U.S. re-

lations, i.e., at least once a day in the major 
newspapers and radio and television broad- 
casts. The Soviet campaign is continuing as of 
this writing at only a slightly abated levei. In 
terms of vituperation, the campaign against 
the SDI parallels those unleashed by the Soviet 
media in response toactual deployment of U.S. 
weapon systems, for example, the Pershing II 
and ground-launched cruise missiles (GLCMs) 
in Europe.

major themes of the Soviet reaction

Five themes characterize the Soviet campaign 
against the SDI.

The SDI is another example of U.S. aggresswe 
intentions. In comments ranging from broad 
assertions to specific accusations, the Soviets 
have conveyed the idea that the United States is 
preparing a first-strike capability with which 
to either “blackmail” the Soviet Union or wage 
and win a nuclear war. Thus, the SDI is said to 
be “not a new departure but, rather. an integral 
part of a vast, purely aggressive program of 
military preparations and further evidence that 
the present U.S. administration is not simply 
preparing for nuclear war but has set a course 
toward unleashing such a war.”9 

The SDI is not a surprise, the Soviets claim, 
but a "logical continuation of ongoing U.S. 
programs aimed at a systematic and purposeful 
renewal of American military potential."10 
Furthermore, the SDI will be accompanied by 
an accelerated offensive buildup, designed to 
provide the United States with a first-strike 
capability.11

The Pentagon plans to build up strategic offen
sive weapons and to develop ballistic missile de
fense and space systems are coordinated in terms 
of their schedule, and aim at completing the de
ployment of the so-called first-strike potential in 
lhe 1980s.12

The SDI is not a defensive concept. The de- 
fensive aspect of the SDI, the Soviets assert, is 
simply a mask for something far more omi- 
nous. As Andropov put it and as has been re-
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peated many times since, the SDI may appear 
defensive “on the face of it but only to those 
who are not conversam in these matters.”H

The YVhite House is building in a hurry a "space 
shield" and deceitfully calls it "defense"; but 
under thecoverof that shield it countson impun- 
ity in delivering a first strike.M

Only at first glance does defense appear to be 
defense, not attack.15

The SDI escalates the arms race, upsets par- 
ity, and increases the danger of ivar. Soviei 
statemenis aver that the current U.S. adminis- 
tration has adopted a policy that holds grave 
risks for both superpovvers.

Reagan's new initiative undermines the approx- 
imate parity in vveapons and forces existing be- 
tween the USSR and the U.S. It is a new, more 
dangerous spiral in lhe arms race. Parity will be 
maintained, albeit at a higher, and. therefore, 
more dangerous levei.16
The growing danger of war is the stern reality of 
our times. YVashington's quest for superiority, 
reflected in the escalation of the arms race by the 
U.S. and NATO, is gathering momentum and 
entering a qualitatively new, significantly more 
dangerous, phase. Some people in the West terrh 
this decision, the SDI, a "new defensive concept.” 
In reality. however, this is a further improvement 
of the U.S. offensive capability, designed to dis- 
arm the USSR in the face of the U.S. nuclear 
threat. This isextremelv dangerous and irrespons- 
ible.17
The SDI undermines the ABM Treaty. The 

Soviets have stated that "Presidem Reagan s 
initiative' is designed to undermine the ABM 

Treaty of 1972 andother bilateral and multilat- 
eral arms control accords.”18 The precise point 
at which an actual violation will occur, how
ever, is not yet clearly defined by the Soviets. 
For example, Izvestiia in April 1983 stated that 
“ the deployment of the Systems comprising the 
SDI will be a direct violation of the [ABM and 
SAu I~] accords.”19 Contrast this statement with 
a more sweeping military view expressed less 
than two weeks later that the President's 23 
March 1983 speech “in and of itself violates the 
treaties.”20

The SDI makes Europe less safe. Playing to 
West European public opinion, the Soviets 
haveclearly hoped that NATO allies in Europe 
will add their voices of protest to persuade 
Washington to abandon the SDI. Paralleling 
their efforts to foment European protest against 
the Pershings and GLCMs, the Soviets have 
hammered away at the theme of increased 
danger for Europe and stressed that the SDI 
makes Western Europe into a “nuclear hos- 
tage.”21 Amplifying this idea, the Soviets have 
also stated:

The U.S. leaders also wish to use their Western 
European allies for transforming space over Eu
rope into an arena for waging war. U.S. strate- 
gists intend to turn Western Europe into a U.S. 
frontline position, with all the ensuing conse- 
quences.22

Soviet Position on Strategic Defense:
A Consistent Double Standard

Current Soviet views of the SDI reflect con- 
sistency in the Soviet Union'sapproach toward 
the strategic defense issue, as well as the double 
standard inherent in this approach. The Soviet 
Union’s own long-standing commitment to 
strategic defense was never accompanied by its 
acceptance of a possible similar commitment 
by the United States.

Soviet military doctrinesees strategic defense 
as an integrated, multilayered system of "an- 
tiaircraft, antimissile, and antispace defenses,", 
supplememed by an extensive civil defense 
progratn and designed to work in synergy with 
an effective first-strike posture.2-' In the Soviet 
view, “ if the potential opponents [both] pos- 
sess weapons of mutual destruction, decisive 
advantagegoes to that side which first manages 
to create a defense from it.”2'1 This tenet goes fat 
to explain the Soviet Union’s consistent com
mitment to its own strategic defense as well 
as its no less consistent efforts to forestall l'.S. 
progress in the area. The Soviet positions pt ioi 
to and following the ABM Treaty negotiaiions 
illustrate these twin efforts.
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In the period before the siart of ihe ABM 
Treaty negoiiations. lhe Soviets adhered lo the 
Uew that ballislic missile deíense is by defini- 
iion a purely defensive system, the curiailmeni 
>f which can be sought only by a potential 
iggressor. Consequently. the Soviet l Tnion re- 
used tonegotiate ABM limitations. Ironically, 
he pre-1969 Soviet posture parallels the cur- 

ieni U.S. position as embodied in the SDI. 
íamely, that strategic deíense is designed "to 
ave human lives," is well worth the cost. and 
hould not be curtailed other than in the con- 
ext of an overall arms control framework.:“
; In mid-1968, however. the Soviets abruptly 
hanged their position and began signaling 
heir willingness to negotiate ABM limita- 
íons. An initial U.S.-Soviet agreement to start 
alks, scheduled for public announcement on 
I August 1968, wasoverturned by the Warsaw 
'act invasion of Czechoslovakia. By October, 
he Soviets vvere renewing their efforts to get 
he talks off the ground, but a further delay was 
;aused by the U.S. presidential elections. It was 
»ot until October 1969 that the 17 November 
969 start date was announced. In retrospect, 
nere appears to be little doubt that Moscow’s 
bout-face resulted from growingconcern aboui 
ne technologically robust l T.S. ABM program, 
nost notably the Safeguard system, coupled 
t- ith early disappointments with the capabili- 
es of the Soviet Griffon and Galosh ABM 
vstems. The Griffon, first publiclv displayed 
í 1963 and scheduled for deployment around 
i.eningrad, was dismantled in 1964, presuma- 
ly becauseof technical problems. The Galosh, 
r̂st paraded in 1967 and initially deployed 

jround Moscow, followed with a similar fate. 
p late 1968, the Soviets abruptly halted con-

Iruclion with only about two-thirds of the sys- 
m completed.

» Correspondingly, the Soviet public position 
kas restructured to underscore the destabiliz- 
«g nature of the U.S. ABM deploymenis and 
»e ensuing need to limit the U.S. programs. 

Aowever, the Soviets have never publiclv ac- 
'.aowledged that a Soviet system could also be

destablizing (or that mutual ABM limitations 
would reduce the Soviet offensive buildup).26 
This double standard continues to shape the 
Soviet Union's position.

From lhe Soviet point of view, the ABM 
Treaty wasan importam political and military 
success. The U.S. ABM program waseffectively 
checked. Had negotiations (and U.S. domestic 
politics) failed to prevení the planned Safe
guard deployment, the Soviet Union would 
have been placed at a disadvamage by the tech- 
nological superiority of the proposed U.S. Sys
tem. Trading off Galosh for Safeguard was 
thus a very good bargain for the Soviets.27

The ABM Treaty did not specifically limit 
qualitative improvements in the two sides’ ar
senais. The United States, however, followed 
the spirit of the treaty, reducing its missile de- 
fense R&D program. The Soviet Union, on the 
other hand, intensified its efforts in all areas of 
strategic deíense, ABM research and develop- 
ment in particular. Concurrently, the buildup 
of Soviet offensive systems continued unabated. 
Furthermore, the Soviets declared both a right 
and a determination to continue their military 
programs, the ABM and SALT accords not- 
withstanding. For example, First Deputy For- 
eign Minister Vasilii Kuznetsov declared in 
August 1972 that "it goes without saying that 
until the danger of war is eliminated, the Soviet 
Union, as before, will continue to initiate all 
necessary measures to safeguard its own secur- 
ity and that of its allies.”28 That a similar pos- 
ture was communicated directly to the United 
States is clear from Presidem Richard Nixon’s 
June 1972 congressional testimony in which he 
underscored:

I think, however, I owe it to you and to the Nation 
to say that Mr. Brezhnev and his colleagues made 
it absolutely clear that they are going forvvard 
with programs in the defensive and offensive 
areas which are not limited by theseagreements.29

Against this background, it is clear that little 
has changed in the Soviet posture. Moscow’s 
virulence toward the SDI, while reflectinggen- 
uine concerns that the United States might
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use its superior technological base to break out 
of arms control constraints, continues to be 
designed to thwart U.S. progress in those areas 
where it is seen as technologically more ad- 
vanced. As Dr. Richard DeLauer, then-Under 
Secretary of Defense for Research and Engi- 
neering. indicated in his 1984 congressional 
testimony, the Soviets may have a significam 
lead over the United States in deployed ballistic 
missile defense (BM D) and antisatellite(ASAT) 
interceptor systems—a lead that results from 
andclearly demonstrates the levei of their post- 
1972 effort—but the United States is technolog
ically superior in many areas relevant to the 
SDI. These fields include computers and soft
ware, electro-optical sensors, radar sensors, 
guidance and navigation, lightweight and 
high-temperature-resistant materiais, micro- 
electronic materiais and integrated circuits 
manufacturing, aerospace propulsion, signal 
Processing, and telecommunications. Only in 
the areas of aerodynamics, power sources, and 
directed-energy technology did Dr. DeLauer 
believe the Soviets to beon par with the United 
States.50

How the Soviet Union Might 
Attempt to Counteract the SDI

To explore the avenues that the Soviet Un
ion is likely to pursue in its effort to counteract 
the SDI, one must consider both the Soviet 
threats of forthcoming response and the realis- 
tic options open to Moscow.

Soviet threatened responses

Soviet statements on what the Soviet Union is 
going to do about the SDI fali into three broad 
categories. First, a number of statements have 
contained unspecified threats of retaliatory 
measures:

Every action brings about a counteraction. We 
will not remain unarmed.'1 
T he Soviet Union cannot stand still; we will be 
forced to adopt retaliatory measures.52

A second type of statement that the Soviets hav. t 
made contains threats of accelerated buildup o . 
Soviet offensive systems to "overcome” th 
U.S. BMD:

The USSR has always been able to duly reply t> 
any challenge. No matter what weapons and ii 1 
what quantity lhe U.S. might produce, theSovie 
Union will always be able to match ihem.55

The efforts of one side to form an "absolut 
shield” force the other side toenhancedevices fc 
overcoming it, all the more so since the anu 
missile defense will naturally have its weaf 
vultierable spots—in the control, command an 
targeting systems, in the work of the Computer; 
and so forlh.54

The aniimissile system devised by lhem can b 
vulnerable. Indeed, it may even be possible t 
break through.55

Finally, the Soviets haveclaimed that they hav 
the technological wherewithal to match an< 
possibly surpass the SDI:

The makers of the American "wonder wea 
pon" are wrong when they assume that the “Rus 
sians cannot match the United States” in stand 
ards of technological development. It must b 
clear to everyone that nowadays there cannot b 
any major differences between the superpowen 
The advanced nations have reached approxi 
mately the same scientific-technological stand 
ards and have weapons that are roughly equival 
ent, though naturally, there can exist insignif’ 
cant differences in some respects.56

The USSR opened space to mankind. Th 
launching of the first Sputniks, Gagarin s flight 
gave once and for all an unequivocal answer ti 
all kinds of speculation as to our technologica 
capabilities and levei of development.57

The obsession with a policy of strength in th 
VVhite House deprives it of any sort of sense o 
reality, and, therefore, [it] cannot see that th 
world has radically changed, [nor] understam 
the impracticalitv of its efforts toachieve militar 
superiority. The USSR has more lhan onc 
shown that it possesses the economic and scien 
tific potential to permit it in the shortest possibl 
period to respond in an adequate manner to an 
type of threat to its security.58

Soviet options

The preceding analysis and the overall contex 
of Soviet military doctrine and past behavioj
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Drovide a framework for assessing the Soviet 
ijniorfs realistic options. The Soviet Union 
.ppears to have four options open—two politi- 
al and two military.

i One of its political options is to abrogate the 
' 972 ABM Treaty, i.e.. either exercise its right 
o withdraw from the treaty in accordance with 
he provisions of Article XV or otherwise de- 
lare the treaty null and void. This choice has a 
ery low probability for several reasons. 

lí First, there are no indications thus far that 
heSoviets are seriously considering it. Indeed, 
ihe only possible hint in this direction was the 

te Dmitrii Ustinov’s 22 May 1984 statement 
at arms control is “equally needed by the 

j\S. and the U.S.S.R. Abrogation of the ABM 
jreatv will not serve U.S. security interests.”59 

Another reason why Soviet abrogation of the 
�eaty is unlikely is that it would be politically 
íore expedient to place the onus of treaty vio- 
ition or abrogation on the United States, there- 
y adding weight to the Soviet charge that the 
.eagan administration has no interest in arms 
:>nirol. Moreover, since the Soviets view arms 
antrol accords as a means of limiting U.S. 
íilitary programs, the ABM Treaty may still 
? deemed useful in constraining the United 
tates and decreasing the likelihood of full- 
:ale funding of the SDI by Congress.
Finally (and perhaps most importantly), 
nce the existence of the ABM Treaty has not, 
tus far, prevented the Soviet Union from de- 
•loping its own active strategic defense, the 
>viets feel no pressing military need to declare 
ie treaty null and void.40 Indeed, the Soviets 
e most likely to parallel U.S. SDI work with- 
it abrogating the treaty unless and until the 
nited States does.
The second political option that the Soviets 
ive is to try to repeat the ABM gambit, i.e., use 
ms control and political pressure as a means 

> forestall U.S. military progress, trading off, 
Inecessary, an inferior Soviet system (as in the 
talosh-Safeguard bargain) while reserving the 
fi?ht for continued R&D efforts. Clearly, the 
wviets are currently pursuing this option and

will probably continue to do so in the future, 
most likely in conjunction with one of their 
military options. From the Soviet vantage 
point, these efforts can yield significam politi
cal reiurns. For example, by advancing arms 
control proposals, the Kremlin promotes the 
Soviet Union’s image as a “peace-loving" 
country, scoring importam propaganda points 
in the United States, Europe, and the Third 
World. Concurrently, the United States can be 
portrayed as the “only obstacle to peace and 
stability”—an accusation that is likely to gen- 
erate both domestic and international pressure 
for U.S. leaders to show greater “flexibility” in 
response to Soviet overtures. Already existing 
strains in the NATO alliance can be further 
exacerbated by direct Soviet approaches to 
West European leaders and public opinion (as 
illustrated by Gorbachev’s London performance 
in January).

The Soviets also have two military options. 
The first is to continue the parallel commit- 
ment to strategic offense and defense, i.e., con
tinue development and deployment of offen- 
sive and defensive systems within the broadly 
interpreted confines of the ABM Treaty and the 
SALT accords.

This military option can be pursued, as in 
the past, concurrently with political efforts to 
achieve arms control agreements. It would be 
consistent with the Soviet view of warfighting, 
which mandates superiority in both offense 
and defense. As regards strategic defense, in 
particular, the Soviets are likely to parallel the 
SDI while:

• Upgrading the Moscow ABM system up to 
the 100 launchers permitted by the treaty.41

• Accelerating ABM R8cD.
• Providing supplemental point-target cov- 

erage with SA-X-12 and SA-10.
• Continuing development of ground-based 

and space-based directed energy weapons.
• Improving ASAT capabilities.
• Upgrading tracking, target acquisition, 

surveillance, and battle management systems.
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The Soviets may have some incentives for 
working on their ovvn strategic defense efforts 
vvhile allowing the United States to take the 
lead in space-based sysiems R&.-D. The devel- 
opment and testing of space technologies will 
be exceedingly expensive; not all avenues cur- 
rently being investigated are likely to yield re- 
sults. Thus, the Soviets may prefer to wait and 
see what technologies the United States has 
determined to be the most promising, subse- 
quently modeling their ovvn system on the 
proven elements of the U.S. effort.42

The second military option that the Soviets 
have is deliberate breakout, i.e., “stretching” 
the ABM Treaty to the breaking point by carry- 
ing out as many covert predeployment moves 
as they can get away vvith, but delaying overt 
violations as long as possible. Pursuit of ihis 
option may or may not entail the political act 
of abrogation. Hovvever. the Soviets are more 
likely to violate the treaty and deny the viola
tions than declare the treaty null and void. Past 
cases of breakouts support the conjecture that 
the violator is more likely to force theopponent 
to abrogate than to exercise this option himself.

For the United States, this scenario is the 
most worrisome possibility, since U.S. planners 
may not be able to distinguish the breakout 
option from the first military option until too 
late. Should the Soviets opt for a breakout, they 
are most likely to:

• Continue ABM R8cD to the point of de- 
signinga usablereplacement for theGalosh-1 B.

• Deploy components of the system vvhile 
concealing their true nature, designation, or 
mission (e.g., large phased array radars, SAMs 
vvith ABM capability, etc.).

• Prepare for rapid deployment of a large- 
scale, nation-wide ABM system for vvhich sites 
could be buih up in a matter of months.

Thus far, the Soviet effort in Geneva to halt 
U.S. SDI work as a precondition of further 
negotiations indicates that the Soviet Union 
has chosen to exercise ils second political op
tion. i.e., repeat the ABM gambit. Nodoubt, at 
least one of the military options will accom-

pany Moscow's political endeavors; the U.í 
dilemma is determining which one.

T H E  Soviet Union is consistem i 
its vievv that strategic defense is an integn 
component of Soviet vvarfighting and vvar sut 
vivai capabilities. In the Soviet perspectiv< 
mutual destruction is not an acceptable polic 
for rational leaders. As its authoritativ 
spokesmen have asserted repeatedly for dt 
cades, the Soviet Union cannot and will nc 
base its security and survival on thegoodvvill c 
rationality of the enemy.

Soviet military doctrine lacks the concept c 
strategic sufficiency. As a result, the militar 
programs driven by this doctrine are, by defin 
tion, open-ended. The only limitation acknovv 
edged by this doctrine is the temporary obstacl 
of technical feasibility. Thus, the buildup c 
Sov iet strategic defense is not linked directly t 
any specific levei or trend in U.S. military prc 
grams. Soviet strategic defense—as vvell a 
offense—generates its ovvn momentum as somt 
thing that must be because of the “immutabl 
lavvTs of vvar” and the requirements of victory i 
vvar.45

Soviet military doctrine holds that theSov i< 
objective in any vvar, including a central stn 
tegic confrontation vvith the United State: 
must be victory, i.e., destruction of the oppi 
nent’s povver base vvhile preserving the Sovit 
Union as a viable system vvith resources an 
povver to affect restoration and maintain dorr 
ination after the vvar. To achieve victory, th 
Soviets look to a combination of military sy: 
tems working in synergy: strategic offense, stn 
tegic defense, and civil defense. None of th 
systems in this triad is expected to be 100 pei 
cenl effective; and none is assessed in isolatioi 
but only as it relates to the other two. i< 
tory,” in the Sov iet vievv, “is attained throug 
the joint efforts of all the Armed Forces' sen 
ices and branches.44 In essence, this doctrin 
means that the Soviets will continue to buill 
and rely on strategic nuclear forces (intercoi
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tnenial ballistic missiles, submarine-launched 
allisiic missiles, and long-range aviation), to 
desiroy as large a portion of enemy strategic 

weapons as possible before they are launched 
ígainst the Soviet Union; strategic defense 
BMD, "antispace defense," and antiaircraft 
iefense), to destroy in flight as many as possible 
jf the enemy’s surviving weapons; and civil 
iefense (sheltering, dispersai, and postattack 
econstruction planning), to minimize the de- 
itructive impact of those enemy weapons that 
io get through to targets in the Soviet Union.

Given these systemic aspects of Soviet mili- 
arv doctrine. there is little reason to expect a
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THE SOVIET OFFENSIVE— 
AN ATTACK PILOT'S VIEW
[HEUTENANT COLONEL HARRY J. KlELING. JR

T
HE íirst few hours. maybe days. of a war 
in central Europe will be a wildlv dis- 
orientingexperience. Inielligence reports, 
rommand and control, forward edge of the bat- 
le areas (FEBAs), friendly locations. targets— 

ew of these battle essemials will take the or- 
lerly form we see in carefully controlled exer- 
ises. The U.S. Air Force attack pilot will be

called on to sort through this confusion and 
effectively support outnumbered NATOground 
forces. The attack pilot must know what to 
expect. He must know what this future battle- 
íield will look like from the air.

Our tactical air forces have made quantum 
leaps forward in enhancing trainingrealism in 
the past few years. The “aggressors” show us 
how to combat the Soviet fighter pilot in the 
air. The counterair specialist knows what his 
enemy will look like, how he will move, and 
where he will come from. Furthermore, Red 
Flag gives us a taste of air defenses, static look- 
alike targets, and the vicarious feel of combat. 
However, the attack pilot still knows less than 
he needs to know about what he will really see 
or need to look for on a battlefield thai might 
well contain the world’s largest force of ar- 
mored vehicles. Knowingwhat to expect is im
portam because much of the target discrimina- 
tion and selection, particularly under the new
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concept of battlefield interdiction, may be done 
by the flight leader withoui the luxury of a 
forward air controller.

What will this baulefield look like from the 
air? Lel’s approach this criticai question from a 
slightly different perspective. Unclassified So- 
viet literature has been used as the information 
source to find out hovv the Soviets see them- 
selves in the attack. The primary reference is 
The Offensive, by Colonel A. A. Sidorenko, a 
book almosí fifteen years old but still highly 
readable and pertinent. This authoritative in- 
sight into the Soviet tactician’s mindset pro- 
vides a different and useful viewpoint for joint 
and combined force planners.

Reading this literature is useful because the 
laciics that it describes will not change drasti- 
cally in the near future. l he Soviet soldier is 
commonly a product of initiative-deadening 
repetition. How he is trained is how he will 
fight. What we read in books like Sidorenko's 
today is what will be seen on the fields of cen
tral Europe tomorrow if the “balloon goes up."

An Armored Armageddon
The Soviet invasion may or may not come 

with advance warning. How much warning 
time the West will have is a matter of specula- 
tion and beyond the scope of this article. How- 
ever. a simple formula applies: less warning = 
less preparation = more confusion (on our 
pari). The Soviets indeed appreciate the time- 
honored maxim of war that the “offensive has 
incontestable advantages . . . the main one of 
them is that the initiative belongs to the at- 
tacker.”1 To simplify this military-political 
philosophy into one sentence: While the United 
States has an aversion to first strike, the Soviet 
Union has a war-winning philosophy that 
emphasi/es surprise. Thus, if the political sit- 
uation precipitates a war. the Soviets are most 
likely to initiate it.

1 he Soviet offensive will involve large num- 
bers of men and machines on a huge battle
field. 2 This circumstance will produce the so-

called target-rich environment. One estimate 
places the number of Soviet and Warsaw Pact 
tanks facing NATO units in Europe at well 
over 25.000/ Other features of this offensive 
will be lightning speed, incredible shock effect, 
and maneuverability. Under nonnuclear con- 
ditions, this fully motorized force could ad
vance up to fifty kilometers per day.4 For the 
attack pilot flying two, three, or more missions 
per day, lhe target area might be very much 
different on each mission, even though he may 
be supporting the same unit or flying in the 
same sector.

What will be the overall impression the at
tack pilot will have on first seeing the land 
battle? Probably one of complete sensual over- 
load: he will see war extending from horizon to 
horizon. Devastatingly concentrated artillery 
barrages may involve 100 individual guns fir- 
ing into one square kilometer of battleground.5 
More explosions will be going off deep in 
friendly territory as enemy artillery engages 
priority targets, suc h as artillery batteries, com- 
mand and control centers, nuclear stockpiles. 
and reserve troop and tank formations.6 The air 
over the battlefield will be filled with aircraft. 
Hundreds of planes from many countries will 
be moving toward their designated targets.

One aspect of this air war that will be espe- 
cially unfamiliar to American airmen will be 
the waves of Soviet fighter bombers attacking 
friendly troops and seeking out targets deep in 
our rear area. One lucrative target these fighter 
bombers will be attacking is friendly airfields.' 
Under current Soviet doctrine, it is still un- 
likely that these high-performanceaircraft will 
be used much along the immediate lineof con- 
tact between the ground forces, although So
viet military thought may change in the future. 
It is likely. however. that attack helicopters 
from both armies will be heavily engaged 
along this front line. To add a new twist, these 
same attack helicopters may be engaging one 
another or enemy fighters in aerial combat.

For the attack pilot nearing his rendezvous 
or target, the mission will be to maximize his
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killing power—thal is. hit where ít will hurt 
lhe most. To do so. he musl be able lo make 
senseout oí thechaoticsituation that will con- 
froni him. Thisability is parlicularly necessary 
if he has lost radio contact wilh friendly 
ground forces because of Communications 
jamming or oiher enemy activiiies.

Targets Close to Friendly Forces
The Sovieis call lhe “front line" or FEBA the 

"line of combat contact of the troops."s This 
phrase appears to be workable for our use, re- 
ferring to that point where the ground troops 
are engaged. The line of contact itself will 
likely come into existence, given the nature of 
today’s technology, when the forces approach 
within three kilometers of each other and 
optically-tracked and wire-guided antitank 
missiles are exchanged. For the attack aircraít 
to operate in this arena requires close coordina- 
tion with the engaged friendly forces. This 
"close support" has a number of obvious ad- 
vantages. Exposure to enemy air defense ar- 
tillery (ADA) will be reduced because run-ins 
can beover friendly troops. Additionally, enemy 
air defense artillery weapons systems (ZSLT 23- 
4, SA-8, SA-9. SA-13), accompanying the first 
lechelon of atiacking troops. may be partially 
decimated if NATO ground forces select them 
as primary targets for their own tanks, attack 
helicopters, field artillery. and antitank wea
pons. Destroying this enemy air umbrella will 
synergistically enhance the tank-killing ability 
of the air force.

Another, often unquantifiable. advantage of 
working close to friendlies is psychological. It 
is an undeniable morale booster for the troops 
on the ground. fighting for their lives, to have 
their own planes streaking in low overhead and 
wreaking destruction on the enemy. For the 
ground commanders. application of air power 
along the line of contact may well be the deci
d e  factor in a successful defense.

The disadvantages oí operating along this 
orward line are equally evident. Target dis-

crimination amidst the smoke, dust, and debris 
of battle will be extremely difficult. The close 
coordination required wilh attack helicopers, 
air defense, and artillery will create special 
problems, many of which have yet to be solved 
even in carefully controlled exercises.

Because of the confusion, the possibility is 
greater that individual targets may be engaged 
by more than one weapon system (either simul- 
taneously or sequentially). When you are al- 
ready outnumbered and using weapons as ex- 
pensiveas the tube-launched, optically-tracked, 
wire-guided antitank missiles and Mavericks, 
you can’t afford to kill a target more than once.

What about number and density of targets? 
Let’s take, for example, a Soviet motorized rifle 
regiment deployed into a line abreast attack 
formation. What does regiment mean to an 
attack pilot looking through a combining 
glass and gunsight? It might mean 2200 troops, 
90-plus armored personnel carriers, 40 tanks, 
and 8 mobile air defense systems.9 All of this is 
concentrated across a sector two to four kilome
ters wide and five to fifteen kilometers deep. 
The width of the front would compare to the 
length of a 10,000-foot runway. Within this 
sample slice of battlefield, tanks will advance 
line abreast, with 100 meters between vehicles. 
Tanks and ZSU 23-4s can and will be firing on 
the move, and the infantry will be advancing 
and fighting from within armored carriers.10

Chokepoints and Other Obstacles
As the enemy offensive advances, it will 

likely encounter chokepoints along its intended 
invasion corridor. These chokepoints may be 
created by canalizing terrain or artificially em- 
placed obstacles like minefields. As the enemy 
moves through these points, his target mass 
will become even more concentrated.11 Theat- 
tack pilot should be aware of these chokepoints.

In the past, preflight planning concentrated 
on ingress and egress routes, the design of 
which rested largely on factorsof survivability, 
fuel, and timing. All of these factors are cri ti-
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cally importam, but the attack pilot facing a 
massive wave of armored vehicles and aggres- 
sively trained combat troops may have to think 
and plan in more detail. To be fully effective, 
each sortie must inflict an amount of battle 
damage perhaps never achieved before by air 
forces. One way the attack pilot can enhance 
his chances of accomplishing this objective is 
by knowing the canalizing terrain and choke- 
points. Canalizing terrain is nothing more 
than certain geographical features, such as 
m ountain passes and dry roads through 
swamps, which force mechanized and armored 
vehicles into a funnel. Going through such a 
funnel will slovv down and concentrate the ad- 
vancing vehicles, making them easier prey for 
air attackers.

VVater barriers are a second feature that 
should catch the eye of the alert preflight 
planner. VVhile the Soviets have an incredible 
river-crossing capability, even they recognize 
the troops' increased vulnerability in Crossing a 
vvater barrier.12 Also, tank or troop formations 
lined up on the bank waiting to cross a stream 
would make a lucrative target. But what about 
tanks Crossing undervvater? What are the tactics 
or weapons to be used against a submerged 
tank fordinga river? Not an unlikely question, 
since the current generation of Soviet tanks all 
have a snorkeling capability.13

A third area that an attack pilot should know 
about is the preplanned “fire trap.” A fire trap 
is a location preselected by friendlies as an op- 
portune defensive position. Selection is based 
on being able to draw the enemy into the trap 
and then extracting a heavy toll from him. The 
attack pilot should be aware of these areas so 
that his weapons can augment the fire of the 
ground forces.

A fourth concept that the attack pilot should 
be familiar with is the company or battalion 
strongpoint. A strongpoint will be a strategi- 
cally placed, heavily fortified position. The 
support and retention of such positions is cru
cial to the defense. Strongpoints may be towns 
or hills that are bordered by natural obstacles

and sit astride avenues of approach that the i 
enemy is likely to use. In some importam ways, 
a strongpoint resembles the fire trap. It will be 
physically located where defensibility and fa- 
vorable fields of fire will enable the defenders' 
ability to destroy enemy forces. Attack pilots 
need to be aware of the character and appear- 
ance of strongpoints so that they may also use 
their lethal weapons against an enemy tied up 
trying to penetrate or bypass the fortification. 
Aerial defense of these strongpoints may take 
on an even more complicated tone and become 
more crucial if these positions become isolated 
when a swift enemy advance simply passes by 
and encircles them.

Mine fields placed at any chokepoint, water 
obstacle, or fire trap will geometrically en
hance the target-killing capability of both the 
ground forces and the attack aircraft. Timing is 
criticai for optimum results. If the attack air
craft are on station or on a quick-response 
ground alert, the ground forces can estimate 
the time the enemy forces will first reach the 
mine field and the attack aircraft can then plan 
to arrive on target at that time.

The Soviets, however, are well aware of our 
predilection for mine field emplacement to 
create or enhance killing zones. They are pre- 
pared to breach the mine fields by placing their 
lead elements on the forward edge of their own 
artillery preparation. They envision the first 
shock troops right behind the bursts of trailing 
shells.14 Target discrimination for the attack 
pilot will be extremely difficult under these 
conditions.

The Breakthrough
If the Soviets are successful in smashing 

through and developing their offensive at the 
high rates of speed they expect, a unique op- 
portunity may present itself to NATO attack 
pilots.” The Soviets anticipate that as the at
tack advances rapidly, "the presence of open 
flanks .. . will be an ordinary phenomenon 
Air attacks on these exposed flanks could be as
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devastating as professional hunters slaughter- 
ing buffalo. Flight paihs and run-ins would 
come over friendly troops, and the exposure 
risk would be less than that of flying directly 
into the front-line troops in a meeting en- 
gagement or deliberate attack. Striking the ex- 
posed flanks would also yield some of the softer 
and more vulnerable combat service support 
targets.

Deeper Targets
Soviet doctrine emphasizes speed and shock 

power. Maximum speed for tanks and armored 
vehicles can be obtained by moving in column 
formation along high-speed avenues of ap- 
proach.17 Doctrinally, this formation will de- 
ploy into battle formations (basically a line 
abreast versus column) only to the extern neces- 
sary to overcome defensive positions.18 VVhat 
this means to the attack pilot is if he can enter 
the target area through or around the belt of 
enemy air defenses assigned to the first-echelon 
regiments and engage these tank columns, the
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COMING OF AGE:
XIX TAC’S ROLES 
DURING THE 1944 
DASH ACROSS FRANCE
d r  Al a n  F. W i l t

T
HE exploitsoí Lieutenant General George 
S. Paiion, Jr.’s, Third Army during its 
rapid push across Franee are well known.1 Al- 

most equally famous are ihose of Brigadier 
General O. P. Weyland, Jr.’s, XIX Tactical Air 
Command, whose pilois supported Paiton's 
army throughout its easterly advance.2 Hovv- 
ever, in lhe latter instance, historians have gen- 
erally íocused on XIX TAC's armored suppori 
role at the expense of its oiher tasks, providing 
only an incomplete picture of Weyland's 
forces. What actually were XIX TAC’s mis- 
sions and tasks during August and September 
1944? What air doctrines did the command em- 
ploy? Hovv was it organized? What was the 
extern of its efforts? What problems did it face? 
Were they overcome? And finally, how do the 
roles in which XIX TAC was engaged tii into 
the evolulion of tactical air operations?

These questions should not be construed to 
suggest that land forces were or are any less 
significam than air forces. Nor do they imply 
that XIX TAC was any more importam than 
other tactical commands similarly involved on 
other sectors in the west, such as Major General 
Elwood “ Pete" Quesada’s IX TAC to Wey- 
land s north or Brigadier General Gordon P. 
Saville’s XII TAC to his south. But XIX TAC

71
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does providea meaningful exampleof the flex- 
ibility and diversity for which air forces were 
being employed late in World War II. Tactical 
air power had come of age.

B e FORE examining XIX TAC’s 
various tasks, readers may lind that an outline 
of theoperations undertaken by Patton's forces 
is helpful toward establishing a frame of refer- 
ence for the aerial aspects of the campaign. The 
offensive hadalready begun vvhen Third Army 
became operational on 1 August 1944.' By 
then. T hird Army divisions were already 
streaming south through the Avranches Gap, 
with the goal of cutting off the Brittany Penín
sula and then turning west to capture its valua- 
ble ports, which could providea logistical base 
for the eventual offensive toward Paris and 
beyond. But on 3 August, General Omar Brad- 
ley, 12th Army Group Gommander, decided to 
exploit to lhe fullest thedisarray evidentamong

the Wehrmacht formations to his east (except 
near Mortain, where the U.S. First Army was 
alerted to prepare for a German counteroffen- 
sive). He therefore ordered Patton to have his 
Third Army clear Brittany with only “a min- 
imum of forces" and to concentrate his main 
effort east and south toward LeMans with the 
ultimate objective of reaching the Loire and 
Seine rivers.

The order did not have to be repeated. Leav- 
ing VIII Corps to deal with the situation in 
Brittany, Patton directed XV and XX Corps 
(soon to be jointed by XII Corps) to push south- 
east as rapidly as possible. Their success was 
almost immediate. Le Mans fell on the 9th. 
Angers on the Loire on the 11 th. Orléans on the 
night of the 16th. That same day Patton’s east- 
erly thrust was made public for the first time. 
Even though two X\r Corps divisions became 
involved briefly in the unsuccessful attempt to 
trap large numbers of German troops east of 
Falaise, the bulk of Patton‘s forces had ad-
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vanced up to 160 miles in eleven days.
With only a screening force to cover his 

southerly flank along the Loire, América s 
most aggressive field commander continued 
his drive to the east. On 20 August. his Third 
Army first crossed the upper Seine souih ol 
Paris. Five days later. portions of the T.S. First 
Army and the 2d French Armored Division 
along with the Resistance liberated Paris. B\ 
now. Patton’s forces had taken Troves, south- 
east of Paris, while German units throughout 
Southern and central France were withdrawing 
rapidly toward the Reich. Although the French 
countrvside between the Seine and the German 
border has running through it a series of for- 
midable river barriers, Patton's army seem- 
ingly took little notice. XII Corps provided the 
Southern axis of the advance, Crossing the 
Mame River on the 28th and the Meuse on the 
31 st. That same day, XX Corps followed suit 
farther north, capturing Yerdun in the process.

But then Patton's progress began to slow. 
His supply lines were drawn to the breaking 
point. His divisions had no gasoline. Fventu- 
ally, his forces received some supplies, which 
enabled them to move forward to the Moselle 
River and even secure several bridgeheads across 
it. But while Nancy fell on 15 September, Metz 
was being stubbornly held. In fact. all along 
the Moselle—from approximaiely Thionville 
through Metz to east of Nancy and Épinal— 
German troops were no longer retreating. 
They had turned around to fight, and consid- 
erable reinforcements and equipment had ar- 
ri\ed to assist them in their defensive effort. 
Historian Martin Blumenson has pointed out 
that by mid-September “noone knew it yet. but 
the pursuit was over.”4 On the 22d, with logis- 
tical diíficulties having reached crisis propor- 
tions and with the Arnhem gamble to jump the 
Rhine in difficult straits, Fisenhower ordered 
Third Army to halt offensiveoperationsand to 
assume a defensive posture. In the meantime, 
550 miles to the west, VIII Corps (upgraded to 
Ninth Army on 5 September) had finally over- 
come German resistance at Brest after a month-

long siege. Pation's Britiany campaign, as well 
as his nearly 100-mile dash across France, had 
come to an end.

rH R O U G H O U T  August and 
September. XIX TAC supported all of Third 
Army’soperations and more. Its roles included 
a bewildering number of missions: dose air 
support, battlefield air interdiction, deep in- 
terdiction, dive bombing, counterair, recon- 
naissance, and even leaflet dropping.’ To be 
sure, these missions did not represem a radital 
departure from the past. They had evolved over 
time and reflected the tactical experientes of 
British, German, and T.S. air forces. Neverthe- 
less, the missions undertaken by Weyland's 
groups and others were still importam in that 
they covered almost the emire spectrum of air 
tasks for which tactical aircraft could then be 
employed.

XIX TAC’s close air support mission took its 
mostconcerted, extended, and spectacular form 
in supporting Patton's armored and motorized 
infantry columns as they sped across France.6 
The main tactic, armored column cover, had 
originally been used by T.S. air forces in Italy. 
However, it was further refined during the 
French campaign. General VVeyland in an in- 
terview after the war described the techniqueas 
follovvs:

All during thedaylight hours when theground 
forces were fighting or advancing, General Pat- 
ton advanced in parallel columns normally, and 
always spearheaded by armor. I had liaison offi- 
cers up in lhe lead tanks in every one of these 
columns—an Air Force officer riding the leading 
tank with a [VHF] radio, so that he could talk 
with the aircraft. Then I had fighter bombers, 
which preceded lhe columns, knowing where 
they were supposed to go. They would locate 
enemy opposition, tanks, troops, guns, or obsta- 
cles, or tank barriers, or what have you. Lei them 
know, and in most cases [they] knocked out the 
opposition before the American tanks got there.7

In spite of Weyland’sexaggeration at the end 
of the quotation, both air and land power ad-
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vocates agreed that armored column cover 
proved to be quite effective. At first.air com- 
manders thoughi that they would have diffi- 
culty enticing their officers, mostly pilots, to 
accept ground liaison duty; but these officers 
actually came toenjoy it.and many volunteered 
(even competed) for the job.8 Armored column 
cover was in reality a reciprocai arrangement. 
The tank crews and their air support officers 
pointed out enemy concentrations, and di- 
visional artillery at times gave further assis- 
tance by marking targets with smoke. In re- 
turn, the P-47 and P-51 pilots provided cover 
for the tanks in one-hour shifts with four air- 
craft per flight, and four more on ground alert 
could be called in if necessary.

Weyland and Patton realized that having 
aircraft attack tactical targets contradicted the 
generally accepted air force notion that “it was 
a waste of time to use an airplane to knock out a 
target that artillery could strike.”9 They de- 
fended the procedure as a ‘‘time-saver.” They 
acknowledged that although artillery pieces 
could accomplish the task, by the time the guns 
had been brought forward, put in place, and 
ranged in, approximately two hours would be 
lost. Aircraft had no such constraints. As little 
as three minutes after being contacted, they 
could strike the designated target, thereby free- 
ing the armored forces to continue their advance.

VVhile Weyland's air groups concentrated on 
close air support, they were involved in nu- 
merous other missions also. The one used most 
was battlefield air interdiction in the form of 
armed reconnaissance. This technique was de- 
signed to isolate the battle area by eliminating 
targets beyond artillery range but still rela- 
tively close to the front. It was used by all of the 
combat squadrons in a variety of roles: to assist 
the tank columns, to aid Allied ground forma- 
tions in their attempt to close the Falaise Gap, 
and to support river crossings south and east of 
Paris.10 Its most exceptional use was to protect 
Patton’s exposed Southern flank along the 
Loire River.11 To be sure, XIX TAC did not 
perform this role alone.12 The Army kept the

region under surveillance with occasional small 
artillery observation planes (usually L-4s) and 
ground patrols, and the activities of the French 
Resistance aided security as well. The Allied 
invasion of Southern France on 15 August was 
also of assistance, in that it put additional pres- 
sure on the Germans to withdraw from the area 
as quickly as possible. In fact, the German 
units in southwestern France under LXIV 
Corps were retreating so rapidly that Third 
Army had little fear that its lines of communi- 
cation would be severed.H And the Americans 
knew through Ultra, Britain’s decryptions of 
high-level German ciphers, that the Wehrmacht 
troops (except for ihose at the major ports) were 
intent on withdrawing toward eastern France, 
not on launching an attack against Patton's 
rear.u Still, Army commanders recognized that 
the situation might change, and hence the need 
for flank protection.

Despite the help from other quarters, XIX 
TAC bore the brunt of the operation, using a 
squadron of night fighters to augment its dav- 
time sorties.1'1 The coverage included one flight 
of fighter-bombers performing armed recon
naissance in the zone north and along the 
Loire, while fighters undertook tactical recon
naissance south of the river.16 Since the aircraft 
on tactical reconnaissance missions had little 
armament, any enemy activity sighted was 
dealt with by dispatching heavily armed air
craft to the area. The U.S. pilots became so 
proficient at this type of combat that on occa- 
sion they even forced German marching col
umns to surrender and shepherded them to
ward American ground troops.1’

Although the air commanders did not dis- 
tinguish betwreen battlefield air interdiction 
and deep interdiction, they flew the latter none- 
theless. Deep interdiction did not, of course, 
rule out bombing and strafing targets of oppor- 
tunity, but missions wrere usually laid on by 
higher headquarters to strike prearranged tar- 
gets, such as enemy troop concentrations, roads. 
rail lines, marshaling yards. bridges, and the 
like. The focus of their missions gradually



German armor posed a threat to Alhed 
ground forces that were moving across 
France during the summer of 1944. How- 
ever, the .41 lies fourid that by using P-47 
Thunderbolts along unth olhei fighter- 
bombers and médium bombers to blast 
roads, destroy bndges, and strafe fuel 
trucks m supply colutnns, they coultl 
prevení the panzers from massing for an 
attach . . . Luftwaffe aircraft (left) were 
bloodied m defending the Reich from 
heavy bomber attachs bul were still very 
much a factor in the fight for France.
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changed as Paiton’s forces extended east. Be- 
cause of lhe ground forces' rapid advance, 
bridges were not to be destroyed, and rather 
than trying to stop enemy soldiers and supplies 
from coming into thearea, thegoal now was to 
block their movement out of the region.

Another of XIX TAC’s missions, dive bomb- 
ing, is normally thought of as a tactic, but 
Weyland's groups considered it a separate mis- 
sion.18 It resembled deep interdiction, for both 
types of missions made use of various aerial 
bombing techniques and normally attacked 
similar, prearranged targets. But while deep 
interdiction was designed to cut off enemy 
movementseither in or out of the combat zone, 
dive-bombing missions were most often used 
for static warfare.19 They were employed, for 
example, during the unsuccessful September 
attempt to seize Metz, and their most extensive 
use was during the siege at Brest.

The results of Brest were not particularly 
impressive. Even though theAmericans knewa 
good deal about local conditions there through 
Ultra, Resistance, and reconnaissance sources, 
it was soon obvious that the defenders—as part 
of Hitler’s "holdon to the ports" strategy—had 
ample provisions and were determined to hold 
out.20 It also became evident that XIX TAC 
fighters and fighter-bombers assigned to the 
operation were insufficient to perform effec- 
tively all of the tasks they were expected to carry 
out, particularly in terms of dive bombing.21 
Weyland's P-47s and P-51 s simply did not have 
the bombing power to bring about the desired 
results. Thus the American commander called 
on other air formations to assist.22 Eighth Air 
Force responded between 11 August and 5 Sep
tember with four missions in which 983 B-17s 
dropped 2520 tons of bombs. British Bomber 
Command made two raids with approximately 
220 Lancasters taking part. U.S. IX Bomber 
Command’s B-26s and new A-26s undertook 
six missions. General Quesada’s IX T AC loaned 
some of its squadrons to XIX TAC—squadrons 
that flew 839 sorties between 5 and 11 Sep
tember, when Brest’s capture was accorded a

high priority. By the time the last of Germany s 
beleaguered troops capitulated on the 19th, the 
Allies had flown more than 3500 Brest-related 
sorties. The city was in shambles. Its port facili- 
ties, for which the operation originally had 
been undertaken, were so badly damaged (by 
German demolitions along with Allied bomb
ing and artillery shelling) that the Americans 
never used it as a major supply entrepôt. Ob- 
viously, air power had had an impact on the 
outcome of the battle but not in the way that 
had been hoped for.

XIX TAC was also involved in counterair 
operations, although, because of the Luftwaffe’s 
relative weakness, to a lesser extern than it 
mighi have been.25 Only in criticai situations 
or when they had a numerical advantage did 
Jagdkorps II’s Bf-109s and FW-190s venture 
out and pose a threat. During the early August 
Mortain counteroffensive, German fighters and 
some bombers did support the attack, but they 
were overwhelmed by the Allies’ superior num- 
bers, better aircraft, and experienced pilots. 
While Quesada’s IX TAC led the counterair 
response, the RAF and XIX TAC’s 354th 
Fighter-Bomber Group of P-51s also lent a 
hand. At Falaise, the German Air Force again 
was active, and XIX TAC's fighters performed 
a variety of defensive and offensive counterair 
tasks—intercepts, sweeps, combat air patrols, 
and escorts, including bomber escorts—along 
with other support missions. Near Paris, U.S. 
pilots also encountered opposition; but at 
times several of Weyland’s groups reported see- 
ing no enemy aircraft for days at a time.24 Al
though the Allies remained aware that the sit- 
uation might change, Allied aircraft now 
reigned supreme.

XIX TAC further undertook reconnaissance 
duties. Most of the sorties were confined to 
visual reconnaissance, but they included day 
and night photo missions as well, especially 
from lOth Photo Group, whose P-51s were sta- 
tioned in the area. Overall, during the two 
months, aircraft under Weyland’s command 
flew 2011 reconnaissance sorties, or slightly
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more than 9 percent of the 22,233 total sorties 
flown.”

One final mission remains to be mentioned: 
XIX TAC pilots performed several special air 
operations in the form of leaflet-dropping sor
ties.26 Thus, during August and September, 
XIX TAC was involved in seven different 
missions—close air support, battlefield and 
deep interdiction, dive bombing, counterair, 
aerial reconnaissance, and special operations. 
Except for tactical airlift, which was more 
properly placed under Ninth Air Force, Wey- 
land’s groups had engaged in v irtually every 
tactical air mission it was possible to be in
volved in.27

W I T H  regard to air doctrine, 
two principies stood out. One was the necessity 
to foster cooperation and acknowledge coequal 
status between the air and land components. 
Both General Patton and General Weyland 
thoroughly understood this aspect of joint war- 
fare, which had been set down in Field Manual 
100-20 in July 1943, and they did everything 
they could to support it.28 On 17 August, dur
ing the midst of his easterly advance, Patton 
wrote to General George C. Marshall: “The 
cooperation between the Third Army and XIX 
Tactical Air Command . . . has been the finest 
example of the ground and air working to- 
gether that I have ever seen.”29 On 7 September, 
he made the same point to newsmen covering 
his offensive: "Now I would appreciate it if you 
all could integrate in your stories the Third 
Army and the XIX Tactical Air Command be- 
cause XIX TAC had done a great job for us.”i0

Weyland felt the same way. In an interview 
after the war, he indicated his esteem for Patton 
along with their teamwork. “General George 
S. Patton was the finest field commander I have 
ever known.. . .  Largely because of his prevail- 
ing leadership, relations between Third Army 
and 19th TAC were characterized by complete 
confidence in the other's abilities in the other 
[command].”51

The other principie that Weyland (with Pat- 
ton's concurrence) put imo practice had be- 
come a fundamental feature of tactical air doc
trine: centralized control of air power and de- 
centralized execution.32 The two generais agreed 
that Patton was to run the ground war, and 
Weyland would handle the air war. The XIX 
TAC commander described the process in gen
eral as follows:

The decisions were mine as to how I would 
allocate the air effort. And we had a joint opera- 
tions center with staff officers [from XIX TAC] 
and from his [Patton’s] forces...  they would feed 
in all their inputs. What they wanted and what 
not. We would try to support him, but we had 
other chores to do like maintaining air superior - 
ity, interdiction to the rear to clobber reserves, 
ammunition, supplies, and things like that so 
they wouldn t be used against him, and so forth. 
He readily agreed to that [principie] and was 
faithful to it.»

While higher headquarters might determine 
that other high-priority tasks, such as bomber 
escort and support of criticai operations else- 
where, required Weyland to divert some of his 
aircraft for a limited time, he still made the 
overall assignments for his area, and his fighter 
group commanders and their staffs (including 
army liaison officers) attempted to carry out his 
directives within the constraints of available 
fuel, aircraft, and pilots. Meanwhile, constant 
liaison was maintained up and down the air 
and army command channels to ensure a realis- 
tic allocation of prearranged (within a twenty- 
four-hour lead time) and immediate requests 
for air power. Every evening after requests had 
been received and the pluses and minuses of the 
day's air effort evaluated, the process (except 
for night sorties) would begin again for the 
next day.

I n  terms of organization, Wey- 
land’s command was responsible to Lieutenant 
General Hoyt S. Vandenberg’s Ninth Air Force, 
which was, in turn, ultimately under General 
Eisenhower's European command. XIX TAC,



for its pari, was at first divided into two wings 
with seven groups under them.34 The wings— 
the lOOth and 303d—were mainly for noncom- 
bat flying and coordination purposes, while 
the groups formed the basis of the combat ef- 
fort. On 7 August, the number of groups was 
augmemed to nine and remained at that figure 
(with one exception) for the restof August and 
September. The exception was the 363d P-51 
Fighter-Bomber Group, which was removed 
on 4 September to be converted into a recon- 
naissance group. But the one other P-51 group, 
the 354th—called the Pioneer Mustang Group 
becauseof its “early” formation in late 1943— 
continued under XIX TAC. l he remaining 
seven—the 36th, 358th, 362d, 37 lst. 373d. 405th, 
and 406th—were P-47 Thunderbolt groups

Lieulenant General Carl A. Spaatz, Lieutenant Gen
eral GeorgeS. Patton, Jr., Lieutenant General Jirnmy 
Doolittle, Lieutenant General Huyt S. 1'andenberg, 
and Brigadier General O. P. Weyland, Jr., met to 
t oordinate the air war with the ground offenswe.

and became operational between 3 February 
and 9 May 1944. The groups were further di
vided into three squadrons each, with approx- 
imately sixteen operational aircraft per squad- 
ron. Their pilots flew two, three, and at times 
four missions per day (on good weather days), 
normally in flights of four, eight, or twelve 
aircraft.

Although originally designed for other roles, 
the P-47s and P-51s eventually became exceed- 
ingly reliable aircraft." By mid-1944, the ad-
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vantages oí one seemed to oílset lhe disadvan- 
lages oí the oiher. The single-engined P-51D 
featured ouistanding maneuverability and 
range. Itscharacteristics—a maximum speedof 
437 mph at 25,000 íeet, armament oí six .50- 
caliber machine guns and roc keis, and a radius 
oí 325 miles (600 miles wiih iwo 75-gallon 
wing tanks)—made it especially suitable for 
counterair and escortoperations. But its inline, 
Iiquid-cooled engine and its relatively light 
weight (10,000 pounds gross) made the aircraft 
vulnerable to enemy ground íire.

For close air support and dive-bombing mis- 
sions, the Thunderbolt, o r ‘'Jug," proved to be 
the superior aircraít. Its radial air-cooled en
gine vvas less v ulnerable to ground íire than the 
P-51. In addition, the P-47D could reach a top 
speed oí 425 mph at 20,000 íeet, vvas vvell armed 
vvith eight .50-caliber machine guns and tvvo 
500-pound general-purpose bombs, possessed 
a good diving capability, and vveighed 17,500 
pounds vvhen fully loaded. Its ruggedness vvas 
further enhanced by its ease oí maintenance 
and operation. Only its 200-mile radius oí ac- 
tion (350 miles vvith externai tanks) could be 
considered a drawback, but this liability ap- 
plied only to long-range escort duty. The 
Thunderbolt,. in efíect, became Wey:land’s 
vvorkhorse during the summer advance.

XIX TACs personnel strength remained 
stable and numbered 17,007 officers and en- 
listed persons on 21 August and 16.727 on 15 
September/0 Each oí the combat group’s ground 
and air echelons together were approximately 
200 officers and 800 enlisted, while each squad- 
ron had approximately 60 officers and 250 en
listed.57 Replacement pilots were relatively 
plentiful. Thirty-sixth Fighter Group, for ex- 
ample, received twenty-five nevv pilots in Aug
ust while losing nine and gained twenty-nine 
in September against eight losses. Overall, the 
command lost 156 pilots from combat and ac- 
cidents but had 443 replacements to make up 
íor the casualties and transfers.58 As mighi be 
expected, morale was high during the offen- 
sive. General Patton spoke for both ground and

air forces when he remarked thai "people like 
to play on a winning team.”V7The36th Fighter 
Group history echoed Patton’s view: "Morale 
in the group,” it slated, "is excellent and quite 
possibly can beattributed toour beingcloser to 
the enemy, to the outstanding bombing and 
straíing missions turned in by our pilots, and 
to the íriendliness oi the French."40

The success of an offensive is dependent on the lines ofsup- 
ply. l'nderan umbrella of air cover. American trucks were 
serviced at temporary stops and kept the ammumtion, food. 
juel, and medicine flowing to the advancing amues. . . . 
When the weather cleared after the German counteroffen- 
stve in December l l>44. the Alltes tnoved to recapture lost 
ground under the cover of tactical air power. The first tank 
back into Bastogne(below) was renamed Thunderbolt by its 
commander, then Lieutenant Colonel Creighton Abrams.
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P-47 Thunderbolts (left), with their eighl 
machtne guns and rugged construction. 
wereuiell suited forstrafingand bombing 
missions. . . .  The lighter and faster P-5/ 
Mustangs (below) luere more vulnerable 
to ground fire but better at aenal cornbat.
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General Weyland typified the tactical air 
icommander at this point in the war.41 Square- 
faced. with an aura of commandabout him, he 
had been bom in Califórnia, raised in Texas, 
and graduated frorn Texas A&M in 1923 with a 
degree in engineering. YVhile working for West
ern Electric, he became interested in flyingand 
decided to join the Army Air Forces. He received 
flight training in 1924, became an advanced 
flving instructor at Kelly Field, Texas, and. 
among other assignments, cominanded an ob- 
servation (reconnaissance) squadron in Ha- 
waii in the 1930s. In 1938, he attended the Air 
Corps Tactical School, finishing first in his 
class. At the time of America’s entrance into 
World War II. he was leading the 16th Pursuit 
Group in the Canal Zone but was soon trans- 
ferred to General Arnold s air staff in Washing
ton. He returned to operational command on 4 
February 1944 when he became headof XIX Air 
Support Command (later changed to XIX

TAC, which was in keeping with Army Air 
Forces leaders' long-range goal of purging the 
term air support from its lexicon). YV'eyland 
held that position until the end of the war. 
After the war, hecontinued to hold a number of 
important posts, including commander of Far 
East Air Forces during the Korean YVar and of 
Tactical Air Command between 1954 and 1958. 
Throughout his thirty-five years of military 
Service (he retired in 1959), he had been most 
interested in exercisingcommand. When asked 
w'hat the high points of his career had been, he 
answered, command. ‘‘any command. I just 
like to run troops, airplanes preferably, in 
combat. It was more inieresting. That is what 
you get in for in the first place. . . .”42 Ob- 
viously, General YVeyland regarded running 
XIX TAC as one of ihose “high points.”

w HAT then was the extern of 
XIX TAC’s air effort?44 During the two-month 
campaign. the total number of sorties flown by 
the command was 22,233 of 23,306 dispatched. 
for an abort rate of 4.6 percent. Broken down, 
the number of sorties for August was 13.167, of 
which 12,342 were combat sorties (the re- 
mainder, reconnaissance). The 12,342 figure 
was the highest number flown by XIX TAC 
pilots throughout the war except for March 
1945, when 12,427 combat sorties were flown. 
In September, XIX TAC’s total sorties de- 
creased to 8966 (7880 combat sorties). The rea- 
sons for the decrease were the lossof one fighter 
group (the 363d), the temporary dispatch of 
aircraft to other commands, worse weather (es- 
peciallyat midmonth), and thegreat distances 
that fighters had to fly to support Pation’s 
corps in eastern France. Nevertheless, bad- 
weather days notwithstanding, YVeyland‘scom
mand still averaged 428 sorties per day in Au
gust and 299 in September, for an overall aver- 
age of 364.5 sorties.

The daily average number of aircraft on 
hand and operational during the period were 
as follows:
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On Hand Operational 
August 539 439
September 516 427

Aircraft lost in combat were 114 in August but 
only 60 in September, thereby supporting the 
usually accepted maxim that close air support, 
in which pilots were heavily engaged in Au
gust, is riskier than dive-bombingand interdic- 
tion sorties, which received primary emphasis 
in September. Although exact figures were not 
kepl as to why the losses occurred, most of them 
were attributed to antiaircraít or other ground 
fire. The total of 174 aircraft lost out of 22,233 
sorties for the two months represented a loss 
rate of only .78 percent.

Claims resulting from bombing, strafing, 
and aerial combat are always difficult toassess. 
In August, for example, Weyland’s pilots 
claimed 311 aircraft, 4058 motor vehicles, 466 
armored vehicles, 2056 railroad cars, and 246 
locomotives destroyed or damaged. Given Ger- 
many’s limited combat and logistical capabili- 
ties in the area at the time, the figures seem 
inordinately high, but they do suggest that

substantial damage was inflicted on the enenrq 
On safer ground is the fact that XIX TAC’ 
fighter-bombers dropped 1354 tons of bomb 
(general-purpose bombs) in August and 201 
tons (including some incendiaries) in Septembe 
for a two-month total of 3369 tons.

^^E SP IT E  these impressive sta 
tistics, Weyland’s forces faced real or potentia 
difficulties in at least ten different yet oftei 
related areas: weather, German Luftwaffe ac 
tivity, intelligence information, requirement 
of higher headquarters, adequacy of personne 
and equipment, types of aircraft, communica 
tions, siege warfare, distance of airfields frorr 
lhe front lines, and bomb safety lines.44 Tht

In August 19-H, Allied disorganization allowed tlie 
German Seventh and Fifth Panzer armies to extncate 
themselves from a potential trap at the Falaise- 
Argentan Pocket. Although a goodly part of the Ger
man ar mor got away, approximately 10,000 Germans 
were killed and 50,000 captured. The “soft-skinned" 
vehiclesweredectmated byXlX TAC sfighter-bombers.
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first six concerns actually caused few hard- 
ships. Excellent ílying weather prevailed until 
mid-September. Luftwaffe air activity, except 
for the Mortain and Falaise Gap fighting. had 
little impact on the Allied advance. Timely 
intelligence from aerial reconnaissance, French 
Resistance. and especially Ultra provided a 
good deal of information about German naíli- 
tar\ ineasures. XIX TAC carriedout with equa- 
nimity directives from higher headquarters, 
including missions ordered outside its nor- 
mally assigned flying areas. In contrast to the 
ground forces, personnel. equipment, and 
gasoline for \Veyland's groups remained ade- 
quate throughout this period. And as discussed 
previously, the P-47s and P-51 s proved to be the 
right aircraft in the right proportion to get the 
job done.

But problems in the other four areas— 
Communications, siege warfare, airfield prox-

The P-4~s and P-5ls caused such devastation along the 
roads of France thal bulldozers had to be used to shove the 
hulksastde to rnake way for the advancing Allied columns.

iinity, and bombsafety lines—proved diffit ult 
to resolve. In the case of Communications, (he 
command and control system was intricateand 
included the use of radar and radio contact ai 
all leveis to monitor the battle area and a 
method of bypassing the chain of command il 
necessary to get criticai information to the 
from or to higher headquarters.M ix-ups 
were bound to occur. In addition, constant 
Communications were also criticai among the 
various army and air formations and particu- 
larly between Paiton’s and VVeyland’s head
quarters. Continuai contact was not always 
possible, however, even though XIX TAC 
moved its advanced headquarters (but not the 
main headquarters) fíve limes during August 
to remain near Patton and his staff.46 Only on 
10 September, when XIX TAC moved its com- 
bat headquarters to a woods west of Chalôns- 
sur-Marne—and fiíteen miles from Third Army 
headquarters—were “ the Communications dif- 
ficulties, which had plagued the ground-air 
team during August and early September” 
remedied.47
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Siege warfare presenteei a different type oí 
problem. Historians have criticized the sieges 
ai both Metz and Brest as strategic mistakes— 
the Metz operation because of possible Ameri
can advances in less well-defended sectors, the 
Brest campaign because of the “need for ports 
syndrome” and because U.S. commanders 
wanted their forces to appear invincible.48 As 
related to XIX TAC, both undertakings inade it 
apparent that fighters and fighter-bombers 
alone, no matter how well suited for armed 
reconnaissance, patrol, and other siege warfare 
tasks, had insufficient firepower to bring about 
all of the sought-after results.

Perhaps even more serious was XIX TAC’s 
difficulty in keeping up with Patton’s armored 
and motorized troops, which soon advanced 
beyond the range of Weyland’s Normandy- 
based fighters. The longer range necessitated 
refueling and rearming stops at forward bases 
nearer the target areas and. when possible, fre- 
quent shifts from airfield to airfield—many of 
which had to beconstructed from scratch. Dur- 
ing August and September, eight groups moved 
twice, while another, the 354th, moved three 
times—a total of nineteen moves.49

Conditions at the various sites ranged from 
primitive to relatively luxurious. Personnel at 
the 36th Fighter Group’s base (A-35) near Le 
Mans

lived in tents, frame buildings, cement block 
houses, "packing box" shanties and in modern 
stucco houses of "Pink City.” “ Pink City” was a 
largegroupof houses, built under Germandirec- 
tion, in the suburbs of Le Mans and but a 15- 
minute walk from the field. Group Headquarters 
set up a snack bar which served coffee and 
doughnuis and once steak sandwic hes, and every- 
one agreed that A-35 was an improvemeni over 
the field at Brucheville [in Normandyj.'0

In September, the 36th was relocated to a new 
base (A-76) at Condé-sur-Marne. Compared to 
Le Mans, it was described as a wilderness in 
which “everyone went under canvas” because 
of the rain and mud. At another base (A-64) 
near St. Dizier, the 405th moved into a recently 
evacuated airfield where the “Germans had in-

tended to destroy the runway, but the Resist- 
ance had cut the wires before the runway was tc 
bedestroyed by bombs [demolition charges]."'1 
The new tenarrts also captured some Luftwaffe 
supplies and enjoyed the friendly surround- 
ings. Other landing strips were laid out in such 
diverse settings as an apple orchard with a 
3600-foot runway and, more commonly, on 
farm fields with a 5000-íoot grass or tarpaper 
and square-mesh runway.'2

The movements were seldom easy to carry 
out. They usually consisted of several echelons 
and were made over long distances (in one case, 
300 miles) by motor convoy, with C-47s’ ren- 
deringassistance. With all of this activity, con- 
fusion, especially in regard to aircraft refuel
ing, could not always be avoided. In fact, it is 
perhaps surprising that XIX TAC accom- 
plished as much as it did.

A final problem—bomb safety lines—also 
caused difficulties. Yiolations of “bomb lines,” 
as they were often called, involved more than 
friendly aircraft attacks on friendly troops; they 
also included friendly ground units engaging 
Allied planes.

There is no doubt that Weyland and his slaff 
considered the problem a major one. In pari, 
their concern reflected the rash of incidents that 
had already taken place prior to the late-July 
breakout. On the 24th and 25th, Eighth Air 
Force B-17s carpet-bombed ground troops, 
causing nearly 900 LT.S. casualties and consid- 
erable resentment, as the official historian put 
it, "that the air force‘had doneitagain.’ ”' }On 
the other hand, a report after the war recorded 
twenty-five violations between 22 June and 25 
July in v\'hich American antiaircraft gunners 
fired at Allied aircraft.'4 In one of these en- 
gagements. "the pilot repeatedly attacked our 
own forces with the unfortunate result that he 
was finally shot down and killed."

Another reason for Weyland’s anxiety was 
that air missions undertaken against fluid lines 
always create bomb safety line difficulties. In 
fact, incidents during the Falaise fighting (es
pecially on 15 August) led the Allies to restrict
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andeventually call oíf air activiiy in that area.” 
Even in relaiively uncongested areas. poor \ is- 
ibility and faulty recognition resulted in occa- 
sional v iolations, as occurred on 22 August ai 
Le Mans when American antiaircraft gunners 
shot down a friendly aircrafi. killing lhe pilot 
and two passengers.'56

U.S. commanders met ihe general problem 
bv insisting on addiiional precaulions and in- 
creased awareness.v Maintenance teams were 
to make sure that white stars were painted on 
top oí motor vehicles and drivers furnished 
with bright red and yellovv paneis. The air 
leaders cautioned the pilots not to fire unless 
they could definitely identify their targets. 
Higher headquarters was to be notitied prompt- 
ly of possible violations. Apparently these lim- 
ited measures brought results, for the numbei 
of incidents reported declined from August to 
September. While bomb line problems per- 
sisted, the improvemem decreased considera- 
bly their debilitating effect on morale.

Thus, of the ten potemial problem areas, si\ 
did not unduly harm XIX TAC sair effort, but 
the other four caused continuai concern. In 
most instances, the confusion in Communica
tions, siege warfare, aircraft basing, and bomb 
lines was alleviated, but its alleviation was less 
the result of specific Solutions than it was of a 
particular phase of the campaign having come 
to an end. The problems at Brest, for example, 
ended when Germanv's fortress defenders fi- 
nally surrendered. The bomb line difficulties at 
Falaise were never actually overcome. Prob
lems in Communications and aircraft distances 
from the front remained until the hall of Pat- 
ton's offensive ironically helped recoup the air 
situation. In all fairness, these troubles were 
not peculiar to XIX TAC but seemed endemic 
to tactical air warfare in general. YVhai they 
show is that success is seldom easily achieved.

G ENERAL William "Billy” Mit- 
chell wrote of the air objectives before the 1918 
St. Mihiel offensive:

We had three tasks loaccomplish: one, toprovide 
accurate information foi the infantry and ad- 
justrnent of fire for the artillery of the ground 
troops; second, to hold oíf lhe enemy air forces 
from interfering with either our air or ground 
troops: and third, to bomb the bar k areas so as to 
stop lhe supplies from the enemy and hold up 
any movement along the roads.'®

These three missions—reconnaissance, coun- 
terair, and interdiction—formed the basis of 
early tactical air thinking. As aircraft carne to 
possess greater speed, durability, mobility, and 
firepower, other missions, including close air 
support and dive bombing (for other than in
terdiction), became integral parts of an ex- 
panded list. During World War II, the list was 
Consolidated and the items given priorities. 
First priority was "to gain air superiority;” 
second, "to isolate the battlefield;" and third, 
"to render direct support to ground forces." ,9

But during Patton’s dash across France, the 
priorities werealtered. A report written in 1945 
made theswitch clear: "First priority wascover 
of thearmored units," rather than air superior
ity and interdiction.60 While the percentage of 
XIX TAC close air support sorties may not be 
known, it certainly exceeded 15 percent, the 
figure usually given for the proportion of close 
air support to total tactical air effort.61

Does this emphasis on close air support 
mean that air superiority and interdiction wrere 
abandoned? Not at all. It merely means that at 
this point close air support received top prior
ity, interdiction w'as not considered as vital be- 
cause of the fast-moving ground forces, and air 
superiority had already been attained before 
the offensive began.62 Yet the situation was 
subject to change, as happened at Falaise and 
Brest and along the Moselle; and other mis
sions then became paramount. The problem 
was that the air leaders should not have estab- 
lished unalterable priorities for tactical air 
missions. They should have realized that what 
was supposedly incontrovertible in theory 
might have to be altered in practice.

XIX TAC had shown that the main benefits 
of tactical air were its diversity and flexibility.
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During August and September 1944, VVeyland's 
groups undertook a variety of missions and 
achieved reasonable success except in siege op- 
eraiions where heavy, sustained bombing was 
required. They further displayed great flexibil- 
ily in that they changed missions rapidly as 
new criticai combat situations arose. General 
Weyland’scomment that “World War II proved 
tactical air to be a ílexible and decisive instru- 
ment of war” is overstated in terms of its deci- 
siveness but not its flexibility.6'
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ON AIR FORCE READING, WRITING, AND POLICY REVIEW

C O M M EN T S BY

SECO ND L ie u t e n a n t  M lC H A EL  j. REED

I VVAS boLh pleased and dismayed 10 íind in the 
November-December 1984 issueof Air Univer- 
sity Rei'ieu' two articles with which I whole- 
heartedly agreed—pleased because I shared the 
authors' views. and dismayed because they 
were both written bv people from outside the 
“mainstream" of U.S. Air Force life.

AFROTC Cadet kevin Shannahan s “Why 
Am I Here? Military History and the Profes- 
|sional Officer” (pp. 88-89) and William S. 
Lind's “ Reading, Writing.and Policy Review" 
(pp. 66-70) made some excellent points on the 
U.S. Air Force's expectations of our profes- 
sionalism. VVe have reached the point of paral- 
leling the French Army described by Samuel P. 
Huntington: “ In France before the Franco- 
Prussian VVar professional and intellectually 
inclinedofficers wereviewed with suspicion.’’1

On an installatton dominated by scientists 
and engineers, of which I am one, I have seen 
the total lack of interest in our heritage. Offi- 
cersare “staying away in droves" from the Pro- 
jett VVarrior bookshelves inour library. People 
point out Project Warrior’s low-key approach 
as the cause, but I think that it is merely a

symptom. The basis for the apathy is, as Cadet 
Shannahan points out, a diluted first comact 
with Air Force history.

I remember well the study material we had ai 
Officer Training School. It vvas treated with 
disdain, probably more than it deserved, be
cause of its matter-of-fact approach. It was 
made up, I'm sure, with the same basic tales as 
the material used in ROTC and the U.S. Air 
Force Academy, material that glorifiesour stra- 
tegic heritage and the same familiar names: 
MitchelI, Arnold, Spaatz, and Faker.

These men dedicated their lives to the con- 
cept of an independem Air Force and made 
significamcontributions. But what about Gen
erais F.lwood "Pete'' Quesada, Claire L. Chen- 
nault, and Benjamin W. Chidlaw? These men 
have been left out of our “textbooks" because 
they didn’t fit the mold of Strategit Doctrine, 
the Air Force’s sacred cow.

Instead, we have stories about the Question 
Mark flight (which was not, comrary to popu
lar belief, the first to demonstrate aerial refuel- 
ing)•' and the missions of the Eighth Air Force. 
This glorification gets tedious to young offi-
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cers making their first contact vvith our history. 
Why not also tell the stories of how Quesada’s 
IX TAC developed close air support or how 
General O. P. Weyland’s XIX TAC protected 
General George Patton’s flank on his famous 
“end runs”? What about Chennault’s argu- 
menis with contetnporaries over pursuit versus 
bomber? Why not include material on General 
Chidlaw’s work as Arnold’schief of technology 
development? With a little initiative, we might 
promotean interest in Air Forte history. Right 
now, most new officers think our only history 
is that made by the bomber forces of World War 
II.

This carries over into the writing we see in 
the Revieu'. Lind mentioned a letter he received 
from a former staff member of the Review:

The Air Force is such a difficult place to surface 
new ideas with a great deal of opposition to the 
discussion of any issue that is controversial or 
which may run counter to currem policy and 
doctrine. (p. 69)

"Current policy and doctrine” is strategic 
deterrence. We therefore find articles in the Re
view about ballistic missile defense, strategic 
arms limitation, and nuclear weapons policy.

Notes
1. Samuel P. Hum ington, The Soldier and the State: The Theory 

nmi Politics of Civil-Military Relalions, 7th printing. 1981 (1957) 
(Cambridge, Massachuseus: Belknap Press), p. 52.

2. Five years prior to the Question Mark Flight, Lieutenant John 
P Richter and Captain Lowetl H. Smith fleiv more lhan thirty-

C O M M E N T S  BY
M a j o r  G e n e r a l  J a m e s  P. M c C a r t h y

AFTER reading the November-December 1984 
issue of A n Unwersity Review, I find that I 
have strong disagreement with one of the con-

Are all of our writers stuck on this same track? 
No, but they seem todominate. If we end up in 
a nuclear war, what tactics will we employ? 
What can we learn from the past about the use 
of strategic nuclear weapons? If we have a nu
clear war, the choice lies not with the profes- 
sional officer but with the Presidem.

A study of the use of conventional forces 
would be more appropriate. If the effort was 
made to include a more diverse history in our 
commissioning sources, the interest generated 
might spill over into the writing submitted to 
the Review. A more diverse menu might well 
stimulate more reading. I was not really sur- 
prised to read in Lind’s article that less than 2 
percent of the copies printed are actually read 
thoroughly. While I was reading his article, 
someone asked me, ” You don t really read that, 
do you?”

Yes, I do. And I encourageothers in my office 
to do so. I also encourage them to write for the 
Review, as I have done. If censorship is alive in 
the policy review procedure, it can be changed 
only by increased interest and activity in areas 
outside current policy and doctrine limits.

Lynchburg, Tennessee

seven hours. refueling in llighi.

Lieutenant Reed is assigned to the Arnold Engineeríng Develop- 
ment Center, Arnold A F.S. Tennessee.

tribuiors. In the article titled “Reading, Writ
ing, and Policy Review," WilliamS. Lindcrit- 
icizes the Air Force officer corps for being in-
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telleciually moribund and accuses lhe Air Force, 
in general, of censorship. Lei me tell you ihat 
neither asseriion is accurate.

Regarding his firsi criticism. lhe number of 
officers with advanced degrees and professional 
military education (PME) belie the implica- 
tions. Practically all U.S. Air Force line officers 
havea baccalaureaiedegreeor higher. Of these, 
approximately 40 percent have master s de
grees or higher. Of the approximately 105,000 
Air Force officers, more than 23,000 have com- 
pleied Squadron Officer School (SOS); more 
than 30,000 have completed both an interme- 
diate service school, such as Air Command and 
Staff College and SOS; and more lhan 10,000 
have completed a sênior service school, such as 
Air VVar College, in addition to the other tvvo 
leveis of PME. These courses of siudy require 
reading. analysis, and writing. One who is in- 
tellectually moribund or sluggish would not be 
able to compete in such areas.

Looking at military issues, he used the ex- 
ample of differing fighter design schools. I 
commend him for being so aware of this issue, 
but to implv that the Air Force is not writing, 
talking, and thinking about it and similar 
issues is simply not correct. Consider the article 
in the May-June 1983 issue of Air University 
Review titled “Air Force Fighters: Simple or 
Complex?” in which the author, Major (now 
Lieutenant Colonel) Herbert W. Johnson, ana- 
lyzes the rationale for sophisticated fighters 
versus simple fighters. (pp. 24-35) If you will 
only check the Air Command and Staff College 
curriculum, you will see that fighter design is a 
vital part of the schooFs curriculum. Here at 
Strategic Air Command Headquarters, to fos- 
ter thought on similar strategic issues, we have 
the Long Range Issues Team made up of ac- 
tion officers from across the staff, which pro- 
vides a forum for freewheeling thought and 
discussions. Moreover, in my day-to-day work,

I do not see an officer corps that is stifled.
As for censorship, the U.S. Air Force does 

have a security and review process that is pru- 
dent and not a form of censorship in a pejora- 
tive sense. We who have been entrusted with 
the security of this great nation have a serious 
responsibility to ensure that classified informa- 
tion is properly controlled for security reasons 
at all times. As for policy, we should use what is 
printed in an officially sanctioned Air Force 
publication. To print articles that are the result 
of faulty research and are full of nothing but 
hearsay would do little to contribuie to knowl- 
edge and could be misinterpreted by those not 
familiar with the subject area.

As for his criticism of Air Force officers being 
in the “how-to-do-it'' mode, let me assure you 
that they are doing it—studying, training, fly- 
ing, repairing, and sitting alert in defense of 
our country, among a myriad of other tasks. 
They are not just thinking or talking about 
doing; they are acting, causing action. and in 
the midst of action. Even with this activity, 
they are still working on those academic de
grees and professional military school diplomas.

As you are aware, the Air Force has the con- 
cept of the “whole person,” a person with a full 
range of attributes; for example, job knowl- 
edge, communication capability (both oral and 
written), leadership, initiative, adaptability to 
stress, sensitivity to the needs of fellow human 
beings, integrity, flexibility, and creativity. 
Underpinning these attributes is a basic re- 
quirement for professional knowledge and 
dedication to duty. If given my choice of those 
to lead in battle or to be my son's or daughter’s 
leader in battle, I would take today’s “average" 
Air Force officer every time.

Offutt AFB, Nebraska

General McCarthy is Deputy Chief of Staff Plans at Hq SAC.
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C O M M EN T S  BY
U EU T EN A N T C O LO N EL JO EC . H e n d e r s o n

WILLIAM S. LIND’S article, ‘‘Reading, Writ- 
ing, and Policy Review,” in the November- 
December 1984 issue oi A V Review particu- 
larly hit the nail on the head. In my opinion, 
there are hundreds of “in the closet” authors in 
the U.S. Air Force who are quite ready to pub- 
lish ií the “administrivia” details necessary to 
publish were lessened. The desire to publish 
also extends to presentation of various profes- 
sional papers at symposia conducted every- 
where.

The bureauratic process of clearing some-

C O M M E N T S  BY 
C A PTA IN  R O G ER  C . B ü RK

I WOULD like toexpandon Lieutenant Colo- 
nel Timothy E. Kline’s commentary in the 
November-December 1984 issue of Air Univer- 
sity Review . * Kline remarked that there is more 
freedom of debate in the Marine Corps Gazette 
than in the Review. I have read both the Review 
and the U.S. Naval Institute Proceedings regu- 
larly for several years, and I would like to add 
that the latter also compares very favorably 
with the Air Force publication.

Some of the differences are more or less su
perficial: the Proceedings is larger, has more 
pictures (some in color), and carries advertis- 
ing. The Air University Review simply looks 
like a dull academic journal. However, I also 
find a big difference when I compare the con- 
tents of the two magazines. To begin with, the 
Proceedings has more variety. The January

•Lieutenant Colonel Tim othy E. Kline, "On Secking a Fórum 
for the Mitchells," Air University Review. November-December 
1984. p. 90.

thing just is not worth the hassle. By the time 
clearance is obtained, it is too late to present 
your idea anywhere.

I suspect that the reason why we see repeat 
authors in the Review is that they have mas- 
tered the intricacies of waffling. How about 
something on tips for the author?

Kelly AFB, Texas

Colonel Henderson is Chiei. Country Managers Branch, Directo- 
rateof Materiel Management. Hq San Antonio Air LogisticsCentet
(AFLC).

1985 Proceedings has major articles on such 
diverse topics as the Iran-Iraq War, officei 
training, the Soviet Black Sea Fleet, and the 
employment of Tomahawk tactical nucleai 
missiles. There are special departments for his- 
torical reminiscences and for leadership topics 
and a Professional Notes section. In contrast, 
four of the six major articles in the November- 
December 1984 Review are on strategic forces, a 
topic that takes up too much of the Review. I 
also find that the quality of writing is generally 
better in the Proceedings. I have read manv 
articles in the Review that were poorly written, 
dull, abstract to the point of meaninglessness, 
or simply repetitive on common arguments for 
stronger national defense, tediously preaching 
to theconverted. I thought that the best-written 
article in the last Review was the short one by 
William S. Lind complaining that the U.S. Air 
Force lacks intellectual life. It is certainly true 
that there is a much more vigorous debate of 
important issues in the Proceedings, which
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(requently prints articles urging changes in 
V.S. Navy policy. Important topics are dis- 
:ussed for months or years afterward: this 
month's issue printed eighteen letiers to lhe 
editor. The last Air University Review had one.

Both Kline and Lind complained of mental 
Dssificaiion in the Air Force. I believe that a 
major contributor to this is our lack of an inde- 
jendent professional journal. The Air Univer
sity Review is a government publication, and I 
am sure that that inhibits editorial freedom. 
The Proceedings is published by the U.S. Na
val Institute, a nongovernmeni professional 
organization whose voting membership is re- 
stricted to U.S. naval officers (active, Reserve, 
or retired). Our service has the Air Force Asso-

C O M M EN T S BY
M a j o r  W i l u a m  J. G o r m a n , ] r .

PROFESSOR Lind s article, "Reading, YVrit- 
ing, and Policy Review," in your November- 
December 1984 issue, has succeeded at least in 
provoking this occasional Review reader to 
take upa stubby pencil. Several thoughts move 
me to write.

First, I believe that Lind has perhaps chosen 
the wrong issue (fighter design) to illustrate his 
point. The "current-approach" school will 
probably continue to prevail for the foreseeable 
future, not because of a lack of fundamental 
thought but because it provides commanders 
and fighter aircrews with the widest possible 
range of options when they are risking their 
lives (and their nation s future) in potential or 
actual combat situations. Tilting very far to- 
ward the "missileer” or "lightweight-fighter’’ 
school for designing a top-line air-superiority 
machine would, in my opinion, dangerously 
narrow those options. For instance, during 
times of heightened international tensions, it 
may be necessary (even with greatly improved

ciation (AFA), but its membership is not so 
restricted. The AFA plays the role of a booster 
organization more than that of a professional 
one. The AFA’s A ir Force Magazine has articles 
describing Air Force activities and supporting 
Air Force positions, but it is not a forum for 
professional debate. The U.S. Air Force needs 
an independem professional organization 
whose major purpose is toencourage, develop, 
and publish fresh ideas on professional topics.

Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio

Gaptain Burlt is presently a sludeni al the School of Kngineenng. 
Air Force Institute of Technology, Wright-Patterson AFB.

identification, friend, foe, or neutral systems) 
to go into visual range to see not only who 
those airplanes belong to (F-4s and F-14s now 
belong to foes, while MiGs now belong to 
friends) but also what, pray tell, they are 
doing—and then possibly to engage at short 
range; a "missileer” would be at some disad- 
vantage here. On the other hand, I, for one, 
would greatly dislike flying a "lightweight 
fighter” toward a Foxhound or any other new- 
generation Soviet fighter, for we have no guar- 
antee that they will not shoot beyond visual 
range (BVR); to count on a passive radar- 
homing missile to keep the bad guys from 
shooting BVR overlooks the possibility (not 
beyond the technical capabilities of both the 
United States and the Soviet Union) of devel- 
oping a ground- or AWACS-based system for 
cueing a fighter's radar-guided missiles with- 
out needing the fighter’s radar to emanate until 
just prior to launch, leaving insufficient time 
for an effective riposte by the lightweight fight-
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to describe someone who could solve the unique 
technical problems facing our military ances- 
tors, you go on to show how the essential need 
for technically trained and oriented individu
ais has increased over time, and then you pro- 
pose that the current emphasis on a technical 
education may be a strategic error. I would 
argue that the same set of data and examples 
would conclude that the side that had the best 
technically trained minds has been the key to 
success, innovation, and victory. The side that 
best understands and applies the technology 
has won far more times than those turtles who 
restudy how* to refight the next war with the 
technologies of the last war. VVhile we no 
longer need to educate our officers into the 
intricacies of logarithms (we have computers to 
solve the artillery problem), we must have 
computer-literate officers to solve the force ap- 
plication and command and control problems 
of our day.

Likewise, you do your readers a disservice by 
introducing the statistic regarding the number 
of individuais holding nontechnical degrees at 
Air War College. I have tallied the education of 
the generais and lieutenant generais as shown 
in their official biographies for both active and 
retired lists. These data overwhelmingly sup- 
port the premise that the way to succeed to the 
leadership of the U.S. Air Force is through a 
technical orientation. The data indicate that 
for the sample of fifteen retired full generais, 
only five show other than a sound technical 
background among their academic achieve- 
ments. For retired lieutenant generais, out of a 
sample of twenty-nine, again only five indi- 
cated other than a B.S. degree. As for active 
duty, of the twelve generais, three had no B.S., 
and of thirty-seven lieutenant generais, there 
were nine without a science major. I think that 
you should revisit the data and find out how 
many bachelor of science degrees were in the 
original accession group and how many were 
lost to the Air Force. As an aside, the percentage 
opportunities for promotion appear to be very 
good for the technically trained in the class of

1983 at the Air War College.
As would be expected, many of these leaders 

carne from the service academies. I think thai 
you should have pointed out that these acade
mies were established to provide military engi- 
neers, and in early times in our history they 
were the best schools for a technical education 
and were sometimes attended by students whc 
wanted a technical education, not necessarily a 
military education. Your readers should know 
that graduates such as Lee, MacArthur, Patton 
Marshall, and Eisenhower were all trained tc 
be engineers.

Advocates of such novel ideas as submarines 
tanks, and airplanes had to see through the 
limitations of the first unreliable, unsafe, anc 
extremely limited early models and envisior 
the technical limits that these ideas coulc 
reach. They had to resolve many technica’ 
problems and convince the skeptics by test anc 
analysis that these ideas were sound and practi 
cal. The future innovative concepts of a space- 
based ballistic missile defense, electronic w-ar 
fare, and the full application of OCM wil 
require officers with exceptional background; 
in physics and electronics to design and operate 
such complex systems effectively. It does nc 
credit to our military predecessors to remembe 
that there was no operational requirement foi 
airplanes or ballistic missiles. The future wil' 
be driven by our ability to recognize and utilize 
technology. We no longer have the luxury o 
waiting for others to advance the State of the ar 
and adapt it to our needs.

In my opinion, the trend to more technica 
people is sound. During my time in the Aii 
Force our activities require more and more un 
derstanding of the technical limitations of the 
tools of our trade. Unfortunately the days o 
flying planes with the white scarves in the winc 
are gone, never to return. Today’s pilot or op 
erator is a systems manager who is tasked to use 
the right system and get the most from it. 
submit that as the system complexity grow; 
and the individual is forced to rely more anc 
more on electronic means to maintain aware
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ness and status, the need for technically irained 
people will become even greater.

I am convinced that you could not have 
meam what you wroie. Perhaps you should 
clarify what you mean by a technical educa- 
tion. The U.S. Air Force prides itself on being 
the military leader of the world in the recogni-

EDITOR’S REPLY
I hasten to assure Colonel Hillebrand that I 
meant what I wrote. And just what was that? 
My remarks began with four full paragraphs 
devoted todemonstrating theopening thought: 
that technology has been one of the greatest 
forces for change in human affairs, and that 
this has been especially true in war. Even so, I 
then wondered, are we being well served today 
by an officer accession policy so committed to 
the importance of technology that it seems des- 
tined to exclude from our ranks everyone ex- 
cept those with a scientific or engineering 
degree?

Colonel Hillebrand's comments give the 
impression that he thinks every Air Force of
ficer should be a scientist or engineer if he or 
she is to be capable of leadership in the modem 
Service. This, I submit, is no truer now than it 
ever was, since technical skill is not required to 
see the potential in new weaponry. It was a war 
correspondem who carne up with the idea of 
the tank. A college dropout (Billy Mitchell) 
and a notoriously poor student who only 
barely made it into the British army (Sir Hugh 
T renchard; are listed among the prophets of air 
power.

Space limitaiions do not permit us to print 
the two solid pages of data that “overwhelm- 
ingly support” Colonel Hillebrand’s “premise 
that the way to succeed to the leadership of the 
Air Force is through a technical orientation.” 
(This how-to-get-ahead aspect of his rebuttal, 
by the way, was no part of the contentor intent

tion and adapiation of technology. Our success 
has been basedon this proven ability to use and 
push the technology.

Gnffiss AFB, New York

Colonel Hillebrand is Chiei, Surveillance Divisionof lhe Rome Aii 
Developmcnl Cemcr.

of my editorial.) His data consist of the naines 
of ninety-three generais and lieutenant gener
ais, active and retired, of whom sixty-nine 
earned B.S. degrees. Many of ihese sixty-nine 
also hold M.S. degrees. These data are offered 
apparently under the assumption that all B.S. 
and M.S. degrees have something to do with 
Science, technology, or engineering (as was 
once imended but is no longer true). The 
number of both in such fields as Business, 
management, public administration, sociology, 
political Science, economics, international af
fairs, and military Science (often a pseudonym 
for military history) is legion, especially among 
military officers. Consider these few examples 
which are taken from the data supplied by Colo
nel Hillebrand: One generaTs B.S. degree from 
Auburn University is in history, another’s B.S. 
from the University of Omaha is in military 
Science, and still another’s B.S. degree from the 
University of Nebraska is in geography and 
political Science.

These examples are not exceptional. As a 
result, what his data indicate to me is that there 
is a healthy diversity in the educational back- 
grounds of today’s general officer corps, one 
that is endangered by the current emphasis on 
technical education in officer accessions. It is 
disturbing to think that many of today’s gen
eral officers listed by Colonel Hillebrand might 
not qualify for commissioning under an Air 
Force accession program driven by a require- 
ment for technical degrees.
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Finally, Colonel Hillebrand teases me by 
listing several of my personal heroes who he 
claims “were all trained to be engineers.” I 
would remind him that:

• The only academic subject in which Ike 
excelled at West Point was English, in which 
he ranked in the top ten in his class.

• Looking back on his years at VMI, George 
Marshall “always regretted his lack of training 
in how toexpress himself in writingandspeak- 
ing, the ineffective instruction in foreign lan- 
guages, and the total lack of courses in history 
and the social Sciences which would have better 
prepared him for understanding national and 
international problems.”

• VVhen asked for his suggestions by Major

General Maxwell Taylor, the newly appointed 
Superintendem at West Point, General Patton, 
replied in September 1945:

I am convinced that noihing 1 learned in elec- 
tricity or hydraulics or in higher mathematics or 
in [mechanical] drawing in any way contributed 
to my miliiary career. Therefore I would markedly 
reduce or wholly jettison lhe above subjects.

• The views of Robert E. Lee and Douglas 
MacArthur with regard to the utility of being 
well prepared in the intangibles of leadership, 
morale, cohesion, and the operational art are 
too well known to be repeated here.
Thus, my original question stands: "Air Force 
Officer Corps, Quo Vadis?”

D.R.B.

ON PALMER AND THE PENTAGON:
THE RELEVANCE OF AN OLD SOLDIER'S IDEAS
Dr . E d w a r d J. P h i l b in

IN preparing the review of the biography of 
Brigadier General John M. Palmei by Dr. I. B. 
Holley, Jr..* Dr. Russell F. Weigley confessed 
to "groping in search of a theme" (p. 93) for his 
piece due to "difficulty of finding current rele- 
vance in General Palmer’s main ideas.” (pp. 
93-94) I was bemused by Professor Weigley’s 
difficulties because they contrasted so sharply 
with my own admiration of the contemporary 
relevance, to say nothing of the prescience, of 
Palmer's views when I first read the book in 
December 1982.1

My experience in the Pentagon during the 
remaining eighteen months of my tenure as 
Deputy Assistam Secretary of Defense for Re
serve Affairs did nothing to denigrate my admi- 
raticn for the visionary nature of what Dr. 
Weigley refers to as Palmer’s "profound and

*Dt Russell F. Weigley. "Problems of lhe I hinking Man in 
t niform." Air Unwerstly ftevirw, July-August 1981. pp. 9.1-96.

important . . . basic convictions and principal 
ideas.” However, in contrast to Weigley’s view 
that Palmer’s ideas "seern attuned and proper 
for his own time, but not for ours,” I revisited 
the Holley book many times subsequent to my 
initial reading to assure myself, with both 
amusement and chagrin, that the words and 
phrases then and presumablv still buzzing 
about the conference rooms of the Pentagon, 
concerning all facets of the Total Force Policy 
and the “Force Mix Issue" were not novel but 
had indeed been uttered by Palmer, hissuppor- 
ters, and hisdetractors, with roughly compara- 
ble amounts of heat and light, decades before 
the presentcast of adversaries hadjoined battle. 
In fact, the citizen-soldier controversy in which 
General Palmer played such an important role 
had itsgenesis in the American Revolution and 
seems destined to continue as long as our coun- 
try exists.

Before considering a possible explanation
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foi such a stark polarity of opinion, one might 
find it useful to summarize the basic concepts 
espoused by Palmer, a self-professed “hide- 
bound professional soldier," not only during 
his military career but ihroughoui his adult 
life.

Palmer claimed that the “most importam 
fruit” of his Regular Army experientes was “a 
set of convictions about the proper role of the 
military in a republic and the relationship of 
the civilian components to the regular forces.’’ 
Palmer’s conceptualization of that role and re
lationship was eventually promulgated by 
General George C. Marshall in War Depart
ment Circular No. 347 (25 August 1944) as the 
type of military institution that was to be the 
basis for postwar peace establishment plan- 
ning. That basic military institution was de- 
scribed as a

. . . professional peace establishment (no largei 
than necessary to meet normal peacetime re- 
quirements) to be reinforced in time of emer- 
gency by organized units drawn from a citizen 
army reserve, effectively organized for this pur- 
pose in time of peace; with full opportunity for 
competem citizen-soldiers to acquire practical 
experience through temporary active Service and 
to rise by successive steps to any rank for which 
they can definuely qualify; and with specific fa- 
cilities for such practical exoerience. qualifica- 
tion. and advancement definitely organized as 
essential and predominating characteristics ol 
lhe peace establishment.

Although General Dwight D. Eisenhower 
quietly rescinded Circular 347 soon after he 
replaced General Marshall as Army Chiei of 
Staff, an examination of the current military 
structure of all the Services under the Total 
Force Policy reveals a striking resemblance to 
that earlier “peace establishment."

Palmer's intellectual construct was composed 
of experiential bricks. For example, although 
the custom among Regular oíficers of the time 
was to take a patronizing view of surnmer sol- 
diers. thecourageous performance of theseama- 
teurs in battle led Palmer to the belief that an 
interested and alert citizen-soldier might very

well know more about the profession of arms 
thanan uninteresied, time-serving professional. 
Notwithstanding the very real deficiencies of 
the militia of the time, General Palmer was 
convinced that citizen-soldiers were a splendid 
body possessed of great military potentialities, 
as well as a political potency unmatched by the 
Regulars. Thus, citizen-soldiers could be uti- 
lized not only to fashion an adequate national 
defense but to generate the public support 
needed to persuade Congress to appropriate the 
required dollars.

Palmer shared a basic premise with Marshal 
Foch; successful officers must be men of broad 
cultivation, and a citizen-soldier of wide expe
rience and far-ranging outlook might be more 
effective in war than a highly trained but nar- 
row Regular whose interests had been largely 
focused on military politics, the prospects for 
promotion, and the next assignment. Conse- 
quently, Palmer was absolutely opposed to a 
concentration of military leadershipexclusively 
in the hands of a professional military elite.

Although Palmer and Marshall both vigor- 
ously sought to institute a program of univer
sal military training (UMT) as the motive 
power of the peace establishment they envi- 
sioned, it was merely a means of implementa- 
tion. The essence of Palmer’s plan was not only 
to provide individual training for citizen- 
soldiers but also to train them to operate in 
organized units as an integral part of the na- 
tion’s defense system, thereby making possible 
a reduction in the size of the Regular Army. He 
was a Champion of every measure that would 
provide citizen-soldiers with secure member- 
ship in stable military organizations whose 
traditions, practices, and leaders were familiar; 
he had seen the alternatives fail in battle. His 
citizen-army was to be composed of organized 
units commanded and led by Reservist officers 
who knew and understood the charac ter and 
outlook of citizen-soldiers.

Palmer’s battle cry in thedoctrinal wars was 
for complete harmony of American military 
policy with the soc ial and political instilutions
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of a democratic people. Therefore, he believed 
that the Old Army doctrine, synonymous with 
the name of General Emory Upton andcalling 
for an expansible standing army, had no con- 
genial place in this country not only because of 
philosophical incompatibilities with societal 
values but also because political realities made 
such an army impossible. Palmer was certain 
that a peacetime nucleus large enough to an- 
chor an eííective army expansion for a great 
war saddled the taxpayer with an unacceptably 
large peacetime force of Regulars. Yet a peace
time nucleus small enough to be realistically 
acceptable to the Congress wotdd be too small a 
war army, unlessoneassumeda rateof wartime 
expansion that wasabsurd. Hissolution was to 
maintain a small Regular Army and to mobi
lize a preexisting Citizen Reserve organized in 
units, which could be provided further post- 
mobilization training. Such a plan, he be
lieved, would not only be in harmony with the 
national spirit and traditional American mili- 
tary policy but would also be economically and 
politically feasible.

It was this vision to which Palmer clung 
throughout his life, albeit with variations of 
detail in its proposed implementation. Hisad- 
vocacy was in opposition to the Old Army 
Regulars who, ignoring Palmer’s research on 
George Washington's views, parroted Emory 
Upton’s Military Policy of the United States on 
the virtues of an expansible Regular Army and 
the evils of reliance on civilian components 
with the object of relegating the militia to the 
role of local constabularies, if not to the devil.

Palmer never faltered in his view that the 
central problem of a democratic military policy 
is the determination of the proper relationship 
between the full-time and the part-time sol- 
diers, a still lively subissue of the Total Force 
Policy known under the rubric “Force Mix." 
He preached that the Regular Army did a great 
disservice to itself in its refusal to recognize and 
make effective use of the widespread and abid- 
ing interest in national security extant in many 
segments of civilian society.

It was an article of Palmer’s faith that his 
type of military would provide maximum de- 
fense at minimum cost and would also ensurei 
the nation’s freedom with a military institu- 
tion suited to the “genius of a democratic peo
ple.” Recognizing that the cost of comparable 
units declined drastically as one went from re
liance on Regular to reliance on National 
Guard and Reserve units, he said:

In forming the peace establishment . . .  no 
organization should be maintained in a higher 
price category if it can be safely maintained in a 
lower priced category and mobilized therefrom in 
time to meet the requirements of an emergency.
Always aware of the political dimensions of 

military institutions, he was convinced that it 
waseconomics, not foreign policy, which would 
determine the real character of a peacetime 
military establishment. His distrust of the mo
tives behind the Uptonian expansible army 
concept made him ever wary of any military 
structure that could relegate citizen-soldiers to 
the role of cannon fodder in an army designed 
and controlled by Regulars.

Despite the successful and ever-improving 
performance of the Total Force Policy for over 
a decade, the citizen-soldier debate continues. 
Although the Reagan administration has been 
unswerving in its adherence to that policy, as! 
evidenced by the current DOD guidance, there 
are unbelievers, both military and civilian, 
who would geld or garrote the Total Force 
Policy and the All-Volunteer Force.2 Proposals 
are heard for both a massive expansion of the 
standing forces and a return to massive con-1 
scription in lieu of reliance on a strong Na- i  
tional Guard and Reserve. Suggestions to limit I 
non-Regulars to company-grade ranks and toi 
use Guardsmen and Reservists solely as fillers 
for active-duty units rather than to organize 
them in units of their own are seriously, if 
quietly, discussed. Fears exist that, if called. 
Guardsmen and Reservists will not appear; 
that if they appear, it will not be in time; and, if 
in time, they will be found wanting in élan or 
competence. Another popular bète noire gua-<
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ranteed 10 cause military insomnia, despiie all 
oí the evidence to the contrary. is the alleged 
unwillingness oí any U.S. Presidem to mobi
lize the Guard and Reserve, regardless of the 
national need. for fear oí the domestic political 
consequences.

Admittedly, detractors of the Total Force 
Policy, and the All-Volunteer Force are few in 
numbers. at least in the public arena; but they 
are active, whether from pure or parochial mo
tives it is impossible to determine. Such dis- 
agreements come as no surprise to readers of 
General John M. Palmer, Citizen Soldiers, and 
the Army of a Democracy. Indeed, the genesis 
of the current arguments was in debates be- 
iween Washington (promilitia) and Hamilton 
(antimilitia). What is astounding is that the 
arguments were not stilled by the evidence in

Note*
1.1. B. Holley.Jr., General JohnM. Palmer. Citizen Soldiers, and 

lhe Army of a Democracy (Wesiport, Connecticuc and London: 
Greenwood Press, 1982. $35.00). 726 pages.

2. See. (or example. Philip Cold. "Whai lhe Reserves Can—and

Palmer’s time, nor have they been in ours. 
Weigley’s discovery of the relevance of Palmer's 
insights into military politics and conserva- 
tism and the role of a serving officer who dis- 
sents from official policies of superiors is ex- 
tremely well espoused in “Problems oí the 
Thinking Man in Uniform.” His inability to 
find similar relevance in Palmer’s citizen-army 
concept is probably due to too heavy a focus on 
the Palmer Marshall crusade for universal 
military training, certainly made irrelevant to- 
day by cosí considerations and the massive 
planning complexities entailed, to say nothing 
of the lack of need. However, UMT was merely 
a means of implementing Palmer’s larger Vi
sion, the citizen-army peace establishment, 
which, I submit, is as relevant as today's news- 
paper and tomorrow’s Pentagon conference.

Washington, D.C.

Can'i—Do." The Public Interest, Spring 1984, pp. 47-61

Dr. Philbin isCommissionerof the Federal Maritime Commission.

Out of evers hundred nevv ideas ninety-nine or more will probably be 
inferior to the traduional responses which ihey propose to replace. Noone 
man, however brilham or well-informed, can come in one lifetime to such 
fullness oí understanding as to safely judge and dismiss ihe customs or 
institutions of his society, for these are the vvisdom oí generations after 
centuries of experiment in the laboratory of history.

Will and Aricl Duram 
L e s s o n s  o f  H i s t o r y .  p. 35
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INVENTING HISTORY:
SOVIET MILITARY GENIUS REVEALED
L i e u t e n a n t  C o l o n e l  b a r r y  d . Wa t t s  
Dr  W il l ia m s o n  M u r r a y

DR. BRVANI. FUGATES Operation Bar- 
barossa: Strategy and Tacticson the East- 
ern Front, 194 l~f boldly attempts to dispute the

view, long “ taken as an article of faith” by 
bourgeois historians in the West, that the 1941 
German attack on the Soviet Union caught the

fBryan I. Fugate, Operation Barbarossa: Strategy and Tactics on the 
Eastem Front, 1941 (Novato, Califórnia: Presidio Press, 1984, $22.50), 415 
pages.

( e o r g i i  K .  Z h u k o v ( l e f l )  b e c a m e  a m a r s h a l  d u r i n g  t h e  c o u r s e  o f  t h e  ( , r e a t  P i i t r i o t u  11'rtr. M a r s h n l , \ 1 .  
I ' a s i l e v s k y  ( r i g h l ) i v o r k e d  o n  d e f e n s i  v e  o p e r a i  t o n s  p i a u s  p r i o r  t o  t h e  ( l e r m a n  t n v a s i o n  m  J  u n e  ! (,44.
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Soviets by surprise. without any realistic plan 
or operative concept for coping with lhe situa- 
lion lhat confronted thein. (p. xix) The truth, 
Fugaie maintains, is otherwise. While ihe So- 
viet political leadership would have preferred 
10 delay major war with Germany until 1942 
(or even 1943), by the end of December 1940 "it 
is evident that Stalin was beginning to have 
serious second thoughts" about what Hitler 
was preparing to do in 1941. (pp. 38-39) Fugate 
further contends that as the upshot of study- 
conference and war-gaming sessions held in 
Moscow during late December 1940 and earlv 
January 1941, General (later Marshal) Georgii 
k. Zhukov was able to refute the previously 
held conviction that the Red Army could stop 
the Wehrmacht on the Soviet frontier, thereby 
implying that a German attack “would have to 
be continually drained of energy by successive 
echelons of defense located deep within Rús
sia." (p. 42) Recognizing thecorrectness of this 
view, Stalin quickly secured Zhukov's appoint- 
ment as Chief of the Soviet General Staff.1 
Armed by late March 1941 with íncreasinglv 
detailed and accurate intelligence on German 
preparations for the invasion of the Soviet Un
ion. Zhukov and the Soviet High Command 
proceeded, according to Fugate to set in motion 
a "concrete and workable" plan for the defense 
in depth of the Soviet Union in three echelons 
(tactical. operational, and strategic).2 (p. 51, 
pp. 34-35) The result was a balanced.combined 
arms response to Barbarossa that "went beyond 
the simple, straightforward plans" of the Nazis 
and. with the help of many "egregious blun- 
ders by Hitler and the German High Com
mand. saved the Soviet State from extinction. 
(pp. 34. 35) Thus. Fugate concludes, "viewed 
from any standpoini, the USSR was as well- 
prepared for war in June 1941 as it possibly 
could have been, considering the late start the 
General Staff under Zhukovs direction had in 
implementinga strategic defense plan.” (p. 58) 

Fugate’s revisionist reconstruclion of Barba
rossa s history is. to say the least, provocative. 
After all, if Fugate is correct, then we in the
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West have profoundly misjudged the strategic 
competence of a Soviet leadership whose suc- 
cessors pose the greatest and most enduring 
threat to Western security. At a minimum, Fu- 
gate’s revelations. if true, w-ould represent the 
penetration of a Soviet strategic deception that 
has been in effect since 1941. But if Fugate is 
wrong, then his book could well distort the 
perceptions of an entire generation of Western 
historians and military officers. Consequently, 
right or wrong, Fugate’s lengthy and seem- 
ingly well-researched examination of the Ger- 
mans' 1941 invasion of the Soviet Union merits 
close scrutiny, especially by those profession- 
ally concerned with a potential future war in- 
volving U.S. and Soviet forces.

Is Fugate’s thesis about heretofore unsus- 
pected Soviet military genius supportable? In- 
sofar as this question is to be decided on the 
basis of available evidence—as opposed to one 
man’s "burning conviction" that the conven- 
tional wisdom about Barbarossa is mistaken— 
the answer appears to be an unequivocable no.5 
To go right to the heart of the matter, not only 
does Fugate’s version of Barbarossa’s history 
fly in the face of such highly regarded Western 
accounts as Barton Whaley's Codeword Barba
rossa and John Erickson's The Road to Stalin- 
grad, but it is flatly at odds with Soviet ac
counts. Indeed, so widesptead is Soviet testi- 
mony against Fugate’s thesis that we suspect 
historians, military theorists, and professional 
officers in the Soviet Union may beeven more 
surprised by his "revelations" ihan wre wrere.

The problems of surprise and the beginning 
period of w'ar have, especially since World War 
II, been a recurring preoccupation of Soviet 
military theorists. The definitive Soviet treat- 
ment of these problems currently known to 
Western observers isa volume titled Nachal'Tiyy 
period voyny (The Initial Period of War). Orig- 
inally signcd to press in June 1974, 50,000 cop
ies of this book wrere printed by Voyenizdat, the 
publishing house of the Soviet Ministry of De
fense.4 The sênior author associated with the 
volume is General of the Army Semen Pavio-
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vich Ivanov. General Ivanov’s military creden- 
tials include graduation from the Frunze Mili
tary Academy in 1939, participation in the 
1939-40 war against Finland, involvement in 
Soviet planning for the Stalingrad offensive as 
well as for the Kursk operation, and five years 
(1968-73) as Commandant of the Academy of 
the General Stafí.’ Besides Ivanov, six other 
contributors are identified(N. I. Gutchenko, L. 
I. OFshtynskiy, N. G. Pavlenko, A. F. SopiFnik, 
N. A. Fokin. and F. I. Shestering), making 
Alachainyy period voyny truly the product of

an "authors’ collective.” Because no compara- 
ble Soviet work on the beginning period of war 
is known to have appeared since 1974. 
Nachainyy period voyny apparently remains 
the authoritative Soviet treatment of this im
portam subject.6

What does Nachal’nyy period voyny have to 
say about Soviet planning prior to Barbarossa? 
As it turns out, the book, has quite a bit to say. 
To quote from it at length:

Theconcept of initial operations. . .  envisaged 
that the [Soviet] Armed Forces would make a
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powerful retaliatory sirike againsi ihe enemy 
with ihe aim of repelling the aggression and 
shifting combai to its territory. . . . The General 
Staff elaborated an operations plan. according 10 
which our main forces were to be deployed in a 
zone from the coast of the Baltic Sea to the 
Poles ve. that is, on the northwestern and western 
axes. When, in September 1940, this plan was 
reported to the Politburo of \'KP(b) Central 
Committee, J. V. Stalin raised the thought that 
the probable enemy would endeavor to concen- 
trate its basic efforts in the Southwest. The Gen
eral Staff reworked the tniiially compiled opera
tions plan and outlined a new one which envis- 
aged the concentration of our main efforts on the 
southwestern axis. Since carrying out of the mis- 
sions designated by the plan was to be executed in 
the form of a retaliatory strike after the strategic 
deployment of the main forces of the Red Army, 
in the first stage of the initial strategic operations 
lhe covenng armies deployed in the border zone 
should. by active defensive operations with the 
support ofaviation and the tactical resewes, repel 
the enemy thrustand thereby provide for the con- 
centration and deployment of all the forces de- 
signed for making lhe retaliatory strike. . . .

The plan for defending the State írontier was 
worked out by the General Staff in the spring of 
1941. On its basis, each of the border military 
districts was to elaborate its own specific combat 
plan. Such plans were drawn up, and from the 
5th through the 20th of June [1941J were submit- 
ted to the General Staff for approval.

Thus, according to the general strategy of the 
Soviet High Command, the immediate strategic 
aim ... consisted in repelling the first strike of the 
enemy by usmg lhe troops of the first strategic 
echelon (the covenng armies and the reserves of 
the border districts), in secunng the concentra- 
tion and deployment of the main forces of the 
Red Army, and in creatmg favorable conditions 
for making a retaliatory strike against the enemy.'
What does this account suggest? First, it ex- 

plicitly States that in late 1940 the Soviet con- 
cept was to stop any Nazi attack at or near the 
western borders of the Soviet Union, thuscreat- 
ing the conditions in which the “second stra- 
tegic echelon (the Dnepr was to be its deploy
ment line)" could develop a retaliatory coun- 
terblow'.8 Second, Nachainyy period voyny 
provides no clear evidence that this initial con- 
cept was ever revised in early 1941 along the

lines that Fugate suggests. Instead, what the 
book States is that for a number of "objective 
and subjective reasons,” the most crucial being 
Stalin's misjudginent of the precise time of the 
German attack, by 22 June 1941 “ the Soviet 
High Command had been unable tocreate the 
initial strategic grouping of the Red Army 
along the western frontiers in that form which 
the actually developing situation required.”9 
In short, if Ivanov and his coauthors are to be 
believed, the Soviet “system as a whole” was, as 
Barton YVhaley argued in 1973, taken by sur- 
prise on the morning of 22 June 1941.10

Could the authors of Nachainyy period 
voyny be misinformed? Fugate does, after all, 
assert that because Zhukov and Stalin realized 
that "no force on earth" could have saved the 
Red Army units on the frontier "from being cut 
off and surrounded soon after the war began," 
they "decided that the deception would have to 
be good enough to deceive not only the Ger- 
mans butalso their own front-line forces." (pp. 
45, 46) The difficulty with this explanation is 
that individuais such as Zhukov, vvho had to 
have been privy to what was really being 
planned, basically agree in their published 
memoirs with the account in Nachainyy pe- 
riod voyny rather than Fugate’s in Operation 
Barbarossa.

One of the more detailed firsthand accounts 
of Soviet General Staff planning prior to Bar
barossa can be found in Marshal A. M. Vasi- 
levsky’s 1973 Delo vsey zhiznt (A Lifelong 
Cause). In May 1940, Vasilevsky "wasappointed 
first deputy chief of the General Staff Opera
tions Department’’ and, under the general guid- 
anceof Marshal Shaposhnikov, he, along with 
N. F. Vatutin and G. K. Malandin, drew up the 
"considerations and the plan for strategic de
ployment of Red Army forces [that] were re- 
ported to Stalin in the presence of some Central 
Committee Politburo members in September 
1940.”“ As in the Ivanov book, Vasilevsky re- 
ports that this meeting resulted in instructions 
to the General Staff to revise the plan in accord- 
ance with Stalin’s opinion that the Germans'
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main effort would come not in the center to- 
ward Moscow but in the Southwest toward Kiev 
and the Ukraine.12

To revise the original plan, a huge amount 
of work had to be completed by 15 December 
1940. Although illness forced Vasilevsky to 
miss the study-conference and operational- 
strategic war games out of which Fugate makes 
so much, hedoes observe that the reason for the 
15 December 1940 deadline was because on "1 
January 1941 the command and staffs of the 
districts had to be able to begin work on their 
own plans."13 (pp. 37-43) He also notes that the 
amendments made to the plan before the De
cember 1940 study-conference continued, after 
February 1941, to assume that the initial Ger- 
man thrust could “be contained by our rifle 
units and strongholds in the border military 
districts acting jointly with the borderguards," 
thus giving time for mechanized corps to coun- 
terattack, join with the infantry to smash “the 
enemy wedges,” and set the stage for a “decisive 
counteroffensive.’’14 Finally, Vasilevsky, in 
agreement with NachaVnyy penod voyny, ex- 
plicitly States that as a result of Stalin’s “gross 
error” after mid-May 1940 in refusing to make 
the political decision to go over to a full war 
footing, Soviet “troops were forced to accept 
battle with the aggressor under considerably 
tuorse conditions than they could have been 
otherwise.”M

Offhand, it would seem a bit much to insist 
that a change in Soviet planning as dramatic as 
that alleged by Fugate could, or would, have 
been concealed from Vasilevsky—either in 1941 
or, years later, when Vasilevsky dug through 
the Soviet archives to give his memoirs a “solid 
factual basis."16 Nevertheless, let us suppose, 
for the sake of giving Fugate’s hypothesis every 
benefit of the doubt, that the First Deputy Chief 
of the General Staffs operations department 
was i.ever let in on the secret. Even so, some 
high-ranking members of the Soviet military 
hierarchy had to have known; and Fugate, in 
the context of describing what the Soviets 
really knew about German planning in ad-

vance of the actual attack, names both Zhukov 
and Defense Commissar S. K. Timoshenko:

The 1940 plan for operations was revised under 
the supervision of Zhukov and Timoshenko in 
the springof 1941, and they, no doubt. were well 
aware of what the Germans’ intentions were, in- 
sofar as they had been set down in the Barbarossa 
directiveof [18] December 1940. Zhukov says that 
the general staff intelligence chief, F. I. Golikov, 
“accurately summarized the evolution of the 
Barbarossa' plan by late March 1941." According 

to Guderian, "the plan for operation 'Barbarossa' 
was almost certainly known to the Russian 
command." Taking the directive itself at face 
value, the Soviet Supreme Command logically 
concluded that the Germans were more interested 
in reaching Leningrad and seizing the Ukraine 
before taking Moscow, and Stalin himself was 
convinced that this would be the most rational 
course to follow. (p. 51)

The disturbing thing in this passage is the 
statement attributed to Zhukov without a sup- 
porting citation.17 Fugate seems to intend the 
reader to infer that Zhukov’s Vospominaniya i 
razmyshleniya (Recollections and Reflections) 
firmly supports his interpretation of events. 
The truth is, however, that Zhukov’s memoirs 
categorically dispute Fugate’s interpretation 
on virtually every essential point. Regarding 
the Soviets’ operational-strategic concept in 
1940 and 1941, Zhukov States:

In the operational plan of 1940, which after 
refinement (utochenennyae) was in effect in 1941, 
the following was envisaged in the event of the 
threat of war:

bring all armed fones to full combat readiness;
quickly bring the nation to wartime mobiliza- 

tion;
to fill out forces to wartime strength in accord- 

ance with the mobilization plan;
to concentrate and deploy all mobilized forces 

in theregionsof the western border inaccordance 
with the plan of the border military districts and 
the military High Command.18

As for what the Soviets actually knew about the 
substanceof Httler’s Barbarossa directive prior 
to 22 June 1941, Zhukov supports Fugate to the 
extern of citing Golikov’s 20 March intelli
gence report containinga variam that reflected
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lhe essence of ihe German plan.19 But he mi- 
medíately goes on to document that chis and 
oiher vitally importam intelligence was dis- 
counted by Golikov and others, including 
Stalin himself, as being false, if not deliberate 
misinformation.20 And beyond the failure of 
lhe Soviet political leadership to imerpret cor- 
rectly what later proved 10 be accuraie intelli
gence on German plans for invading the Soviet 
Union in 1941, Zhukov further insists that this 
vital information was not given to the military:

Did the leadership of the Defense Commis- 
sariat and the General Staff know about informa
tion of this tvpe that J. V. Stalin received? After 
the war Marshal S. K. Timoshenko assured me 
that he personally knew nothing. As chief of the 
General Staff. 1 also can attest that I was not 
informed about this.

From the first postwar years to the presem time 
there have appeared here and there published 
accounts that say that on the eve of the war the 
plan “ Barbarossa” was known to us, as were the 
direction of the main thrusts, the width of the 
front of deployed German forces, the number of 
Germans and how they were equipped. . . .

I can say with full responsibility that this is 
pure fiction.21

This passage directly contradicts against Fu- 
gate’s account of what the Soviets knew in ad- 
vance of Barbarossa.

To summarize the views expressed in 
Vospominamya i razmyshlemya, the 1940 op- 
erational and mobilization plans were refmed 
prior to 22 June 1941 in that the Soviets 
changed their estimate of the direction from 
which the main German blow would come. 
Still, Zhukov's memoirs give no indication that 
the concept of repelling the Germans on the 
frontier was abandoned. The intelligence data 
that Fugate claims informed Timoshenko and 
Zhukov’s replanning for a theater-depth de
fense were not taken seriously by the Soviet 
po litical leadership . (Zhukov notes in 
Vospominamya i razmyshlemya: "Gomparing 
and analyzing all the conversations conducted 
by J. V. Stalin in mv presence and in a circle of 
the peopleclosest to him, I have come to a firm

conviction: all his thoughts and actions were 
permeated by a single wish—to avoid war or to 
postpone its oulbreak and that he was certain 
he would succeed in this endeavor."22 Nor, ac- 
cording to Zhukov, was this intelligence in
formation rnade available to the military lead
ership. Lastly, the operational and mobiliza- 
tion plans that had been developed by the mil
itary and approved by the political leadership 
were not implemented “until the night of 22 
June 1941, and even then not in full meas- 
ure.”2* Like Vasilevsky, Zhukov’s published 
recollections identify Stalin’s miscalculation 
of the time of the Nazi attack as the basic mis- 
take from which so many others flowed.24

There is, then, something of a problem with 
Fugate’s use of sources. To embrace Fugate’s 
so-called revelation about Soviet military ge- 
nius also logically necessitates embracing the 
proposition that the most authoritative sources 
regarding the substance of Soviet military 
planning in the late winter and spring of 1941 
are rife with boldface lies. If Fugate is right, 
then Ivanov, Vasilevsky, Zhukov, and others 
are not only lying but also are all agreed on 
more or less the same lie. Even more fantastic, if 
Fugate is to be believed, since 1945 the Soviet 
auihorities have evidently persisted in foisting 
this lie on each successive generation of Soviet 
officers as pari of their professional military 
education!

Beyond Soviet accounts of the history in 
question, theevidence that Fugateoffers foi his 
revisionist interpretation of Barbarossa falis 
largely into two categories: first, tantalizing 
fragments of information about Soviet deploy- 
ments up through 22 June 1911 and, second, a 
list of supposedly unanswered questions about 
combat operations during the ensuing cam- 
paign. In the first category, Fugate highlighls 
the positioning ol lhe Soviet Fwenty-firsl Army 
near Gomei on what, by mid-July 1941. was the 
Southern ílank of Field Marshal Fedor von 
Boc k’s Army Group Genter. “ rheTwenty-first 
Army," Fugate States,
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did not just magically appear, nor was it slapped 
together in a rush and thrown into baule. It was 
there in position before lhe invasion, waiting to 
períorm its mission—which it did wilh some ef- 
fectiveness. (p. xxii)

Here lhe mystery seems 10 be exactly who al- 
leges, or has alleged, lhat this unit magically 
appeared or was thrown pel 1 mell inio baule. 
Erickson’s The Road to Stalingrad, which Fu- 
gate cites in his chapter on prewar Soviet plan- 
ning and strategy, first mentions the Twenty- 
first Army as one of four Stavka reserve armies 
lhat Timoshenko ordered on 25 June 1941 to 
take up defensive positions on a line running 
from Sushchevo through Mogilev. Gomei, and 
Chernigov.2’ Later, in describing the fighting 
involving Army Group Gemer at the end of 
July 1941, Erickson identifies this formation as 
one of almost a dozen Sov iet armies flung into 
“ fiery mazes of attack and defence" stretching 
from Velikie Luki in the north to Gomei in the 
south.26

As for Soviet force deployments prior to 22 
June 1941 in general, Vasilevsky mentions, 
among others: in May, the movement of up to 
twenty-eight divisions from the interior to the 
western-border military districts; in May and 
June, the transfer of various armies from the 
northern Caucasus, Volga, and Ural military 
districts to the Dvina-Dnepr line; and in early 
June, thecall-upand movement to the western 
frontier of some 800,000 reservists.27 Again, 
however. Vasilevsky and Zhukov are equally 
clear that the Soviets failed to complete the 
organizational and mobilizational measures 
that had been planned.28 Indeed, right up to the 
last hours, so paralyzed was the Soviet system as 
a whole by Sialin's fantasy that overt Soviet 
preparations for war might prematurely pro- 
voke a German attack,29 that the “Center” in 
Moscow did not even react when, at a number 
of places along the western frontier, the Ger- 
mans started dismantling their own wire en- 
tanglements and making paths through their 
own minefields.50

Regarding heretofore unexplained mysteries

about why Barbarossa turned out as it did, Fu- 
gate States that the Red Army’s survival in 1941 
cannot be adequately explained, as "most 
knowledgeable generais and historians" in the 
West have assumed, by "the miraculous com- 
bination of an early, severe winter and some 
incredible blunders, mostly Hitler’s, on the 
pari of the Germans.” (p. 33) Now Fugate is 
quite right in claiming that these particular 
explanations do not, in themselves, completely 
explain how the Soviet army managed to sur- 
vive the initial German onslaught. But to insist 
that the historical literature in the West offers 
nothing more is surely misrepresentation, as 
even a cursory perusal of chapters 2 to 6 in 
Erickson's The Road to Stalingrad demon- 
strates.

Nor do doubts about Fugate’s grasp of his 
material end here. In describing German plan- 
ning for Barbarossa, Fugate devotes a number 
of pages to discussing a logistical war gaming 
of the proposed campaign conducted in De- 
cember 1940 by General Friedrich von Paulus 
(later commander of the German Sixth Army 
encircled at Stalingrad). In this early chapter, 
Fugate is adamant in stressing that von Paulus's 
logistical gaming of the actual German plan 
(as of December 1940) not only was "amazingh 
accurate in foreshadowing the actual courseol 
events after 22 June 1941" but showed the pro
posed plan to be so logistically inadequate a? 
"to be bankrupt, devoid of any chance of suc- 
cess.” (p. 84)

Subsequently, in describing the campaign 
after 22 June 1941, Fugate inexplicably does 
not return to logistics. The subject is not even 
raised when he later gives reasons for the pause 
of Army Group Center at the end of August. 
Instead, he ascribes most of the blame for the 
difficulties that the Germans encountered at 
this stage to the tactical stupidity and "jealous. 
egotistical, contradictory, and ill-informed 
leadership" of the German generais—especiallv 
of the "panzer general" Heinz Guderian. (pp 
147, 165, 170-72, 191-92, 203) Yet in light ol 
such works as Klaus Reinhardt's 1972 Dit
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Vende vor Moskau (The Turning-Point Be- 
ore Moscow) and Martin van Creveld s 1977 
upplying IVar (which we could not find 
mong Fugates sources), this tacit reduction of 
he campaign to a purely operational event 
eems to be armchair generalship at its worst. 
is van Creveld says, Barbarossa failed “on 
;rounds other than logistic. includtngadoubt- 
ul sirategy. a rickety structure of command 
aid an unwarranted dispersion of scarce re- 
ources.”51 Still. the German invasion of the 
ioviet Union "was the largest mtlitary opera- 
ion of all time; . . .  the logistic problems in- 
olved of an order of magnitude that staggers 
he imagination”; and the means with which 
he Wehrmacht tried to tackle these problems 
vere extremely modest.5’ In other words. Fu- 
jate’s own explanation of why Barbarossa 
ailed is at least as incomplete as that of the 
jnspecified generais and historians he so read- 
ly condemns.

To push this last point a step further, an even 
jraveromission throughout Fugate's campaign 
íistory is any palpable awareness of the ines- 
rapable frictions that, as Carl von Clausewitz 
•vrote a centurv and a half ago. distinguished 
eal war from war on paper. In particular. Fu- 

igate seems to believe that if events are, after 
months of archival research, íairlv transparent 
to the historian working decades later, then 
ihev must have been equally clear to the partic- 
ipants at the time. We simply can find no other 
xplanation for a sentence as blind to the inex- 

torable frictions of war as:
Guderian s constam downplaying oí the danger 
of a Russian breakout in the Shchara-Zelvianka 
sector tn order to íacilitate the rapid eastward 
movement of his panzar group must, in retro- 
spect. be viewed as an attempt by him to delude 
lhe commander of the Fourth Armv. von K4uge. 
and to provide von Bock with a false excuse to 
ignore the obvtous risk of weakemng the encir- 
clement front at Slonim. (p. 113)

As Clausewitz admonishes us: ‘If no one had 
the right to give his views on military opera- 
tions except when he is frozen, or faint from

heat and thirst, or depressed from privation 
and fatigue, objective and accurate views would 
be even rarer than they are. But they would at 
least be subjeciively valid, for the speaker’s ex- 
perience would precisely determine his judg- 
ment.”55

Where does all thisdiscussion leave Fugate s 
thesis about heretofore unrevealed military 
brillianceon the part of the Soviets in 1941? On 
the evidence at least, his positton seems logi* 
cally indefensible, especiallv if one places an\ 
stock at all in Ockham s razor—the principie 
that “What can be done with fewer [assump- 
tions] is done in vain with more.”54 To salvage 
Fugate, you must be willing to assume: first, 
that the Soviet sources most 1 ikely to have 
known what really befell the Soviet Union s 
Armed Forces in the summer of 1941 have. ever 
since, gone out of their way to tell the same lies 
about Barbarossa;55 second, that. by some form 
of analysis never revealed to the reader (indeed. 
never mentioned), Fugate alone has been able 
to penetrate these lies where historians like 
John Erickson have failed; and third. that Fu- 
gate’s neglect of logistics and his blissful ig- 
norance of friction in no way undermine his 
case. We would suggest. however, following 
William of Ockham, that there is a vastly more 
plausible and economic explanation: that the 
thesis of Fugate’s Operation Barbarossa is 
simply not so. Stalin and the Soviet High 
Command were surprised and largelv unpre- 
pared on 22 June 1941. The chapter titles with 
which Erickson characterized Soviet defensive 
operations during the initial three and a half 
months of Barbarossa are exacily right: ‘‘Disas- 
ter on the Frontiers” and ‘ Towards the Edge of 
Destruction.” As Erickson wrote by way of 
summing up lhe Soviets’ situation in earlv Oc- 
tober 1941, ‘‘the tally of alinost three million 
prisoners of war in German hands and of the 
Red Army’s strength falling to its lowest point 
in the whole war was lamentable proof of a 
persistem and ignoram profligacy with these 
once enormous armies and an almost soulless 
indifference to their fate.”56 To depict Soviet
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planning and combat operations to November 
1941 asotherwise is, on theevidence, to invent 
history.

There is a terrible irony in what \ve have just 
concluded—the kind at which only a criminal 
of Stalin's magnitude would have been gen- 
uinely amused. It is that ií Dr. Fugate’s deepet 
motive was to use his undeniably extensive his- 
torical researth to say something importam 
about how ruthless and tough an adversary 
Lenin's successors vvere in 1941 (andhencemay 
still be today), he need not have invented a 
thing.5' One of the rudest shocks that the VVehr- 
macht experienced in July and August 1941 
was thediscovery that. in contrast to the behav- 
ior typical of VV'estern armies, Soviet units con-
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. . . the conservative who resists change is as valuable as the radical who 
proposes it—perhaps as much more valuable as roots are more vital lhan 
grafts. It is good that new ideas should be heard, for the sakeof the few that 
can be used; bui it is also good that new ideas should be compelled to go 
through the mill of objection, opposition, and contumely; this is the trial 
heat which innovations must survive before being allowed lo enter the 
human race. It is good that the old should resist the young, and that the 
young should prod the old; out of this tension, as out of lhe strife of the 
sexes and the classes, comes a Creative tensile strength, a stimulated devel- 
opment, a secret and basic unity and movement of the whole.

Will and Ariel Duram
Lessons of History, p. 36
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Th: Soviet Air Forces edited by Paul J. Murphy. 

Jefferson, North Carolina: McFarland and Com- 
pany. 1984. 375 pages, 539.95.

As noted in ihe introduction lo this volume, lhe 
Soviet Air Forces (í'oyenno-vozdushnyye sily or 
W S) have been overshadowed in a number of ways 
b\ other branches oí the Soviet m ilitan. Thus, de- 
sptte the (act thai it claims the largest share of the 
defense budget. the W S  is politically weaker than 
the Red Army and is accorded less attention in the 
West than the navy; there is no W S  equivalem to the 
famous Admirai Gorshkov. In the same vein. the 
Soviet Air Forces receive relatively little press in this 
countr>. even in professional military journals. One 
suspects, therefore, that the average U.S. Air Force 
ofíicer knows little oí his Soviet countei part s Service 
bevond—as the need arises—some importam but 
isolaied facts about various weapon systems. This 
lack of knowledge is troublesome because an under- 
standing of air power demands an appreciation oí 
doctrine. historical development. organizaiion, 
training, and national politics as well as orders of 
baule and aircraft performance data.
1 Accordingly. the publication of another book on 
the Soviet Air Forces is a welcomeevent.especiallv— 
as in this case—when the volume contains numer- 
ous chapters (sixteen oí them) on a wide range of 
subjects relating to that Service. Because they go 
beyond the usual scope of books on the Soviet Air 
Forces, the chapters on Chief Marshal of Aviation P. 
S. Kutakhov (W S Commander in Chief), on the 
leadership within the W S, and on party-military 
relatíonships, as well as those on aircraft design and 
the Soviet aviation mdustry, should be of interest to 
readers. Likewise, the lengthy piece by John Green- 
wood and Von Hardesty on the Soviet Air Forces in 
World War II helps tofill the voidon this importam 
topic; here readers might note not only the scale and 
intensity of the air war on the eastern front but also 
the manner in which the W S  evolved during the 
conflict, incorporating new types of aircraft and 
adapting to changingconditionsand new missions.

Beyond the thematic pieces, the collection in- 
cludes chapters on Frontal Aviation (the tactical air 
component), Military Transport Aviation (VTA), 
helicopters, Aeroflot, and the bomber force: these 
provide details on aircraft, force composition, and 
employment doctrine. Finally, contribuiions on 
changes in air-to-air combat training and on the 
major restructuringof command relatíonships round 
out the volume

The main theme that runs through virtually all of 
these essays is that the Soviet Air Forces have evinced 
a considerable ability to improve lheir capabilities 
for a variety of combat and support missions—and 
this trend is likely to continue into lhe future as new 
types of aircraft with greatly enhanced capabilities 
are introduced iniooperational units. Further, Rana 
Pennington's excellent chapter on the Soviets’ new 
approach to air combat training (designed to instill 
greater initiative in fighter pilots) illustrates clearly 
that qualitative improvements in taciics will com- 
plement the new equipment, as does Marshal Ku- 
takhov’s emphasis on advanced technical training 
forofficers. It would therefore beaserious mistake— 
and. ultimately, a dangerous mistake—to regard the 
Soviet Air Forces as static or inflexible in any sense. 
That this point is not taken up in an overview or 
synthetic chapter is the principal shortcoming of 
The Soviet A ir Forces.

Minor errors of fact appear infrequently in the 
volume but could mislead the unwary. For example, 
the thrust-to-weight ratio of 1.1:10 given for Fish- 
bed-N (p. 143) hardly “makes the aircraft a plausible 
competitor to the F-16." Like all books on contem- 
porary subjects, this one has in some cases been 
overtaken by events. In general, however, the vol
ume is informative and makes a substantial contri- 
bution to the field.

Di. Ralph S. Ciem 
Florida International University, Miami

Soviet Power: The Kremlin’s Foreign Policy, Brezh- 
nev to Chernenko by Jonathan Steele. New York: 
Simon and Shuster, 1984, 289 pages, 57.95.

One would expect a writer for lhe leftist Guardian 
and frequent visitor to the Soviet Union and “ its 
allies: Poland, Afghanistan, and Cuba" to write an 
apologia for Soviet foreign policy. This is exactly 
what Jonathan Steele has done. In his introduction, 
he States that Soviet policy in the Third World is no 
diíferent from the policy of any other "industrial 
nation"; that its military power has been developed 
only in response to U.S. initiatives; and that its 
foreign policy is to "defend revolution abroad" and 
based on “fear for Soviet security." (p. xi)

Brezhnev, we are told, "produced a considerable 
advance in living standards which affected all 
groups," and "it is important lo remember that the 
Politburo decision to start importing grain .. . was 
not prompted by a domestic disaster. but by a con-

113
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scious effort to improve Soviet diets.” (p. 252) The 
dissidents are described as "troublemakers" who do 
noi share lhe majority’s support for "peace-loving" 
Sov iet policies and its “disarmament initiatives.” (p. 
253) Furthermore, Soviet foreign policy is "interna- 
tionally approved by a majority of the world com- 
munity." (p. 254) And we learn on lhe next page that 
Chernenko has ‘‘received letters from thousands of 
Soviet patriots offering to work longer each week 
and put the money toward a national defense fund.” 

Carter and Reagan's abandonment of détente 
"carne as a shock to Brezhnev and his colleagues.” so 
much so that "once bitten, the Kremlin appears less 
eager to invest such hopes in détente again.” Mos- 
cow now has a "sense of Washingtons unreliability 
as a partner." (p. 260)

On the other hand, David Holloway of the Wash
ington Post describes the book as "readable, straight- 
forward, and factual.’’

Dr. Anthonv T. Bouscaren 
Le Moyne College 

Syracuse, New York

The Other Establishment by Thomas B. Smith.
Chicago: Regnery Gateway, 1984, 198 pages,
SI 8.95.
Thomas B. Smith’s purpose in writing The Other 

Establishment is twofold: to familiarize the Western 
reader with the overlapping systems of identity doc- 
uments used in Communist countries and to prove 
his thesis that the collection of data for and imposi- 
tion of these documents gives the State near-perfect 
knowledge—and. hence, control—of individual cit- 
izens. In fact, control is the central theme of Smith's 
analysis.

Identity documents are a way of life in the Soviet 
Union. Every Citizen is tracked from birth, through 
life. to death in the Soviet archives. Virlually all 
adultsare required to possessan internai passport, a 
residence registration. and a work booklet. Further, 
all persons who served in the military or who hold 
reserve military status must carry a voyennyy bilet or 
military card. Smith details these and other official 
documents—along with Soviet regulations for lheir 
completion, use, and care—in excruciating detail. 
His contention that few Westerners are familiar with 
these documents is valtd, and his presentation of the 
available open-source material goes far in correcting 
this lack of awareness.

The book, however, suffers from serious prob- 
lems, not the least of which is its subtitle: "An In- 
depth Study of What Individual Life Is Really Like 
in Communist-controlled Countries." The Other 
Establishment, while making the claim on its jacket.

does not even come close to addressing everyday lifij 
behind the Iron Curtain. (Hedrick Smith’s TheRus 
sians, published in 1976, remains one of the mos 
readable books on this subject.) Instead, this book i: 
a detailed description of archive-keeping and iden 
tity documents, primarily in the Soviet Union. A 
full one-third of the volume is devoted to pictures o 
Soviet and other Communist identity documents 
and long-quote citations from Soviet directives 
Most of the remainder consists of line-by-line in- 
structions on how to fill out the documents.

Second. Sm iths translaiion and transliteration o! 
Russian is inconsistent. His credibility is furthei 
injured by unfamiliarity with lhe Soviet military 
establishment, to wit: his treatment of the MVD 
mihtsiya, and border guards; and his references to 
several nonexistent military districts. (p. 129)

Finally, Smith’s greatest shortcoming is his as- 
cribing individual-control capabilities far in excess 
of those currently available to the Soviet govern- 
ment. The Soviets—and the Russians before them— 
have sought this capability for years. I could not 
help but be struck by the fact that Smith's "infringe- 
ment of personal liberty" in requiring certain data 
(e.g., "social position") on the Soviet passport were 
the same "infringements" that I have seen when 
translating old tsarist passports. In other words, lhe 
Russians have not changed, nor have they been in- 
fluenced by the ACLU. What Smith—and we— 
think about personal liberty is of no consequence to 
the Soviets. And, beyond that, Smith himself proves 
that—despite strict regulations and penalties for 
noncompliance—errors are still rife and the system 
fails. Thus. his control thesis is flawed. When better 
computers become available in the Soviet Union, a 
1984 society may be fully realized. Asyet, it remains a 
quest.

The Other Establishment is dry and of liule imer- 
est to the average reader; it would be handy for a 
Soviet bureaucrat. If some of lhe biases were re- 
moved and the military-related sections corrected. it 
would provide a useful reference for the long- 
overdue examination of what life is really like in 
Communist countries.

Lieutenant Colonel Cregorv Varhall, USAF 
Air War College 

Maxwell AFB, Alabarna

Terror and Communist Politics: The Role of the 
Secret Police in Communist States edited by Jon- 
athan R. Adelman. Boulder and London: Wesl- 
view, 1983. 292 pages. $25.00.
As editor Jónathan Adelman notes in the intro- 

duction of Terror and Communist Politics, Western
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scholars havedevoted littleattemion 10 ihequesiion 
oí police terror in Communist sysiems, despite the 
importance of this question to our understanding of 
Communist politics. Clearly. a comparative ap- 
proaeh to the issue has much to offer. By considering 
the role that police terror has played in establishing 
and perpetuating Communist sysiems in several 
countries, we might reach some general hypotheses 
about the relationship between police terror and 
communism. Unfortunately, however, this collec- 
tion oí essays falis far short of its stated purpose of 
providing a "theoretical framework for understand
ing secret-police activity."

After a five-page essay on communism and terror 
by Alexander Dallin. the contributors present case 
studies of police terror in six countries: Poland, the 
Soviet Union, Romania, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, 
and Cambodia. (For some reason, a chapter on edu- 
cation in the People s Republic of China has been 
tacked on at the end, although it has no relationship 
whatsoever to the main subject of the volume.) Two 
of thesechapters, one by Walter M. Bacon. Jr., on the 
Romanian secret police and another by Condoleezza 
Riceon the Czechoslovakian secret police, are useful 
and informative, providing good summaries of the 
function and structure of the secret police in their 
respective countries. Ferenc V'ali's chapter on the 
Hungarian secret police is also informative, but the 
fact that it is a reprint from a book written some 
twenty-three years ago detracts from its value.

The other three case studies—those on Poland, 
Cambodia, and the Soviet Union—suffer from se- 
rious weaknesses. The chapter on Poland, written by 
Michael Checinski, contains some interesting in- 
formation but is poorlv written. disorganized, and 
confusing. It is unclear what the author means, for 
example, by the statement that “the Communist 
terror apparatus, contrary to popular opinion, has 
never been an independem social power which tends 
to destroy its own Party, military elite, or other 
mainstays of the political system. It was never 
proven that irregularities' of the Soviet. Polish, or 
other Communist terror apparatuses were of a party 
'overruled' and betrayed by the secret service.” Has 
the author forgotten about the purges in Soviet Rús
sia from 1936 to 1939 which decimated the ranks of 
the Party and the army? The case study of the Cam- 
bodian secret police, written by Kenneth Quinn, is 
not about the police at all but about Pol Pot and the 
Khmer Rouge, which was largelv responsible for 
carrying out the terror in Cambodia. At some point 
in his study, the author mentions the secret police, 
called lhe Nokorbal, and notes that its role in the 
terror was small and that itsexistence was not widely 
known among the population.

Adelman's chapter on the Soviet secret police is 
disappointing, to say lhe least. Though it covers 
some fifty pages, only a scant seven pages deal with 
the period after 1953, which has been the most neg- 
Iected by Western scholars. There are several mis- 
prints and factual errors. Adelman claims at one 
point, for example, that "in April 1954, the terror 
decrees of December 1954 were annulled. The fron- 
tier guards were now placed under the Red Army." 
Obviously, there is an error in the dates cited, and it 
is not clear what "terror decrees” the author has in 
mind. The fronlier guards were not placed under the 
Red Army but remained under the MVD until 1957, 
when they were subordinated to the RGB. Adelman 
also makes no distinction between the secret or polit
ical police and the regular police, attributing to the 
former functions that belonged to the regular police.

The greatest problem with Terror and Commu
nist Politics is its failure to provide an adequate 
analytical framework for understanding lhe role of 
the secret police in Communist systems. Adelman 
attempts to test the validity of certain models that 
Western scholars have applied to Communist sys
tems in order to explain the role of police terror. 
Dismissing the totalitarian iheory as “simplistic" 
and "unidimensional," he opts for what he calls a 
structural-functional theory, which implies that po
lice terror in Communist systems is largely a ra- 
tional process with rational goals. How then does 
this model explain Stalin's purges? According to 
Adelman, they were not as dysfunctional as we 
might assume but were “dictated by the tensions of 
the approaching World War II and Stalin's desire to 
consolidate his power before it started." Unfortu
nately, the attempt to discredit the totalitarian 
model and rationalize Communist police terror, 
which is apparently the book's purpose, is feeble and 
unconvincing.

Dr. Amy Knight 
Library o f Congress 

Washington, D.C.

The Soviet Conlrol Structure: Capabilities for War- 
time Survival by Harriet and William F. Scott. 
New York: Crane, Russak, 1983, 142 pages, $7.95 
paper.
Many Americans would probably say that the So

viet society is controlled dosely by the Communist 
Party and that people there are somewhat con- 
strained in what they are able to do on a daily basis. 
Most importam, of course, is not what we think 
from our perspective but how the society is actually 
structured and functions. We cannot hope to achieve 
that understanding by mirror-imaging our own so-
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ciety and its particular mores and institutions onto 
our image of the Soviei system.

Harriet and William Scott provide us with an 
incisive look at the Soviet system and the mecha- 
nisms ihat providecontrol of the general population 
as well as the Party, the government, and the Soviet 
Armed Forces. They base their analysis of the Soviet 
Union on their massive personal collection of pub- 
lished Soviet materiais and their extensive personal 
experiences both living and traveling inside that 
country.

The intent of The Soviet Control Structure is not 
only to look at day-to-day control in the Soviet Un
ion but also to examine how that system is designed 
and planned to function in the case of nuclear war. 
Control begins and ends with the Communist Party 
of lhe Soviet Union, which flows from the very 
highest leveis of the Politburo down to the lowest 
town and village levei. Positions in the Party and in 
the Soviet government are closely intermingled at 
each levei, with many leaders holding power in both 
structures. While the Party is centrally controlled, 
the multilayering also provides for autonomy in the 
event of destruction of higher leveis of authority 
during a war.

The tools of the Party’s control over the society 
include the armed forces, the KGB, the Ministry of 
Internai Affairs (MVD), the militia, firemen, and 
civil defense forces stationed throughout the coun
try. Each of these elements is in place and function- 
ing on a continuous basis. The authority to declare 
martial law anywhere during a time of crisis would 
allow absolute control of the civilian population. 
While many of these groups exist under similar 
names in W'estern society, their purpose, power, and 
reason for existence are radically different within the 
Soviet Union.

The Scotts’ explanation of the Soviet system and 
its control mechanisms is clearly written and under- 
standable. The book’s main shortcoming is its lack 
of a thorough critique of wfhere the Soviet system 
breaks down and suffers problems. That sort of in- 
formation is certainly suppressed by the Soviet lead- 
ership, but it can be ferreted out of the very sources 
that the coauthors relied on for research documenta- 
tion. The absence of such a critique leaves out a vital 
ingredient for estimating how the Soviet Union 
might fair under conditions of extreme pressure and 
confusion such as nuclear war could create.

Major Don Rightmyer, USAF 
Mountam Home AFB, ldaho

Soviet Policy in Eastern Europe edited by Sarah
Meiklejohn Terry. New Haven, Connecticut: Yale
University Press, 1984, 375 pages, $27.50.

This is one of the best books that haveappeared om 
the subject of Soviet-East European relations. It i>, 
well edited, up-to-date, and, most important, supe
rior to other edited volumes in the uniform high 
quality of its articles.

Soviet Policy in Eastern Europe contains twelvt 
articles. which aredivided betw'een country-specific 
and regionally oriented studies. In the former cate 
gory are articles by Angela E. Stent on Moscow anc 
the German Democratic Republic, Andrzej Kor- 
bonski on Poland, Jiri Valenta on Czechoslovakia 
and Hungary, and William Zimmerman on Yugo- 
slavia and Romania. The article by Stent is particu- 
larly notew'orthy and makes clear that her reputa- 
tion as the West’s foremost authority on Soviet- 
German relations is fully warranted. K.orbonski’s 
article on the delicate subject of Soviet-Polish rela
tions brings some much-needed rational analysis 
into a field that has been marked more by emotional- 
ism than solid scholarship, especially over lhe past 
four years. The Valenta article provides a useful 
comparison of lhe 1956 Hungarian and 1968Czech- 
oslovak events, while ZimmermaiVs piece con
tains a useful introductory overview of Moscow’s 
relations with Bucharest and Belgrade.

One of the key questions in Soviet-East European 
relations has been the hotly debated issue of Mos- 
cow’s economic ties to the region and in particular 
the question of Soviet energy supplies to the area. 
The article by Paul Marer is a very useful introduc- 
tion to the region’s overall economic problems and 
is characterized by a relatively objective comparison 
of Marer’s own position (i.e., Soviet subsidies for 
Eastern Europe have not been as high as often 
thought) with that of his main protagonist, Jan 
Vanous, who argues that Soviet subsidies have been 
substantial. Marer’s attempt to treat Vanous’s ideas 
in an evenhanded fashion—an altogether unusual 
occurrence in such articles—is to be commended. 
The piece by John P. Hardt on Soviet energy policy 
is very informative and devoid of specialist jargon; 
together with the Marer article, it argues convinc- 
ingly that Eastern Europe is in for some heavy sled- 
ding in lhe economic area for the indefinite future.

Ross Johnson has long been considered one of the 
West’s leading experts on the Warsaw Pact, and his 
chapter on that subject does nothing to detract from 
that reputation. It is a good introduction to the 
subject and illustrates lhe organization’s strengths 
and weaknesses. Pierre Hassner’s article on the im- 
pact of the East European factor on Moscow’s West 
European policy is also of interest, as is Raymond L. 
Garthoffs article on U.S. policy toward the region. 
The latter represents one of the few scholarly articles 
available on the subject.
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Finally, John Campbell and Sarah Terry provide 
useful overviews on the region and highlight (he 
dilemmas faced by the Soviets. Terry puts it best 
when she notes:

In the thirty years since the death of Stalin, suc- 
cessive Soviet leaderships have tried with a singu
lar laek of success to find a formula for stability in 
Easiern Europe: the proper mix of “viability and 
cohesion" that would both protect Moscow's 
perceived security, political and economic inter- 
ests and, at the same time, ensure an adequate 
levei of well-being and popular acceptance of 
local regimes, (p. 349)

There has traditionally been a tendency in the 
West to underestimate the problems faced by the 
Soviets throughout lhe world and overestimaie our 
own. As this volume demonstrates, however, the 
Soviets continue to face serious problems in a key 
region and do not appear to have a ready-made solu- 
tion for dealing with the area’s many-faceted prob
lems. And the problems are getting worse. The need 
for reforms of lhe region’s outdated economic polit
ical structures (assuming they were ever relevam) is 
becoming more pressing. Yet the Soviet Ieadership 
knows its Marx and Lenin well enough to realize 
that any reforms—even if directed at the economic 
sphere—have serious political implications. The re- 
cent Polish experience provided any doubters with a 
vivid demonstration of how quickly economic prob
lems can spill over into the political arena in a 
highly politicized Communist system.

How then to solve the problem? The authors— 
wisely in my opinion—do not give an answer, al- 
though Terry provides some suggestions. The arti- 
cles make clear, however. that Moscow will continue 
to find it very difficult to find a healthy mix between 
viability and cohesion. Soviet Policy in Easiern Eu
rope is a must for anyone who wants to understand 
the current State of Soviet-East European relations 
and their profound implications for the West.

Dr. Dale R. Htrrspring 
Washington, D.C.

A Lexicon of Marxist-Leninist Semantics edited by 
Raymond S. Sleeper. Alexandria, Virgínia: West
ern Coais, 1983, 392 pages, $21.95.
Because Communists change the meaning of 

common words to deceive the "Free World," free 
people must study this language misuse if they are to 
preserve freedom and W’estern civilization. Semanti- 
cal manipulation enables Communists to determine 
how people think.

These are the theses of A Lexicon of Marxist-

Leninist Semantics, a compendium of approximately 
1500 terms culled primarily from Eric Vesely’s "Lex
icon of Communist Terminology and Usage" (USAF 
Foreign Technology Division, 1967). The terms are 
selected on the basis of "source, date, content, and 
function" and defined by means of illustrative quo- 
tations. Soviet leaders and newspapers are the most 
frequently cited sources, although non-Soviet Com
munist leaders and organizations are also quoted.

The Lexicon contains few technical definitions of 
military terms. Quotations cited to define concepts, 
such as the use of force, the role of Soviet Armed 
Forces, and disarmament (to name but a few), gener- 
ally illustraie Communist view's on war and peace. 
As a result, the book contains terms that would 
benefit from more precise explanations; "world bal
ance of forces,” for example, deserves more of a 
definition than just a quotation concerning the in- 
evitable victory of socialism.

The editors give little attention to internai dissen- 
sion, historical evolution, and source selection. In 
addition, because the citations are given without any 
historical, political, or philosophical context, they 
may mislead the reader in some cases. Nevertheless, 
the Lexicon can serve as a useful reference tool for 
readers willing to acquire the knowledge necessary 
to interpret its contents.

Hubert P. van Tuyll 
Texas A&M Cniversity, College Station

Image and Reality: The Making of a German Of- 
ficer, 1921-1933 by David N. Spires. Westport, 
Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1984, 276 pages, 
S29.95.

Previous authors of studies of the Reichswehr in 
the Weimar Republic have focused on its military- 
political relationships, attempting to understand 
the army’s docile acceptance of Adolf Hitler's lyr- 
anny. Major David N. Spires, formerly an associate 
professor at the U.S. Air Force Academy, considers 
the focus of this concemration inappropriate, as he 
believes that the army's internai conditions were the 
most significam factor in determining its relation- 
ship with the government. Consequently examin- 
ing the Reichswehr from within, Spires provides a 
comprehensive description of its officer personnel 
and training programs based primarily on captured 
German documents in the National Archives that 
focus on the Bavarian Seventh Division.

According to Spires, the Reichswehr had to per- 
form the missions of combat readiness and cadre 
training under restrictions imposed by the Versailles 
Treaty that made success nearly impossible. Its
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commanders—Generais Hans von Seeckt, Wilhelm 
Heye, and FreiherT von Hammerstein successively— 
desired 10 foster both lechnical military proficiency 
and the quality of character in their officers. Officer 
training achieved the formei goal, but lhe objective 
of developing character proved more elusive. Under 
von Seeckt, character became synonymous with dis
cipline and obedience. Throughout the Republic, 
training included litile political or civics education. 
General Staff types consequently tended to be rigid 
and conformist in thought and seldom questioned 
higher authority. In these qualities lay the seed of 
the later capitulation to dictatorship.

Spires shows that under Heye’s command, from 
1926 to 1930, the Reichswehr performed its training 
missions best, with fewer evasions of Versailles and 
more cooperation with the Republic’s officials. 
Heye, who is generally considered weak and vacillat- 
ing, in fact pursued dynamic, forceful, and Progres
sive personnel and training policies. Heye thus over- 
shadows von Seeckt and particularly von Hammer
stein, whose era receives relatively little attention in 
Image and Realúy.

The study has a number of flaws. It lacks a general 
introduction that provides background and sets out 
the topics under discussion clearly—an acute neces- 
sity in a topically organized approach like the au- 
thor’s. Spires's apparent reliance on sources avail- 
able in this country and his use of the Bavarian 
di vision as a case study for theentire Reichswehr raise 
questions about the validity of his evidence. Al- 
though personnel files in the German Federal Mili
tary Archive are not open, Spires did not explain 
whether he had inquired about relevant sources in 
other archives such as the Bavarian War Archive. 
The author's evidence of the harmony between the 
Berlin and Munich commands does not prove the 
representative nature of the Bavarian unit, which 
could be established only through a detailed com- 
parison of all Reichswehr divisions. Finally, an un- 
usually large number of spelling errors, misprints, 
and even an occasional unfinished sentence mar the 
book. Despite these limitations and problems, Spi- 
res’s study certainly is an examination of a worth- 
while and neglected topic, as the army’s internai 
conditions were a criticai determinam of its response 
to political crises.

Dr. John H. Morrow, Jr.
Unwersity of Tetmessee, Knoxville

In War’s Dark Shadow: The Russians before the
Great War by W. Bruce Lincoln. New York: Dial
Press, 1983, 557 pages, S25.00.
Bruce Lincoln is the author of several books on 

modern Russian history. He has written both nar-

rowly conceived research monographs for fellow 
academics and broadly conceived syntheses for pop 
ular consumption. One of his better known works o: 
the latier kind was the very successful history, Tht 
Romanovs. In War's Dark Shadow is in this samt 
mode.

A book must be judged by what it presumes to bt 
or to do. Lincoln tells us modestly in the Foreworc 
what he has in mind here: "This is the story of thej 
Russians as they entered the twentieth century." The 
book is not addressed to the academic specialist. 
Lincoln does not sei out to uncover new material, 
and he does not presume to wrestle with historio- 
graphical issues, especially not with the classic ques- 
tion about whether there would have been a revolu- 
tion in Rússia in or around 1917 without thecoming 
of lhe war. He has written in the main a book for the; 
general reader, for the educated public. I find no, 
reason to regret this. We have a growing abundance1 
of specialized literature for scholarly readers, and 
Lincoln has used just this literature on a very im-| 
pressive scale in order to write a readable and yet 
reliable and accurate book for another kind of au- 
dience. We should rejoice: it is far better to have such 
works from qualified scholars than from perverse 
popularizers. And yet even the specialist may well 
learn something from lhe breadth of the treatment of 
the subject here.

One of Lincolns main concerns is to characterize 
the disparate parts of Russian society. He does an 
admirable job with the Russian peasantry, the "dark, 
people" of Rússia, the class that was so notoriously 
mute and mysterious. Similarly. he treats us to a 
surprisingly full view of that often neglected class, 
the merchantry, concentrating on a few prominent 
merchant families, above all on the Morozovs. He 
does not do as well with the Russian nobility, which 
is ironic, in view of the superior literacy and, there- 
fore, the relative accessibility of lhe gentry by com- 
parison with the other classes.

In all of his description of the different classes of 
Russian society, Lincoln has done something emi- 
nently feasible and yet all too rare; that is, he has 
mined that great treasure of Russian fiction to add 
scope and depth to his characterizations. Chekhov 
and Turgenev are especially useful for both the no
bility and the peasants, and Ostrovskii's plays add 
life to the portrait of the merchantry. This exploita- 
tion of Russian literature constitutes one of the ma
jor strengths of In War’s Dark Shadow.

The Russians have long been notorious for their 
bunglingof the Russo-Japanese War, and Lincoln s 
account of it makes one of the more interesting chap- 
ters of the book. Perhaps the most extraordinary tale 
told here, however, is also a rather unlikely one. It is
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he story of the society and lhe mores—especially the 
>izarre sexual mores—of lhe Russian poets of lhe 
iilver Age. Andrei Belyi. Aleksandr Blok (who mar- 
ied, for a time in a celibate fashion. the daughier of 
3mitrii Mendeleev. inventor of lhe periodic chari of 
heaioms), Viacheslav Ivanov, Dmiirii Merezhkovs- 
di, Zinaida Gippius, Sergei Diaghilev, Valerii Briu- 
ío v . and many others. Thev exemplified a fin-de- 
iècle malaise, ivhich they sought to redeem in sex- 
jal expression both abstractly sublimated and con- 
ipicuously carnal. In lhe meantime, side by side 
Aiih ihese gilded demigods ivas what Gorky called 
‘lhe lower depths” (Na dne), lhe dregs of society; 

and at this social levei, the aggravaied sexual im- 
imlses of lhe era assumed very different forms. Ac-
Íording to some estimaies. more ihan 3 percent of 
he population of Saint Peiersburg after 1905 con- 

«sisted of prostitutes.
As a characterization of a society rather than a 

narrative history of it. Lincoln's book succeeds re- 
markably well. The flavor of Russian society of lhe 
period is here.

Dr. Hugh Ragsdale 
University oj Alabama

The Change in the European Balance of Power, 
1938-1939: The Path lo Ruin by Williamson 
Murray. Princeion University Press, 1984, 494 
pages, $50.00 cloth.
Would England and France have been betier off 

fighting Germany in 1938 insiead of waiiing until 
1939? This is a question that has been argued 
sharply by historians and sirategists ever since those 
fateful evenis. On one hand, there is a school of 
ihought thai argues England better utilized the lime 
from Munich to Poland to improve her defenses 
markedly, especially Fighter Command; on the 
other hand, arguers stress that the Germans clearly 
gained the advantage in the period. The question 
has all the elements of a classic case for war-gamers, 
but there is not much doubt in author Williamson 
Murray’s mind that the western Allies should have 
fought in 1938.

Deftly analyzing the strategic, military, and dip- 
lomatic background of thecrisis, Murray claims that 
the Chamberlain government made the wrong 
choice on almost every question it faced. But why? 
Here the author concludes that at the center of the 
British governmenial structure was an appalling 
lack of strategic perspective. He clearly points out 
that usuaily the British military assessments were 
based on a worst-case analysis, while British diplo- 
matic assessments were the best-case type. The re- 
sults were disastrous. Especially calamitous was lhe

persistem reluctance of the Chamberlain govern
ment to consider lhe use of force as a viable option. 
On the sticky question about whether British public 
opinion would have supported a sirong response in 
1938, Murray argues that lhe government followed 
slowly behind the public rather than leading it. For 
example, in rearmament the western Allies wasted 
much of their time until as late as the fali of Prague 
in March of 1939, while the Germans improved their 
capabilities steadily. He also faults these Allied 
powers for not driving Italy into the war imme- 
diately in 1939 instead of letting Mussolini select his 
own time. Again, it was a case of a lack of strategic 
perspective. He reserves his harshest judgment for 
the lackluster atiempt by Allies in the west to organ
ize a ‘‘grand coalition" with the Soviets. Chamber- 
lain s unilateral commitment to Poland gave Stalin 
the opportunity to sell his Services to the highest 
bidder.

There is much to be learned from The Change in 
the European Balance of Power, 1938-1939, a mas- 
terful exposition of how not to formulate a nation s 
grand strategy. The Chamberlain government never 
was able to judge or execute a consistem, effective 
response to Hitler. Fortunately, Hitler was to have 
similiar difficulties throughout the war. As the au
thor is fond of remarking, incompetency has always 
been an equal-opportunity employer.

This is simply the best book written on the topic. 
Murray's pithy asides and wry humor add to its 
charm. Murray’s research, writing, and organization 
for the book are impressive, but the strength of the 
volume is in the analysis. Anyone interested or in- 
volved in how a nation formulates its strategic per
spective would profit from reading this work. The 
military aspects of the crisis are analyzed carefully, 
but the major emphasis is on the broader formula- 
tion of a grand strategy.

Dr. Edwartl L. Hornze 
University of Nebraska-l.imoln

1939: In the Shadow of War by Robert Kee. Boston:
Little, Brown and Company, 1984, 369 pages, 
$19.95.
History written without long spells in the ar- 

chives and detailed studying of a myriad of sources 
can be difficult to write, with the potential of shal- 
lowness and nonacceptance by the historical com- 
munity. Nevertheless, popular historian Robert K.ee, 
using only newspapers as his sources, does a master- 
ful job in his study of a single criticai year, 1939: In 
the Shadow of War. The focus is on those political 
and military developments that would lead to thedec- 
larations of war in September 1939. The pi votai
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nation was Greai Britam, perhaps because she had 
the power and, indeed, the responsibility to play an 
importam role vis-à-vis Adolf Hitler. In addition, 
Kee discusses and analyzes events in the United 
States and Nazi Germany, touching only lightly on 
developments in the Far East.

1939 is more than a simple history looking toward 
the beginning oí World War II in Europe. Relying 
on daily newspapers, Kee tries to show how difficult 
it was for people to know what was going on with 
only public sources of information available. The 
author points out that "newspapers do provide in- 
valuable historical evidence not only of forgotten 
events but also of the way things looked before later 
events made them look different." (p. 1) This may 
have been what he was attempting to achieve, but 
Kee was aware of certain events after 31 December 
1939, in spite of denials to the contrary. The most 
glaring example is the treatment of the Jews, which I 
believe Kee emphasizes more than he would have if 
he had been unaware of the holocaust.

Still. that criticism is only a minor quibble. 1939 is 
excellent history, exciting to read, free flowing, and 
capable of holding the reader's attention. It is not 
just political, military, and diplomatic history, for 
by following the newspapers that Kee presents, we 
seeother events and developments that helpconvey a 
total picture of life and society. We learn about the 
Thomas Mooney case in Califórnia, a couple of 
murder cases from England, and life in Spain during 
the Civil War. The only difficulty with the book is 
not the author's problem but the reader's. From the 
first page on, one knows that 1 September 1939 is 
coming and that nothing can be done to prevent 
those horrible events from unleashing a terrible 
hailstorm over much of the world. That awareness 
provides a certain gloom as one reads the book.

Throughout 1939: In the Shadoiv of War, there is 
one major message that comes across: do not appease 
dictators, especially dictators whose aims are clearly 
advertised. An importam reason why World War II 
began was that the Franco-British policy of ap- 
peasemem could not stop Hitler; only firm action 
offered the possibility of success. General Maurice 
Gamelin, Commander in Chief of the Allied Forces 
in France in 1939, said that "the future will be what 
we want it to be." (p. 344) Like 1914, the last year of 
the 1930s was not a good year for the world; let us 
hope that we can do better.

Dr. Alan M. Osur 
Colorado Sprmgs, Colorado

Montgomery in Europe, 1943-45: Success or Failure?
by Richard Lamb. New York: Franklin Watts,
1984, 472 pages, SI8.95.

Richard Lamb wrote Montgomery in Europe, 
1943-43: Success or Failure? "to attempt a definitivt 
historical verdict on Bernard Montgomery's per-; 
formance as commander in Sicily, Italy, and North
west Europe between July 1943 and May 1945.” (p 
1) Due to Momgomery's unfortunaie relations with 
other Allied military leaders, it may still be too early 
to evaluate Montgomery’s performance objectively 
Nevertheless, Lamb does bring out clearly one 
strand in the complex personality of Field Marshal 
Bernard "Monty” Montgomery—namely. his mon- 
umentally self-destructive tendency. In this shori 
period of roughly two years, Monty managed to turn 
General Dwight D. "Ike" Eisenhower and most ol 
his colleagues in the Allied Command against 
himself.

During lhe invasion of Italy, Montgomery’s forcesj 
met little opposition when they landed on the Ital- 
ian "toe." General Clark, on the other hand, was in 
desperate straits in the Salerno beachhead. In dis- 
obedience to General Alexander’s orders, Montyj 
made a leisurely advance to aid Clark in the north 
According to Lamb, the bitterness of American gen
erais toward Monty began at this point. (p. 47)

In Normandy, Monty provoked Ike by his hesita- 
tion to begin another attack on Caen. Monty an- 
gered British air marshals by promising them air- 
fields around Caen, which he did not deliver. He 
thus raised their expectations and then let them 
down, a device guaranteed to provoke outrage in iht 
victim. In Operation Goodwood, Monty was de- 
feated. On 18 July 1944 he told his superior anc 
strong supporter, General Brooke, that the battlt 
had been a "complete success." (p. 120) Surpris 
ingly, this failure to report accurately did not soui 
Brooke on his protégé.

After the American breakout in Normandy, the 
Allies nearly trapped a major portion of the Germar 
army of the west in the Falaise Gap. General Brad 
ley’s persistence and the American capability tc 
close the gap are not the issue in Monty’s relatiomí 
with Allied officers. The point is that Monty refusec 
to permit American officers to cross the inter-Alliec 
army boundary. The Americans saw this refusal a: 
they key factor in their failure to close the Falaise 
Gap. Even Lamb admits that Monty was at fault ir 
this battle for not Consulting with either Genera 
Eisenhower or General Bradley. (pp. 173-74) Montv 
had now turned American officers totally agains' 
him.

Ike arrived at Moniy's headquarters with Bedel 
Smith on 23 August 1944 for a conference. Tc 
Smith’s indignation, Monty insisted that Smith be 
excluded from the conference. Later, Monty ignorec 
Eisenhower’s order that Amwerp, a major port be
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capiured quickly. .\lonty’s lack of response gave ihe 
Germans time to mine the Scheldt (which leads to 
Antwerp), and, consequently. no Allied ship could 
enter Antwerp until 27 November 1944.

Montgomery began a polemic against General 
Eisenhowers strategy. Montv wanted most of the 
Allied forces concentrated in the north under his 
command for a thrust through the North German 
Plain. Ike wanted to keep his options open for a 
spearhead either through northern or central Ger- 
many. Monty's strategic concept may have been 
sound, but his manner of presenting his strategic 
plan was self-defeating. His strategic demands con- 
tinued to be made on Eisenhower in a constant and 
arrogant harangue over several months.

On 10 September 1944. Ike carne to see Montv at 
Brussels. Lieutenant General Humfrey Gale, head 
of the administration at Supreme Headquarters Al
lied Expeditionary Forces (SHAEF), accompanied 
Eisenhower. Montv objected to Gale's presence and 
then lectured to Eisenhower contemptuously. Fi- 
nally, Ike said to Montgomery: “Steady, Monty, you 
cannoi talk to me like this. I am your boss." (p. 216) 

Monty defeated himself in the airborne landing at 
Arnhem (Operation Marketplace), when he refused 
to listen to the warnings of his own staff about the 
dangers of such an operation. The plan required 
XXX Corp to advance sixty-five miles in forty-eight 
hours on a single road through "boggy" country. 
Through failure of this operation, Monty lost his 
remaining support from both British and American 
leaders at SHAEF for his northern thrust into 
Germany.

After the Ardennes near-disaster, Monty wrote a 
very insulting and insubordinate letter to Ike. (pp. 
323-24) General Eisenhower consequently began the 
process to remove Monty from command but re- 
lented when Monty expressed regret that his letter 
had upset Ike. In the final days of the war in Europe, 
Eisenhower assigned Montgomery to a subordinate 
role of protecting Bradley's northern flank and seal- 
íng the Danish Península. Amazingly, Monty was 
surpnsed by his degradation and decided that Ike 
was deceitful.

Monty's self-destructive behavior produced i haos 
in the Allied Command, which Lamb abh docu- 
ments. Lamb fails to answer the key question, how- 
ever, of why Churchill and General Brooke con- 
tinued to support Monty.

Dr. Kcnneth J. Campbell 
Gallaudet College 
Washington. D.C.

The 390th Bomb Group Anthologv edited by Wil- 
bert H. Richarz. Richard H. Perry, and William J.

Robinson. Volume I. Tucson, Arizona: 390lh
Memorial Museum, 1983.

Many have tried to tell the story of the bomber 
crews in the air war against Germany in World War 
II. Most influential were two novelists whose books 
were made into movies, Beirne Lay (Twelve O 'Clock 
High) and William Haines (Command Decision). 
There have also been a number of autobiographical 
accounts, the besl of which probably are lhe older 
works by Keith Schuyler and Bert Stiles, along with 
more recent books by Elmer Bendiner and Philip 
Ardery. Other sources of information on lhe bomb- 
ing offensive are the shelves of unit histories, some 
written immediately after the war, others written 
more recently.

The 390th Bomb Group Anthology takes another 
approach. This edited volume is a collection of 
pieces written by members of the 390th Bomb 
Group. Some of the selections are as short as a para- 
graph, whileone that runs nineteen pages coversall 
aspects of that unit's Service during the war. The 
main strength of this collection is that the authors 
paint a vivid, colorful, and clear picture of their 
wartime Service and thus capture the flavor of life in 
the 390th, as well as of the other American bomber 
groups in the war. A second strength is that by using 
multiple authors, the overall collection is well 
rounded in terms of chronology and scope. Not only 
are a variety of bombing missions described, but so 
are other missions such as supply of partisans, 
droppingof leaflets, and the repatriation of French 
prisoners of war. The ground story of both ground 
and air crews is also covered. Finally, some members 
of the unit who were shot down relate either their 
captivity or their escape. A third strength of this 
book is the fine set of photographs included, some 
printed for the first time and all clearly reproduced.

Flaws in the collection are minor. First, I would 
have appreciated information indicating when these 
various articles were written in order to distinguish 
between those written during the war and those writ
ten more recently. Second, the dates of the various 
incidents described would have been a welcome ad- 
dition. Third, the collection, as goodasit is, requires 
editing. Not only could someof thestories have been 
deleted, but others could have been trimmed. Fi
nally, an index w-ould have been useful.

These comments are made with the sincere hope 
that 390th will publish a second volume and that 
other units will follow their lead in this novel and 
fruitful approach. Overall, because this collection 
relates the air war in a wide scope, fuiI of emotion, 
through the eyes of the participants, this collection 
is a success and makes a clear contribution to the
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history of the air war over Europe. While it may 
prove of greatest interest to the individuais and fami- 
lies of those who served with the 390ih, anyone who 
wants to know "what it really was like" should read 
The 390th Bomb Group Anthology. The members 
of the 390th should be thanked, not this time for 
their proud wartime Service, but rather for bringing 
that wartime Service to life for those of us who were 
not there.

Dr. Kenneth P. Werrcll 
Radjord Vniversity, Virgínia

Drop Zone Sicily: Allied Airborne Strike, July 1943
by YVilliam B. Breuer, Novato, Califórnia: Pre
sidio Press, 1983, 212 pages, $15.95.
The Allied invasion and conquest of Axis-held 

Sicily in 1943 is a story often told but now largely 
consigned to history. It is among the more contro- 
versial military operations of World War II. As we 
bask in the afterglow of the fortieth anniversary of 
the historie Normandy invasion, it is fitting to re- 
flect on the Sicilian campaign as well.

Code-named Operation Husky, the Sicilian cam
paign was a necessary, albeit costly, precursor to 
Operation Overlord the following year. Operation 
Husky was, by any measure, a risky undertaking. 
Indeed, it was the first large-scalecombinedairborne- 
amphibious operation conducted by the Allies in 
World War II. Here were sown the seeds of coopera- 
tion (and conflict) that were to bear fruit in the 
ultimate defeat of the Axis powers on the continent 
of Europe. Here, too, were born the strategy and 
tactics for future large-scale airborne assault opera
tions.

Drop Zone Sicily is among the latest in recent 
accounts of Operation Husky. It may well be the 
best. As the title suggests, William Breuer's primary 
focus is on the airborne phase of the operation. 
Breuer has written a dramatic, fast-paced, factual 
account of the airborne assault and follow-up opera
tions in Sicily. As General Gavin observes elo- 
quentlv in the Foreword, "Drop Zone Sicily is a 
significam and thoughtful book. It is significam 
because it [Operation Husky] was América s very 
first effort at committing troops to combat by air on 
a regimental scale and because the airborne assault 
cracked open Hitler's Festung Europa (Fortress Eu
rope) for the first time. This book is thoughtful 
because the author has gone to great lengths in dig- 
ging out the facts behind that airborne operation." 
This is high praise, indeed; and it comes from a 
distinguished soldier and paratrooper who com- 
manded the U.S. 505th Airborne Regimental Com
bat Team that led the airborne assault on Sicily and

who later commanded the 82d Airborne Division, 
becoming (at age thirty-seven) the youngest Ameri
can two-star general since the Civil War.

The praise is altogether justified. Breuer has cap- 
tured theessence of war, wartsand all, as herecounts 
in vivid detail the controversy, danger, uncertainty, 
fear, panic. and courage that attended this historie 
operation. Moreover, as General Gavin points out, 
Breuer has written a ringing testimonial to "the 
courage of young Americans in their baptism of tire 
against an experienced and skilled foe."

Drop Zone Sicily is a superbly written, thoroughly 
researched conti ibution to the literature on airborne 
warfare. It deserves a wide audience.

Colonel Thomas K. Vaughn, USA 
.-tir War College 

Maxwell AFB, Alabatna

The Big Drop: The Guns of Merville, June 1944 by
John Golley. London: Jane’s, 1982, 174 pages,
$19.95.
On the night of 5 June 1944, only a few hours 

before the massive Allied invasion of Normandy 
took place on the long-awaited D-day, a force of 
approximately 750 British paratroopers commanded 
by Lieutenant Colonel Terence Otway was dropped 
behind enemy lines near the village of Merville, 
located about a mile from the French seacoast east of 
the city of Caen. The mission of this group was to 
put a strategically situated gun battery out of action. 
This battery, it was feared, might otherwise rake 
with devastating fire the critically important beaches, 
code-named Sword, Gold, and Juno. where British 
and Canadian units were to come ashore the follow
ing morning.

Unaware that much of the area in which they were 
to land had been flooded under orders of Field Mar- 
shal Erwin Rommel, many of the skyraiders were 
drowned before they had a chance to rendezvous 
with their comrades. Years later, their bones were 
still beingexhumed by lhe plowsof Norman farmers. 
In the end, it was left to about one hundred men to 
storm the battery just before dawn, charging through 
a minefield swept by machine-gun fire. Despite the 
odds, they were successful: after a savage half-hour 
fight, the guns, which turned out to be relatively 
antiquated French 75s, were put out of commission. 
Regrouping what remained ol his badly mauled 
contingem, Otway lhen occupied the Château St. 
Come and the high ground around it. overlooking 
the strategically criticai west bank of the Orne River 
and the Caen Canal. There, ringed by numerically 
superior German infamry, artillery, and tank units, 
he and his beleaguered force held off repeatedattacks
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iDver a grueling six-dav period, thereby making a 
uibstantial contribution to the succcss of the Allied 
invasion.
| Such is the story told in this highly absorbing 
book by former RAF pilot John Golley, who flew 
Hurricanes and Typhoons in support of Allied op- 
ferations in Normandy during those fatekil days. 
Now the co-owner of a British advertising agency, 
Golley has painstakingly assembled the reminiscen- 
ces of sixty-seven survivors of the actions he de- 
stribes. includtng those of Otwav himself, in addi- 
tion to examining available secondary sources writ- 
ten by such persons as General Sir Napier Crook- 
»nden. G. C. Norton. Cornelius Ryan, and Hillary 
St. George Saunders. Commencing with Otway's 
prewar career as a cadet at Sandhurst and an officer 
with lhe Royal Ulster Rifles in China and índia, 
Golley recounts various incidents showing his chief 
protagonist's stubbornness and independence of 
mind and then traces Otway’s various assignments 
in World War II until he was given the task of 
leading the assault on the Merville battery in early 
April 1944. After several chapters relating to Otway’s 
meticulous planning for the operation and the ex- 
ceptionally arduous training undergone by the red- 
bereted paratroops chosen to take part in it, Golley 
properly devotes the bulk of the volume to the details 
of the fighting that took place from 5 June through 
12 June. concluding with a brief retrospective look 
at what has happened to the surviving "Paras" and 
the small but vividly remembered section of Nor
mandy where these men performed with such de- 
termination and valor.

Golley does not command either the literary skills 
bí a Cornelius Ryan or the professional abilities of 
ithe late Gordon Prange, and the reader may occa- 
sionally get lost in lhe flashbacks through which the 
experiences of individual participants in the Mer
ville action are traced. No matter; this is a valuable 
work that fills with distinction an important niche 
on the ever-growing World War II bookshelf. Reso- 
lutely avoiding any tendency to glamorize the dirty 
business of warfare, Golley supplies vivid and un- 
forgettable details of brave but terrified men vomii- 
ing over each other's backs as lhey prepare to plunge 
into thedarkness from thecramped interiorsof C-47 
Dakotas which had managed to weave their way 
through heavy antiaircraft fire; of a stoic Norman 
farm family enduring torture and death at the hands 
of German forces after rescuing, hiding, and feeding 
paratroops who had stumbled upon their property 
when making their way out of lhe artificial swamps 
that Rumineis flooding had created; and of a shat- 
tered and exhausted Otway looking on himself as a 
failure. despite being decorated with the Distin-

guished Service Order, after being relieved of his 
command in mid-June 1944 simply because he was 
physically unfit to carry on. The Big Drop is a very 
good book w hich carries about it an unmistakable 
air of authenticity. Its author has been in the cruci- 
ble himself and knowrs whereof he wrítes.

Dr. W. David Lewis 
Auburn VniversUy. Alabama

Herman the German: Enemy Alien, U.S. Master
Sergeant **10500000 by Gerhard Neumann, New
York: William Morrow and Company, 1984, 277
pages. SI5.95.
As we learned from television coverage of the for- 

tieth anniversary of D-day, it was an Army sergeant 
who suggested taking the jagged pieces of Steel left 
behind on the beaches by German troops and weld- 
ing them to the front of American tanks so that the 
tanks could cut their way through the Normandy 
hedgerows without stalling. Across lhe globe in 
China, a German-born Army Air Corps sergeant 
gained such notoriety for recurringdeeds whileserv- 
ing as an aircraft mechanic during the war that he 
was made a naturalized American citizen by a special 
act of Congress signed by Presidem Truman in 1946.

"Herman the German." so nicknamed by his 
comrades in arms, is the title chosen for this fast- 
paced autobiography of the Air Corps sergeant, 
Gerhard Neumann, w'hose wartime exploits were 
followed by a meteoric career at General Electric. 
Born to “Jewish German” parents (a term the family 
preferred to "German Jews"), he attended Ger- 
many’s oldest technical college (Ingenieurschule 
Mittweida) from 1935 to 1938 and then responded to 
a bulletin-board notice stating that Generalissimo 
Chiang Kai-shek was looking for young mechanical 
engineers to work on lhe Chinese mainland. Ac- 
cepted into the group, Neumann flew to the Orieni 
in a French Dewoitine trirnotor (only nine of lhe 
planes were ever built)—an account that he tele- 
scopes into seven pages but which needs only the 
appearance of Hercule Poirot to provide the basis for 
a separate TV or movie epic. Stranded in Hong 
Kong (the Nationalists had left town with no for- 
wardingaddress), Neumann wastednotime finding 
a job as chief auto mechanic at the city’s best garage 
(overhauling the Governor’s British Daimler in 
short order). But the reverberations of the fali of 
France, in June 1940, led to an order expelling all 
German citizens from Hong Kong. Saved in the nick 
of time by an American official whom he met in an 
elevator, Neumann was allowed to join General 
Claire Chennault s American Volunteer Group (the 
Flying Tigers), for whom his firsl job was to shep-
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herd some badly needed diesel trucks from Kunming 
to the Burmese frontier. VVhen that was accom- 
plished, General Chennault prevailed on the U.S. 
Secretary of War, Henry L. Stimson, to get enlist- 
ment papers for Neumann in the Army Air Corps.

Sworn in as a staff sergeant on 4 July 1942, Neu
mann was off on a breathtaking Army career, begun 
by putting together the pieces of the first Japanese 
Zero captured after Pearl Harbor (so that it could be 
taken to the United States and studied) and ending 
with a trip to Washington to brief General William 
Donovan, head of the Office of Strategic Services on 
the desperate State of affairs among Chinese ground 
forces serving under Chennault.

After the war it was much the same: fixing cars for 
Boris Karloff and other Hollywood celebrities; re- 
pairing afterburners on early postwar jet engines ai 
Douglas Aircraft; then finding time to marry and 
drive his wife and an Airdale terrier across Asia and 
the Middle East to Jerusalem in a jeep.

There is the stuff of Harry Trum an’s oral biog- 
raphy, "Plain Speaking," here, mixed with all the 
entertainment of a Bob Hope and Dorothy Lamour 
movie on the road to somewhere. But Neumann is 
Neumann, not Truman; and the reader will find it 
difficult to appreciate that when Herman the Ger- 
man grabbed some horse manure to fix a leaky heat 
exchanger while someone was out to lunch at Gen
eral Electric, this was an importam first step on the 
road toward development of the variable stator jet 
engine, for which Neumann and others of an Air 
Force-industry team were awarded the Collier Tro- 
phy, aviation s top award, in 1958.

Given Neumanns lifetime of diverse activities, 
his parting words in his account provide something 
of an anticlímax. Stricken with a heart attack that 
called for by-pass surgery and early retirement, he 
waxes philosophic about a life that evidently kept 
him from seeing much of his wife and family. 
"Climbing the ladder of success [at GE] was made 
easy for me, and I was rewarded handsomely,” he 
says. But the price he also paid was "very high." 
Would he do it all over again the same way? Well, 
that’saquestion that hesays he won’tanswer, but he 
does say that he would like to “alert ambitious go- 
getters to ponder very carefully the problems that go 
with accepting promotion to a top position and the 
price they will have to pay, before they say [as Neu
mann did over and over again], Yes, sir. Thank 
you.' " While few executives can recount a Horatio 
Alger story as riotous as Herman the German’s, 
there must be legions whose tales would have sim
ilar endings.

William Welling
New York City, New York

Combat World War II: European Theater of Oper- 
ations edited by Don Congdon. New York: Arboi 
House, 1983, 749 pages, $24.95.

Combat World War II: Pacific Theater of Opera- 
tions edited by Don Congdon. New York: Arbor 
House, 1983, 750 pages, $24.95.
Combat World War II: European Theater of Op- 

erations and Combat World War II: Pacific Theatei 
of Operations, edited by Don Congdon, are a collec- 
tion of "battle pieces" that were originally pub- 
lished in inexpensive paperback versions over two 
decades ago. They have been reissued as expensive 
hardbound volumes. One has to wonder why. It is 
even more perplexing that these two books should 
have been chosen as alternate selections by a major 
bookclub. With theexception of new Forewords, by 
Herbert Mitgang, which contribute nothing to the 
volumes, these books stand as they did when they 
first appeared in the early 1960s. No changes, addi- 
tions, or amplifications have been offered.

For the professional historian or military person, 
these volumes offer nothing that could possibly jus- 
tify their cost. Even the most determined buff will 
find these two books of only moderate interest.

Considering the amount of both primary and sec- 
ondary material that has appeared since the first 
publication of these volumes, these books stand out 
as dated and uninformative. With one or two excep- 
tions, all the materiais presented are easily available 
in their complete form. Certainly, no one would 
claim that these works are classics.

One must conclude (and this conclusion is rein- 
forced by the packaging) that these books were re- 
published to garner money from an unsuspecting 
public. For anyone seriously interested in World 
War II, these books are of virtually no interest. For 
someone just starting the study of that great conflict, 
they might have limited value in their earlier inex
pensive format. One would be hard-pressed to find 
any justification for purchasing these two volumes, 
even for a library.

Dr. W. Robert Houston 
University of South Alabama

Perilous Missions: Civil Air Transport and CIA 
Covert Operations in Asia by William M. Leary. 
Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 1984, 
281 pages, $22.50.
Historical studies of aviation history with a real 

grasp of operational reality are as scarce as hens' 
teeth: those with authentic "feel" are mostly inade- 
quately researched and written for buff audiences, 
while professionally researched and documented
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í.iudies tend to be wrilten at a levei of operational 
nbstraction far removed from the reality of flying as 
í he aviation professional knows ii. Perilous Mis- 
L-jo n j is a noiable exception.
I Civil Air Transport (CAT) began in 1946 in a 
jnion of temperament, if noi background, between 
General Claire Chennault and Ivy League lawyer- 
íurned-soldier-of-fortune Whiting Willauer. Their 
:juixotic deiermination to build a commercial air- 
lineon the economic wreckageof post-World VVar II 
China overcame a staggering array of political, eco- 
lomic, and operational obstacles, only to become 
?ngulfed in China's bitter Civil War as a loyal, if 
unofficial, adjunct to a frequently unserving Chi- 
iiese Nationalist Air Force. Evacuating to Taiwan 
on lhe heels of its sponsor. Chiang Eai-shek, the 
[Civil Air Transport faced extinction but subse- 
quently was preserved by Central Intelligence Agency 
Isubsidies, which ultimately drew the airline deeply 
into supporting the French in Indochina.

Although this involvement produced CAT's fin- 
est hour in dogged support of the French garrison at 
Dien Bien Phu, it linked the name of the carrier 
inextricably with that of yei another lost cause. This 
linkage—helped along, no doubt. by Chennault’s 
independem irascibílity—led the CIA to shift its 
support to newer and less tainted names, noiably Air 
America, leaving Civil Air Transport to drift on to- 
ward a lingering death in 1968.

The above summation provides only the barest 
outline of a rich and complex story, filled with an 
amazing cast of characters to whom YVilliam Leary 
does proper justice, often wiping away the cobwebs 
of legend to present an even more incredible reality. 
That cast reads like something out of "Terry and the 
Pirates": In addition to Chennault and Willauer. we 
líind such larger-than-life figures as Alíred T. Cox. 
distinguished engineer turned OSS agent, the CIA s 
"control” for CAT and ultimately its acting presi
dem; Robert E. Rousselot. strikingly handsome ex- 
Marine who ruled CAT's aircrew roster with an iron 
hand as chief pilot; and the legendary pilot James B. 
McGovern, alias "Earthquake McGoon,” who 
weighed more than 300 pounds and whose heroic 
death at the hands of a Communist 37-mm antiair- 
ciaft gun that downed his C-l 19 near Dien Bien Phu 
on 6 May 1954 put the lie to sneers about mercenary 
"Yankee Air Pirates" and. at least among American 
airmen, marked a watershed in the U.S. commii- 
ment in Southeast Asia.

Leary puts romamic misconceptions to rest Whole
sale and lays out for inspection the realities behind 
them: Civil Air Transport pilots did not make 
enormous sums of money; $800 to $1000 per month, 
with a $10.00 per hour combat bonus (with no gov-

ernment survivor's benefits), was standard during 
the Dien Bien Phu airlift. They did, however, fly 
their tails off on occasion. One C-46 captain, for 
example. logged twenty-one hours and forty-five 
minutes during a single twenty-íour-hour period on 
3 March 1949 during airlift operations in support of 
lhe isolated Nationalist cily of T ’ai-jiian—an epic 
operation that rivaled the Berlin airlift in scope and 
exceeded it in operational difficulty. The airline’s 
management was not a mere from for the CIA; in- 
deed, the independence of tnind of CAT's founders 
probably had as much to do with its demise as their 
staunch. and ultimately futile, support of anti- 
Communist causes which led them to accept CIA 
money and the operational control that went along 
with it.

Best of all, Leary writes with a clear understand- 
ing of the practical difficulties of transport aviation 
under primitive conditions. He moves with much 
agility from the briefing room to the boardroom, 
from the pilot's world of radio-range approaches 
with 300-foot ceilings and no alternate to the Chi- 
nese banker's world of politics, high finance, and 
corruption, connecting the problems of the one with 
those of the other.

Perilous Missions is a fine study, as well docu- 
mented as the still-classified nature of much of the 
source material would permit; it is smoothly writ- 
ten, well illustrated, and nicely produced. Both au- 
thor and publisher are to be congratulated. We can 
look forward with anticipation to Leary’s projected 
study of Air America.

Dr. J, F. Guilmarlin. Jr. 
Rice University 

Houslon, Trxas

Airlines of the United States since 1914 by R. E. G.
Davies. London: Putnam, 1972; revised reprint.
Washington Smithsonian Institution Press, 1982.
746 pages. $35.00.

The development of today’s air transportation 
system in the United States has often been chaotic 
and has usually been very complex. In his history of 
that development. R. E. G. Davies, whooccupies the 
Charles A. Lindbergh Chair of Aerospace History at 
the National Air and Space Museum, details the 
changes that have resulted in today’s airline net- 
work. His Animes of the United States since 1914 is a 
monumental work.

The author devotes almost half of the 577 narra- 
tive pages to pre-World War II domestic and Ameri
can flag airlines, large and small. Throughout the 
volume, Davies develops the personalities of the in- 
dustry leaders and promoters who put together the
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pioneer lines and then engaged in often-bitter strug- 
gles for either independem corporate existence or 
merger into the giants of the 1930s and succeeding 
decades. Hovvever, he does not neglecí the "little 
guys" of air iransport management, often picturing 
them as giants in their own rights. His portraits of 
such figures as "Pop" Hanshue, Walter F. Brown, 
Clement Keys, Thomas Braniff, and Juan Trippe 
are especially useful, as are treatments of Major 
General Jimmy Doolittle and Howard Hughes dur- 
ing later eras.

The extension of Pan-American Airways through- 
out South America and then into the Pacific and 
Atlantic through political manipulation coupled 
with good management is one of the book's high- 
lights. Complementing this story of expansion is 
that covering the establishment of the domestic " Big 
Four."

The aulhor describes the status of America's civil 
air transport system at the beginning of World War 
II, the operational and training roles undertaken by 
lhe airlines during the war years, and lhe roles of the 
airlines in establishing the Army's Air Transport 
Command and the Naval Air Transport Service. 
Noting that the nation's air carrier potential was in a 
position of overwhelming strength as the war ended, 
Davies fully investigates the extension of U.S. air- 
line routes into truly worldwide service. While do- 
tng so, he also details the rise and interrelationships 
of the air taxi and regional lines with one another 
and with the trunk carriers.

Davies describes the many technical advances that 
accompanied or drove airline organizational changes.

Well-chosen photographs of all the significam irans
port aircraft, from early mailplanes through tht 
Concorde, accompany the text at appropriate places. 
The author's discussion of these aircraft is thor- 
ough, correct, and directed toward their significance 
at lhe time of their introduction and service. He alsc 
describes the developmem of the engines that pow- 
ered those aircraft. These aspects of the book add 
considerably to its overall attractiveness and utility.

The author also emphasizes the role of govern- 
ment regulation in the history of U.S. airlines. Tht 
many major and minor Controls and subsidies affect- 
ing safety, aiicraft design, rates, and routes are all 
there. Rather than issue a second edition of the orig
inal 1972 publication. the author has updated rele
vam chapiers through mid-1982. In addition, he has 
included an appendix titled "Essay on Deregula- 
tion," a history of U.S. airline operations and prob- 
lems during this intervening decade. A remarkably 
fair treatment of Civil Aeronautics Board actions 
before and after the Deregulation Act of 1978 charac- 
terizes his essay and brings "sharply into focus the 
basic issue: is air transport simply a means of mak- 
ing money, or is it a public service. in lhe conduct oí 
which the public must be protected?"

Airlines of the United States since 191-f is quite 
likelv to be the definitive history of U.S. airlines. 
made even more meaningful in this second printing 
by reflecting the real world of deregulation and cut- 
throat competition.

Dr. Don K. Albert- 
Air Force Tesl and Evaluation Center 

Kirlland AFB, New Mexici)
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